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HEALTH CARE CRISIS IN AMERICA, 1971
MONDAY, MAY 17, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH OF THE
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,

San Francisco, Calif.
The Subcommittee on Health met at 9:15 a.m. in the University
of California Medical Center, San Francisco, Calif., Senator Edwara
M. Kennedy (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senator Kennedy.
Committee staff members present: LeRoy G. Goldman, professional
staff member to the subcommittee; Jay B. Cutler, minority counsel to
the subcommittee.
Senator KENNEDY. The subcommittee will come to order.
I, first of all, want to express my very sincere appreciation to Mr.
Phil Lee, who I have had an opportunity to know for a number of
years and whom now serves with great distinction in his position, for
the help and cooperation that he has provided to us in making this
facility available to us.
For a period of the last 3 months the Senate Subcommittee on
Health has been having hearings. The first 8 weeks took place in the
U.S. Senate in Washington. We listened to the experts, the spokesmen
for the industry, the insurance industry. We listened to the American
Medical Society. We listened to the Hospital Association.
And now, during the period of the last 3 to 4 weeks the Senate
Subcommittee on Health has traveled to New York City, to see the
health crisis in that area. The next day we went to Nassau and Westchester Counties which are very affluent, to consider the quality of
health care.
We traveled to West Virginia, which is our second most rural
State in the country, to see the health crisis as it is portrayed in a
rural community.
And later we traveled into Cleveland and Chicago; in the Midwest
to Iowa-again to try to get some feel for the health needs in rural
Iowa.
Today, we are here; and tomorrow in Los Angeles.
I think, of all the testimony that we have taken, none of it portrays
the health crisis any. better than some of the witnesses that we will
hear from this morning, and other consumer witnesses that we have
heard from in different, parts of our country. I think they tell the story
in dramatic detail, and in many instances in tragic terms to the problems that we are facing here in this country.
So, we will go ahead with the consumers; and after we have heard
from some of the consumers we will hear from three professional per(2393)
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sonnel, and then by the time that is available, we will open up this
hearing for comments from the floor. We never have as much time as
we like; and usually we have to keep the comments down to a couple
of minutes depending on how many people we have.
*We will do the best we can. Anyone who does not testify who wants
to make a comment, write to us and we will include your comments as
part of -this record.
These charts, here, ieflect in some ways the shortages that we have
in terms of health manpower; also, in terms of health status, and,
also, the various criteria which are identified in that column.
This chart over here shows inflation on health costs, generally; and
although S. 3, my national health insurance bill, is not before this subcommittee, it summarizes very briefly some features of the national
health security crisis.
This chart indicates where we are going, in terms of future costs
under the 1)resent system and under the flealh Security Act.

And then, finally, this chart over here is of some significance because
it shows how the money is being spent at the )resent time. Thus you
see, by next year, we will be spending a hundred billion dollars for
the quest of health-and what we will be spending on national defense-under the administration's program, will be a hundred billion
dollars.
Under S. 3, the cost of the Health Security Act is $68 billion; the
administration suggests it is $77 billion. I think our figures are more
relevant to the cost, that is, $68 billion.
We are finding we will be spending approximately the same amount
of money whether we go by the present administration amount-and
really the question is whether we are going to attempt to reform the
system and try to provide some significant reform within it, or whether we are going to build on the l)resent system and move to the administration program which relies heavily on the insurance mechanism.
In any event, we will hear from our consumer witnesses and then
front the professionals-and then open it u ) for any comments from
the floor.
We have until 11:30-and I hope we can have at letst 15 minutes
for comments from the floor.
I will ask Rita Sklar to )roceed. I welcome you. 'We are very appreciative for your comments, since it is a part of our tradition not to
really share our tragedies or personal experiences in public, or even
with' a Senate Subcommittee on Ihealth-and so it is always a great
service that individuals provide.
I think a part of the reason that we have the health crisis is that
we have people, particularly consumers, who are reticent to express themselves about the system itself. So, we are very appreciative
of those who have come here to make comments oil their experiences.
Please proceed.
STATEMENT OF MRS. RITA SKLAR, HOUSEWIFE, EXPATIENT AT
KAISER HOSPITAL, OAKLAND, CALIF.
Mrs.

SKLAR.

I

amn here to talk this morning about my experience at

Kaiser Hospital, in Oakland.
My first appointment at Kaiser was November 13, 1 had just had a
baby. I was 7 weeks post partumn; I was nursing the baby and I wanted
to continue nursing the baby.
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When I found out I couldn't take birth control pills because of a
change in the hormones and a limit to the amount of milk that I would
have, I decided that I would try to get, an IUI)-intrauterine device.
I called Kaiser and they told me there was only one doctor who
would insert an IIJD, and that would be in 2 weeks time. I called them
back, because I wanted to find out, why this was so, and I wanted to
speak to a doctor-which is hard to do: When you call up, you always
get a receptionist. So, I got a, doctor on the phone. He said that was
nonsense and he would take me that afternoon, but, of course, he didn't
make appointments and he told ine to call the appointment, desk. So,
I called the appointment desk and they wouldn't believe he wanted
me to come in in the afternoon. So, it took a numl11ber of other phone

calls and different processes like that to finally convince that attendant
he did want me to come in that afternoon.
So, in the afternoon of November 13 I went to Kaiser for the first
time, and in the course of examining me, prior to putting in the ITI),
the doctor put a hole, through my uterus by mistake.
I was immediately hospitalized and spent the night in the hospital
and I was released the next morning. I was hospitalized because they
were afraid I would bleed and that I would have to undergo surgery;
in fact, that didn't happen-so I was released the next morning. But a
week later, I began to have pain, and the pain began to increase; I
began to have diarrhea and vomiting and I finally went to the emergency clinic.
The first doctor I saw asked me a lot of questions and I told him the
whole story; and he pressed my stomach, which by this time was very
hard and distended and very tender-and he gave me a rectal examination. And at this point, he left. He was off duty and he left with all this
information.
And the next doctor that came in asked me all the same questions,
pressed my stomach-the routine went on and on-and then they
called in a gynecologist who asked the same type questions. He gave
me a pelvic examination. He called in someone trom surgery, who came
in and asked the same questions, and he insisted on giving me another
rectal eximination which I just had a half hour before.
And the only person there who had any kind of a human response
to me and my husband, as people, was a young intern who happened to
be on emergency that night, and who walked in just to talk to us. Of
all the people I saw that night he was the only one who was in any way
personable and human and was concerned 'about how I was feeling
and about the whole situation. I spent a week in the hospital at that
time.
I want to point out the irony of the situation, because originally I
wanted to get an IUD because I wanted to continue nursing my baby
and here I was in the hospital, unable to nurse the baby and separated
from him, and always worrying about whether the milk would stop,
whether the baby would get used to the bottle.
So, after I spent a week in the hospital I was put on antibiotics for
a week and then as soon as I got off the antibiotics the pain came back
and I had to go back to emergency and then I was seen by th, chief
gynecologist who did a very painful pelvic examination. And I realized, at that point, that he did not know what it felt like to have a pel-
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vie examination; he had no idea; he would never know what that was
like. And immediately after he examined me, he had an intern examine
me for his own practice.
Senator KENNEDY. You had been examined how many times?
Mrs. SICLAR.

I

haven't counted them.

After awhile-there is another whole element to this, which is that
all the while that I was in the hospital I was in the gynecology ward,
but they kept saying to me, "Maybe it was appendicitis"-not wanting
to accept responsibility for the fact they had caused my illness and always trying to think of something else I might have that they wouldn't
be responsible for.
When I went back to emergency the second time and saw the chief
gynecologist, he said to me that he realized that it was a part of the
infection that was caused from the punctured uterus and he told me
to go home and wait and it would go away. Time would make it go
away-and that is what I did; until around the middle of January
when I had an attack of pain in the night. I didn't want to go back to
Kaiser but when it wouldn't go away-I kept taking pain pills-so
finally we went in and we saw a gynecologist and he said that he just
didn't believe that it had anything to do with gynecology and h told
me to go to medical, which is across the street, and a whole different
department.
So the next day I went to medical and this doctor I saw said he
couldn't believe that it was such a thing, a coincidence, that I would
have something else wrong, like a gall bladder or ulcer, and I should
go back to gynecology. So, I walked back across the street and I went
to see the head of the gynecology clinic and this man wanted to examine me and I explained I had just been examined a few hours
earlier by one of the doctors, who suggested I go to medical and I saw
no reason to do that again. He insisted he examine me and he found
nothing, and he said I should go back to medical.
This was the first time that the doctors had ever gotten together and
discussed my case and decided on a course of direction.
I went back to medical and he told me I should go to the X-ray
department and get a barium X-ray; so, I went across the street again
to the X-ray department and they told me I would have to wait a
month. I put my name down, and in fact in a month I did take an
X-ray which turned out to be negative-which I knew it was.
At that point, I gave up on Kaiser, and I haven't been back sinceand I just decided to get well on my own, because every time I went
it was just such an upsetting experience.
So I want to say, also; when I had this interview with the head of the
gynecology clinic he said to me, "I can't understand why you have so
much trouble. We do this once a week. We perforate a uterus once a
week" I think that borders on malpractice; and it sounds incredible.
Well, I would like to share with you some of the conclusions I have
come to, from this experience.
One is that I feel that health care is a right that every American
has and a right, that we have already paid for. Consider if "70cents out
of every tax dollar that we pay to the Government were spent on
health care and related services to the people, were spent on maintaining life instead of destroying life, as it was-70 cents in every dollar
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that goes to defense in this country-and 70 cents in every dollar-the
whole world would benefit from it.
I think this is important. I think that this should be part of your
legislation.
i think, from this experience, that women are no longer going to
take the fact that gynecology, which specializes in the female medicine, is controlled by men.
Men, as I said before, cannot feel what it is like to have a pelvic
examination, to have an IUI), or an abortion, or to give birth.
And I also feel-if you haven't already done so-you should try
to visit Berkeley Free Clinic-because there in the clinic they try to
educate you about your own body, they try to tell you how it functions,
they try to demystify medicine.
One time I went to Kaiser, the doctor was writing out a prescription
and I said, "What are you writing?" Ile patted me on the head and
tweaked me on the cheek--something that is good for me. This is
really absurd. This is really terrible that doctors have-that medicine
has an aura of mystification.
I think this is something that also should go into the legislationthat any kind of medical 'enter should have an educational facility,
where people can learn about medicine and their own bodies.
I also feel-and this is very important-that any kind of a health
program must service the people.
The problem with Kaiser is that it doesn't service people; its purpose is to make money. And if you visit the Berkeley Free Clinic,
which is set up to service the community, you can see there is no comparison at all in the service that comes fr)m it.
I feel that the Government, instead of serving the interest of Kaiser
and Blue Cross and the AMA-the Government must serve the people-and what else is Govermnent for?
Senator KENNED)Y. Very truthful. I want to thank you very much
for coming here this morning. I think you have provided some of the
most eloquent testimony that I have heard in this committee about
the problems with the health system-its iinpersonalization, its lack
of continuity of care; the fact that the consumer doesn't have any
real kind of voice, and very little alternative.
What are you supposed to do after you have, been abused? What
alternative do you really have? This is why it is so important-as you
point out.
Mrs. SKLtAR. There is no alternative at all.
Senator KENNEIDiY. And this is where you point out the consumer
has to have it-and you mentioned the fact-Why should there be
provided profit in the whole health industry ? We don't in terms of
education, in primary and secondary schools, and even in higher
education.
Why should we provide it in terms of health, in this Nation, as well?
I think this is important.
I want to commend you on your statement. It says it all-and there
is very little any of us can add.
I want to thank you very much, for coming and sharing with us
your experiences.
Richard Blackwell. I appreciate your coming, Mr. Blackwell. Tell
us your story.
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STATEMENT OF RICHARD BLACKWELL, POLICE OFFICER,
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Mr. BLACKWELL. Well, my problem has not been with the medical
staff, itself. As far as the medical staff, I have had the best. My problem has been with the hospital cost.
In 1959 my second oldest son was born with a congenital heart defect. I was in the service at the time. I went all over the country, trying to get medical care and no doctors would touch him. No insurance
company would touch him. Fi1 ally, I came to Dr. Shuinway, at
Stanfordt, who said if I could keep him alive for '2 years he would
do surgery. By the time the 2 years was up I was $72,000 in debt, 80
percent of that was hospital cost; not due to the doctor's fee.
I worked for years paying off the debt and I finally had to avail
myself of the Federal Bankruptcy Act, chapter 13, which is a wage
earner's assistance, to get the hospital off of my back. They were
bugging me at home, writing me letters at my wvork; and that was
finally the only way I could pay them and keep them from bugging
me.
And then October 10, I had another tragedy in the family. My
youngest son, 9, was accidentally shot in the head and he was in the
hospital from October 10 until the week before Easter. My insurance
has now paid $38,000. I paid an additional $7,000.
I have forty more thousand dollars to go.
Senator KENNEi)Y. You are going to try to pay that?
Mr. BLACK WELL. I will have to pay that; I have no choice.
Senator KENNEDY. How long do you think this will take you?
Mr. BLACKWELL. I paid for 10 years on my other child and I will
probably pay 10 years on this.
The hosital is only interested in the dollar. The medical care I think
is the best. As far as the medical staff, I have no complaint about
them. It is the ridiculous fees that the hospital charges that is botheriny son was in the pediatrics ward, after he was taken out of the
intensive-care unit, after two and a half months in the pediatrics ward,
in a room with four other boys-it cost $98 a day.
Senator KENNEDY. Did you have insurance during this time?
Mr. BLACKWELL. My insurance paid $38,000 of it, and they wouldn't
pay any more.
Senator KENNEDY. What do you mean "They wouldn't pay any
more"?
Mr. BLACKWELL. That is the maximum they pay you under the
policy. I have New York Life.
Senator KENNEDY. After it reaches some point, they cut you off
and you are on your own.
Mr. BLACKWELL. Yes, sir.
Senator KENEiY. Have you tried to get any more insurance?
Mr. BLACKWiELL. Yes, sir; no insurance company will take me. I
went to welfare and they just laughed at me. They said, "You don't
rate it."
I haven't been able to get help of any type. I have applied to the
State; the State has turned me down.
Senator KENNEDY. You are working; they turned you down.

Mr. BLACKWELL. Yes, sir. And my son has three more surgeries facing him.
Senator KNEDY. Does your wife work, too?
Mr. BLACKWELL. She has to, to pay for the first operation of my
other son. Her salary goes to the court each month. We don't see it.
We survive on my salary.
NjDY. You pay part of that, too?
Senator KENNE
M'r. BLACKW1VLr. That supports my three children, my wife, myself-and my daughter needs epileptic medications.
I have been advised to file bankruptcy, but I don't want to file bankruptcy. I would rather pay the people. I have been paying them. It is
a ridiculous cost they charge.
I think something should be done to l)ut some kind of itreasonable
control on a hospital, for a workingman.
Senator KENNIDY. YOU have not only expiienced that kind of personal hardship-with sick children, an epileptic daughter, an acci nt
to your son; so that you have en(lured those considerable personal sacrifices and hardships and unhappiness. But, beyond that, the health
system worked toward putting you right up against the wall in terms
of finances.
Mr. B1AcKWv, TA. 1r1 s, sir. I have had my back against the wall for
10 years and will probably be there for another 10. 1 see no chance of
seeing daylight and enjoying a reasonably comfortable life.
Senator KiNNEi)Y. Wouldn't the easy way out be to go into bankMr. BLAC1WEu 2 . Yes, sir; this would
be the easy way.
Senator KEINNEDMY. You want to pay you r bills.
Mr. BLACKWLr. I dont' want to ake the easy way. People are entitled to some money, bIut I dout helieN'e the amount 'they are requesting. I am willing to'pay a reasonable amount. Under the'system I have
no choice but to pay their fee.
Senator KENNEDY. You have always paid off your obligations and
debts.
Mr. BrACKWELL. Yes, sir.
Senator KEN-NErn). Your credit is good, too.
Mr.BlACnwEm. i don't believe in credit. T can get credit.
Senator KENNEDY. You caWt get insurance.
Mr. BLACKWELL. My children are not insurable.
Senator KENNEDY. Don't you think they should be?
Mr. BLACKWELL. Yes, sir; I think they should be. My 11-year-old

son, who had open heart surgery-no insurance company will touch
him because he has had heart disease.
And now mv son, who is 10, cannot be insured for this accident because the incident is a prior condition. They will cover anything after
this, to a degree, but they will not, in any w'ay, assist witl his present
injury.
Senator KEN-,NFDY. Well, you have got 200 million
people. Why
rather
population,
the
among
risk
shouldn't we be able to spread the
than have it borne by an individual, in terms of this kind of a hardship? Do you think that would make more sense?
Mr. BrLACKWIEJi,. I think it would-if some control was Put on these
hospitals, to give some kind of relief ; not full relief, but a degree to the
workingman, to a person who can't afford this type of fee.
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Senator KENNEDY. These are collection agencies that bother you.

Mr. BLACKWELL. TlLhey are collection agencies.
Senator KENNEly. T[hey are one of the fastest growing businesses in
the country, I understand.
Mr. BLACKWELL. Yes, sir. In this State, if you can't pay a bill, regardless what it is for, a doctor, a dentist, it automatica ly goes to the
collection agency. The collection agencies-they harass you, your employer, they call' you at all hours.
The business oflice at Stanford I losl)ital calls me-and three times
they have been cited in court for contempt, because under the act they
are not supposed to contact me in any case.
Senator KENNEI)Y. What kind of work do you do?
Mr. BIA(1,WE.IJ. I am a police officer on the Peninsula.
Senator KiEN N,)Y. For how many years have you been a police
officer?
Mr.
. 'Ir,,ciiIUiK
have beeni with the police force 10 years-and I
was an investigator, Marine (1II), for the Marine Corps.
Senator KEN NEI). And your wife?
Mr. BIACKwi,:J,,. I, wife is a lab technician. She makes $480 a
month, clear; fund the Federal court, gets (very penny to pay the
hospital.
Senator KE,:NNEDY. Thank you very much. I appreciate it very much.
Ruthie Henderson, we want to thank you very much for'coming
down.
STATEMENT OF RUTHIE HENDERSON, CARDIAC PATIENT,
OAKLAND, CALIF.
Mrs. TlhEN,,DErImsON. I tam luthie Ihemdersoi, from Oakland, Calif.
from one of the worse ghettos. I an here to talk about the Medi-Cai
cut.
I am a cardiac patient. I suffer with obesity. I have hypertension
and I am a diabetic.
I live on less than $20(ia month. I am raising a little granddaughter
on $31.50 every 2 weeks.
As a result of the cutback, I have suffered. I have a situation that
is called fluid and I have, to have Met-hydrine (phonetic) shots at
least once a week; and they have bee iseidling a registered nurse to my
home every F riday mormng for me to take these shots. The Medli-Cal
cut that out.
I have to have a certain type of nerve pills-they cut that off. When
a doctor wrote a prescription that I had to have this medicine, they
oent it, to Sacramiento, to headquarters. They had to wait 1 month before they had a hearing, and sent it back; so I could receive it.
E very 90 days I haye,to send this )al)er back to Sacramento and
have it okayed in order to get the type of medicine.
I am partly blind. I need glasses and cannot get the type of glasses
that I need. Mledi-Cal w ill not pay for them.
I have a little granddaughter who was hurt at the school site last
Year, and her eve muscles are turned this way. She has to go to Aft.
Zion Hospital to have some surgery on both eyes the last week in June.
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Medi-Cal refused to give this kid the type of glasses she needs. I had
to request Oakland for something called in-aid in order to receive the
glasses and proper nerve medicine this little girl needs.
They finally gave her the first glasses. Now she is up for another pair
until the operation. She does not do good work in school because she
cannot see very well. And the teachers and doctors have sent to MediCal--have just sent the card that I might be able to use to get this
operation. But she will be real sick after this operation. She will not be
able to stay in the hospital more than 3 (ays, and I have been toldSenator KENNEDY. Why is that?
Mrs. H,NDEIlSON. Because they don't want you to stay in the hospital
but a certain amount of lays. They do not want her to go to the doctor
over twice a month.
Senator KENNEii)Y. Who doesn't?
Mrs. tIPNi)iDsoN. Medi-Cal-They will not pay for it, andVho makes t hat decisioll ?
Mrs. HENDERSo.N. They havO, the list and they pay only for certain
Senator K(ENNEDY.

drugs. The main drugs that you use they will not pay for, and sometime I have to end upI)uyitig those drugs like tie eyedrops that she
used to dilate lier eyes before she go for these eyeglasses. I had to buy
theml)ecause it dilates them Mhen sie gets to'the doctor and he can
take her in.
Another experience I have ha(1-my bal)y girl is a cardiiac patient,
also; and she receives $130 a ionth. Site ('annot follow a strict diet
because it will not pay rent and 'lothe her and her baby adequate;
so she wanted to go t; this dotor for a weight l)rol)leiU. Ife told her
if she saw another doctor lie would not )e able to see her tinder these
terms-and he didn't see her last month because she was taken sick
and she had to se a doctor aid lie wotillii't see her because he sees
her twice and you canlllot| be seel nl'ore than twice a month on your
Medi-Cal card.
Senator KNNEiDy. That is a limitation ; is that right?'.
Mrs. II:NE.IMSON. That is tile limit.

Senator KENNEy. Even though you might be si(k or in neeld of
some a(lditioltal aU citioti, you are not eitit led to more thtan two visits.

Who makes that de(isioit . Is that male by the (octor?
Mrs. IIENi)iiSoN. It coiiies front Sac.ranento, from hea(hluarters-

I don't know wh'io makes that decision.
Senator KENxNEin. flow (to they know whether you are sick and
need it?
Mrs. IIEN)EiISON. I don't know.
Senator KENNEDY.7'[1Tev don't know.
Mrs. HE:NDEIiSON. They sendia requisition and all your doctor can
do is requisition for you md ask for these things a11d you ([on't always
get it.
With this "Iflid" l,,rol)lemt I ht,'e also itly leg, l a supIposed to
b)uy ointment, aitd they tell 1It 1 'aiit havetthis oin uem
tecamise it
is not in the Me(ii-(',allook--so I hav'e to buy this ointitneiit which is
very exl)ensive, to get my leg well in order forI me to be able to walk.
Senator KENNEDY. IS Me(l-(al helping people? Or trying o save
money? [Applause.]
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Mrs. IENIWRSON. It is not helping you. It is harming you and a lot of
people are suffering because they are pool and have to )e on Medli-Cal.

Senator ]KENNEi)Y. Thanks, very much.
David Schermnerhorn. David, 'we appreciate your being here. Do
you want to tell us your story?
STATEMENT OF DAVID SCHERMERHORN, SOCIAL WORKER FOR
HUNTER'S POINT BAYVIEW COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES
Mr. ScIummLERHmionx. My story is not as dramatic as some of the
others we have heard. I think it could get like that.
I am a social worker for 1-unter's Point Bayview Community
HTealth Services, which is an HEWl-funded project in San Francisco.
My salary is about $10,000 a year, of which I take some of that
home.
I am here to testify because I feel that even with what I had always
thought would be a good salary for a person-I am married and have
two small, adopted children. I thoughtNwith $1 ,0()0 a year you ought
to be able to live well, and I found I cannot afford good, comprehensive, preventive health care with my salary.
We fomd out recently that my agency's health insurance has a
maximum of $100 a day for hospital charges-and after $100 a day,
the patient is suck with the rest of the cost. One of the staff members'
husbands in the office I work in was iii the hosl)ital for 3 days and came
home with a personal bill for over $500. The insurance had paid $300
and the patient was left with about $280 to pay, after 3 days in the
hospital.
I used to have Kaiser coverage which I liked very much. I had a
different kind of experience than the lady that testified before.
And I found the Kaiser coverage that we got was very comprehensive. That was when I worked for the Federal Government; but
after I quit working for the Federal Government-it was costing
me about $450 a month-not a month, pardon me-a year, which is
about 5 percent of my salary for the coverage which did not include
prescriptions, laboratory tests, or any kind of dental work and I felt
it was too expensive for me to carry by myself; so I dropped it.
1Mv two babies are nwo using public facilities for "well baby"
care. They go to the city "well baby" clinics. When they get older,
and are no lotiirer eligible, then it will get much more expensive.
One thing that has me kind of nervous is that my wife, a couple
of weeks ago, had a Pap smear that came out 1 )ositive-which is a
dangerous kind of sign and it is quite possible that she will be having
to undergo some serious kind of surgery in the near future. I have
the feeling that will be very expensive for me and, in fact, I may not
be able to afford it. With the kind of insurance I have now, I don't
think it will cover it. We will have to find it out. At this time, we
don't know.
Senator KEN NED)Y. What kind of insurance do von have now?
Mr. SCHEIERTI RN. It is called Blue Shiel d.
Senator KEN NEDY. Do you have Blue Cross?
Mr. ScmIHm'.lmuOaN. It is called Blue Shield. It is very poor. It covers
outpatient service after you spend $100 per person per year.
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Senator KENNEDY.

ductible.
Mr. SCHERIEIERIORN.

You get a deductible. That is the famous de-

Right. And the deductible is $100 per person;

after which they pay 80 percent.
Senator KENNEDY. IThat is to make you cost conscious.
Mr. ScIIR,,iiiIRIioN. I am very cost conscious.
Senator KENNEDY. I find all consumers are-that is why I always
have difficulty in sort of understanding why that is such an important
feature of the administrations health program.
Mr. SC1I
E1mwRIi1IN. One of the reasons that I feel that I really
cannot get good medical care is because of the nature of health coverage, of health care that we have in the private sector which is a fragnentary kind of thing, where we do not have family doctors anymore.
Doctors are all specialized and they don't keep track of each other
in the private sector. This is one of the reasons I like group practice,
because I feel they are interested in keeping me and my family well,
and there was also some guarantee of efficiency.
I think that medical care is much more expensive than it ought to
be because of the kind of fragmentation that exists. I think it could be
much more efficient and much better than it is.
Senator KENNEDY. Thanks very much, David.
Our next witness is Alexandra Petrich. Mrs. Petrich.
STATEMENT OF MRS. ALEXANDRA PETRICH, RESIDENT
Mrs. PETItICt. What I want to talk about, today, is the kind of
health care that people who are not poor enough to be on welfare have.
I don't have insurance, for one reason or another. Three and a half
years ago, when I was pregnant, we didn't have any kind of insurance.
We weren't eligible to go to Kaiser, or any place like that, and couldn't
afford the bill for the payment to a private doctor.
So, I went to the outpatient clinic at Saint Mary's Hospital, which
is a very large clinic and has a very large turnover of patients. It is
staffed and run, from what I have been able to tell, by interns and
it is designed to serve as a learning place for interns.
The women who were coming there to have their babies-they have
all kinds of service; but I was just in the place for pregnant women.
The women would all be given an appointment at 9 o'clock in the
morning and if you were lucky and happened to get there early you
might be able to see a doctor by 10:30-or sometimes you had to wait
until 11:30, or so.
After this you see the doctor for 5 minutes. I never saw the same
doctor twice. I think maybe once I saw the same person twice but it
was always a1different person and there was never any kind of an attempt made to treat, anybody who is there like they were a person or
like they deserved any kind of attention as being a person-it was just
being a pregnant being, who had to get this baby delivered.
One tine, toward the end of my pregnancy, one of the interns, or
doctors, examining me decided there was something slightly irregular
about thelposition of the baby; and so lie went out, without saying
anything to me, and called in five or six other people, who all proceeded to poke and stick their fingers in me.
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I was only 19 years old, and it was my first pregnancy. I sort of resented the fact of a roomful of strange men just coining in and doing

this.
Another thing was that at no time was an effort made to explain to
me the process of what was happening; and I always was reluctant
to ask aify questions because the attitude was sort of to get you in and
get you out and don't bother us with your questions.
This made it hard. When women are pregnant they get kind of insecure and nervous and I was not experienced and I just felt very uneasy about the whole thing.
When I finally got to the hospital and had the baby the person who
delivered it was somebody that I had seen once before. 1-le, I believe,
was a resident in obstetrics. The fact of the matter was he was not going
to have to come in and see me in my room, a couple of days later. He
wasn't really my doctor. lie was just delivering the baby.
So, as a result-when he put the stitches in-I don't know what he
did, but it was really pretty bad. I couldn't move from the bed for 3
days. The other women were getting up a few hours later. Some of
them went home-but I could hardly move. If I complained, they just
kind of said, "Oh, yes" and mumbled something and handed me some
pills.
Senator KENNEDY. Did you talk with the other women down there,
too? Did they share this sort of impersonalization feeling?
Mrs. PETRICII. They seemed kind of-a lot of them, you could tell,
were very poor and a lot of them had so many children and they
seemed afraid and kind of reluctant to impose themselves on this big,
you know, impersonal kind of system that obviously knew so much
more than they did.
Senator KENNEDY. Why do you think people are afraid?
Mrs. PETRICIT. I just got the feeling I wasn't being told-because I
was poor, I was dumb; therefore, I shouldn't bother anybody-and I
am not dumb. But that was the kind of impression that I was given.
It was obvious that the people who were there were not interested in
them and they were just there to serve as experience for these interns
who were going to go out into private practice some day.
It wasn't exploitation for money. It was exploitation for other reasons, and there didn't seem to be any kind of empathy on the part of
the doctors toward the patients.
I just thought it was lind of a bad way to have a baby, but I didn't
have any other choice, and my attitude was, "You are lucky to be here.
You are lucky vou don't have to have your baby in a hospital with a
big ward full of 50 people."
Senator KEN NEI)Y. Your husband works for the Post Office.
Mrs. PE'rmIcl. Yes; he was making about $2.65 an hour, which isn't
enough. I didn't want to get a doctor bill of a thousand dollars-which
it would cost, close to that, for a private doctor.
Senator IENNEn-. Wouldn't he be covered with some program ?
M'rs. PETRICHm. I can't rememl)er why-he wasn't covered, for some
reason. There was some kind of reason; there was some problem and
he wasn't covered-but I am really not sure why.
Senator KENNEDY. But, in any event, you went to the outpatient
clinic.
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Mrs. PETRICIL. I went to the outpatient clinic. It was considered a

very good onc,,. It was referred to me by several people-and it just
turned out to be a bad experience.
Senator KFN'E1)Y. As I understand, a lot of insurance policies require you to wait 10 months before they cover you for pregnancy.
PETIiICii. I am not sure. If the carrier does that, they are sure
sIIS.
all these people are going to sign up as soon as they find they are pregnant. It's oriented to getSenator KENNEiDY. We were talking about cost consciousness, before.
It seems the insurance companies are cost conscious. They make you
wait 10 months, in many instances.
M{rs. PETRICH. They are in it to make money. They are not a public
service.
Senator KENNE1)Y. I)o you think they ought to make money on
health ?
Mrs. PETRICI[. I don't; but
Senator KENNi)DY. That is an important opinion.
Mrs. PETRICIT. Yes, sir; I guess so.
Senator KEINNEDY. You have experienced the system-and you do
have a strong opinion about some of its obvious defects. Thank you,
very much.
Mrs. Ichiyasu, we want to welcome you. Would you like to tell us
your story.
STATEMENT OF MRS. SHIZUKI ICHIYASU, RESIDENT
Mrs. IcHIYAsu. It was about 18 months ago-about 18 months ago
my husband was injured on the job; and at the time he felt it wasn't
too serious since it didn't incapacitate him, in any way.
Senator KENNEDY. Where does your husband work?
Mrs. ICIIYASU. At a hardware store.
Senator KENNEDY. For how many years?
Mrs. ICHIYASU. Since 1952.
Senator KENNEDY. Eighteen, nineteen years.
Mrs. ICIiiYAsu. Not taking the injury very serious, he just meiintioned
it to his employer; but lie continued working.
Gradually the discomfort became worse and worse and finally he
decided he had better be examined by a doctor. He was told that since
it was an industrial accident that lie must go to a doctor that was
designated by the insurance company, andSenator KENNEDY. They had an insurance program, a medical insurance program for the hardware store where lie worked?
Mrs. ICHIYASU. Yes-for this type of liability.
The inference was very strong if lie did not go to the doctor they
designated, he may end up assuming the full financial responsibility
for any expenses that might be incurred-so he went to the insurance
doctor, who diagnosed it as bilateral hernia. Ie had surgery. The doctor's report stated a slight hernia on one side, no hernia on the other.
But after a period of convalescence my husband felt increased discomfort of the back, the left leg. The doctor tried to tell him he had
gout, at that point.
Senator KENNEDY. Which doctor is this?
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Mrs. ICHIYAsu. This is the insurance doctor.
Senator KENNEDY. They told him he had gout.
Mrs. ImIIYASu. A series of uric tests indicated that he had gout and,
therefore, this doctor said he would recommend a certain type of
medical treatment, or medication, to correct this situation.
Since it was not related to the injury, my husband felt at this time,
if he did have gout, he would rather be treated by his own personal
physician.
We consulted our doctor, and he sent my husband for a series of
uric acid tests. The results were completely in contradiction to what
the insurance doctor had indicated, so my husband refused to continue the treatment. So this insurance doctor said, at the end of December, "So far as I am concerned, you are ready to go back to work."
Senator KENNEDY. Do I understand when he went to the doctor that
was recommended by the insurance company lie diagnosed it as gout?
Mrs. IcmY.Nsu. Initially it was diagnosed as a, bilateral hernia; and
when the pain did not go away, lie diagnosed it as gout.
Senator KENNEDY. When the insurance doctor said it was gout, your
husband thought it wouldn't be covered, so he went over to his own
doctor and he diagnosed it and said it wasn't gout.
Mrs. IcjiiYAsV. If it was related to his injury, it was covered, but
the gout, which is a total medical
Senator KENNEDY. how is your husband supposed to know-if one
doctor says he has gout, and the other says he doesn't have it, what is
he supposed to do?
Mrs. ICTiIYASTU. le had his personal physician perform a health examination periodically and he figures his own doctor knew more about
it than a new doctor coming in out of the cold, treating him for another condition.
And the lab report was done by another pathologist, not our own
internist and, therefore, this is two doctors' opinion actually contradicting the gout diagnosis.
The pain persisted and with much negotiations with the insurance
coml)any, we finally got them to go along with the idea of having my
husband examined'by a back specialist who diagnosed it as some kind
of muscle injury related to the back.
I-io had physiotherapy for about 2 months, during which time the
condition worsened and the doctor, at least, was honest to report that
he was no longer able to help my husband aud so lie was referred back
to the insurance company who, in turn, contacted a neurosurgeon.
Senator KENNEDY. I am sorry to interrupt.
Your husband has been told he has a hernia and gout and a muscle
sprain by three different doctors: is that right?
Mrs. IciiiYSu. No-the hernia and gout was one doctor. He has
enough doctors without adding any more.
Senator KENNEDY. Two doctors and three opinions.
Mrs. Icirm.sir. lie was hospitalized, after various tests-electromyelograms, and so forth. They determinedd it was disc damage.
May 1 he had surgery done. Immediately after, they noticed that
there was some infection which they weren't able to pinpoint to any
other cause and the reports indicated that it possibly was related to
the back surgery, although there was no visible signs of that as far
as X-rays and tests were concerned.
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He was put in a body cast in which he remained for about 2 months.
Most of the time he spent at lome.
Now, if you visualize the body cast from, say from the chest down to,
almost to the knees- you realize tiat a man ms not able to sit. For his
meals, he would have to stand.
In order to go to the hospital to have the cast removed and have
further evaluation we had to purchase a car, in which he could recline
ill.
. He had the cast removed, had other tests done, evaluations-and he
was discharged, and from the late summer to I)ecember of 1970 he remained at home.
1We had a physical therapist come to the house for a couple of weeks.
The treatment was very minimal and the results were absolutely nil,
so he explained to the doctor that he didn't think it was helping him
any.
In December, he was hospitalized, again, for further evaluation, and
discharged.
And from January through March he went to a physiotherapist
twice a week.
And from March, the insurance company indicated they had wanted
him to go every day, but the doctor-this is the insurance doetor-said
this was too much and suggested trying three times.
Up through April 9 he was going thrice weekly.
The following Monday, he was admitted to the hospital for )sychotherapy because they felt that possibly some of this was psychologically
induced; they said there was probably nothing physically wrong with
him any more than due to the depression and things of that nature.
And he was not getting along well; lie didn't get along with the medicines, and there was a fight for about 10 days after he was abruptly discharged. All medication was suddenly cut off-and out of desperation
I consulted my own doctor who recommended we taper off the drugs.
After 10 days at home, he developed bladder and lung congestion, I
feel after two much drugs. By then lie had lost about 40 pounds and
he wasn't eating[Emotionally upset.]
Senator KENEDY. Now, you just take your time, Mrs. Ichiyasu.
Mrs. ICI11YASU. I consulted my own doctor and he said it sounded
like a very serious medical condition, but he said it is all related to his
original condition and the fact that he was not able to get well.
So, lie suggested I call the insurance doctor. And in turn, this doctor
was very good about it and said, "Knowing your husband, I feel that
you have more confidence if your own doctor were called in."
And at his recommendation the insurance company called in our
own doctor who, in turn, called in a urologist-the urologist-and
things of that nature.
He was admitted Friday, April 30. He was extremely violent and
they thought that lie would have to be institutionalized.
By midmorning, Saturday, he was comatose and they found a lung
infection and things of that nature. So realizing it was a critical medical condition brought on by all this, our doctor started the proper
treatment and after 2 weeks of hospitalization lie came home with the
acute medical problems corrected.
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The urinary problems they found wrong-and the doctor's opinion
was that because of the drugs that he had lost control of his bladder
so that he was not able to eliininate and being in the bed I imagine
would create a lung congestion.
He is home now and he is still in bed and the doctor was out yesterday and he said that we will see what transpires.
So I asked him to see if they could follow up on the neurologist's
report and get the insurance company to not wait so long and take
some definite action so that they can get my husband on the mend for
a change.
A year and a half for a person who has been very active is quite an
ordeal. And I have three growing boys and they have been very good,
but I am afraid that it has some kind of a chain reaction to the whole

family.
Fortunately, through the union, over a number of years, the Retail
Clerks Local 1100, I have been able to negotiate and get very comprehensive coverage for a union member and their family and currently I believe it covers your basic IAH, plus your medical, it
covers about 90 percent of prescription drugs, it covers about 70 percent of dental, it covers corrective glasses, ophthalmologist's fees,
doctor's office visits; it's just a percentage, but still it helps.
However, because my husband was off for a maximum period of
1 year, with total coverage, and 6 months with the coverage paying
the premium, after 1 year it lapsed.
To backtrack a little-about 7 years ago, one of our sons had
lymphosarcoma surgery. We hope it was successful. He is very well,
but the insurance companies would not risk covering him, except with
the exclusion.
Because of these various things, my husband is very conscious for
the need of ample coverage for the family-insurance, some form
of security. And so when he was not able to go back to work lie
decided we had better find an alternative coverage.
We have found some coverage that will be of some help if anything
should happen to the family. My husband actually is not insurable,
but if anything should happen to my husband, medically speaking,
that is not related to the accident, it would wipe out our assets, what
little assets we have.
So far we have been able to manage, but I feel that insurance should
be for those who really need it.
Those who have preexisting conditions get eliminated from insurance coverage. This is a, terrible mental strain on families and the
reason people take out insurance is to alleviate that anxiety.
National health plans-I really haven't been up on the various
ideas by the different Congressmen, the ones that they have presented or have been thinking about; but you hear pros and cons about
various national health plans that have been incorporated in England
or Japan-because I am more familiar with that.
Possibly there are many advantages and disadvantages, but I feel
a person has a right to this, and is entitled to this. I think good health
care should be made available to all who need it.
And like people before me have said-those who are wealthy probably don't have that anxiety. Those who have no means of income
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possibly have no recourse but to go to welfare and depend on the
State for whatever they need. But those of us in the middle class, who
would like to still pay their own way, if it could be made a reasonable
rate and good coverage made available to them, I am sure they would
all be much better off.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you, very much. Let me ask-you must
have undergone great personal anxiety when you had these different
diagnoses made of your husband's illness, did you not, when you
had one doctor tell you one thing and another doctor tell you another?
Mrs. IC1IIYASU. Yes.

Senator KENNE,)Y. And even considering a third-muscle sprain.
How is any consumer to know whether you are getting the right
diagnosis?
Mrs. ICIL1YASU. Well, this is why I feel that it is so important-no
matter what insurance, whether it is industrial insurance, or whether
it is your own private form of insurance-that a person should have a
choice of a doctor. Usually the doctor who has treated the family over
a number of years can take into consideration all factors and'better
evaluate what the condition is; and if a person has a history of any
kind of a related condition, then he may take that into consideration.
Another thing-iy husband has gone to many hospitals, and there
are hospitals that have a very excellent staff anad give excellent care.
Yet you have those who absolutely lack compassion and they don't
seem to realize they are treating people who are there because they
need understanding and care. And I imagine all too often the people
who take up any profession or seek employment in any of these hospitals-to them'it is just another source of income; it is not a profession or a position that they take personal pride in, personal interest.
But I do have to say, in all fairness to our own doctors, our family
doctor, pediatrician, gynecologist-they all take into consideration the
fact that my husband is not working right now and they have been
more than good to us.
And I hear too much criticism about doctors and nurses lacking this,
but I don't think that I am the exception-but we do have good, compassionate, understanding doctors as far as our own family.
Senator KENNEDY. Would you have to pick up and pay some of the
expenses beyond those covered by insurance?
Mrs. ICHIYAsU. When the union obtained for us the limited cover-

age-my three sons required some sort of treatment-and currently I
have two still going to an orthodontist-but with the termination of

the insurance that coverage stopped and it is up to us whether we
would like to continue it on our own, or whether we would like to drop
it at this point.
But it does boil down to dollars and cents-and we do have to consider how much it might cost ; so that we haven't acted upon it as yet.

But aside from the normal periodic physical examination for the

rest of the members of the family, we have been quite fortunate.
Senator KEN NEY. Is your husband covered by insurance at the present time?
Mrs. lci[IY.xsI,. No; only for his back injury, or any condition related to it.
Senator KENNE'Y. ie can't get any insurance.
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Mrs. IcIIIYASU. Through our Japanese-American Citizens League,
which has an open period beginniinLg each year, we took out group
coverage. That is a family plan; but it is not as good as the one with
the Retail Clerks.
Senator KENNEDY. He could become a member of that.
Mrs. ICIIIYASU. Yes; we have been members all along and they have
some certain waiting period-but it is not that long-10 months, pos-

sibly-but it isn't that long.
It is just when my son becomes ill, or gets a stomach ache you often
wonder "Goodness, a return of his previous condition."
But aside from that, we have been quite fortunate. I imagine there
are those that are not quite as fortunate because their company doesn't
have a union providing this type of coverage for their members.
I would like to see them make certain exceptions for persons who
are in the category in which my husband finds himself, that they
would make allowances and give us coverage, even if the family had
to pay the total premium.
Senator KENNEDY. Do you think your husband could get coverage
now, if he wanted to?
Mrs. ICIIIYAsU. No, he is uninsurable and even if they did insure
him, they would exclude his present condition and they would exclude many things and there would be an automatic waiting period.
I am not saying that the insurance companies are wrong, but since
there are people who do have past medical problems, those are the
ones that need the insurance and the system should take that into
account.
Senator KENNEDY. They are the ones that usually can't get it.
We will have one final consumer witness, and then we will have
three professional witnesses, and then we will open it up to the floor.
Mr. Espinosa.
STATEMENT OF JOAQUIN ESPINOSA, RETIRED ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN
Mr. EsPINOSA\. There isn't much that I can say after all that was
said already, but when you reach the age for medicare, you find that
through the years the cost for medical aid has been exorbitant. Therefore, when you are not working, you are unable to pay.
I have refused to pay for medicare. I have not contributed the $5.66
per month for the reason that I paid in the organization, in my union,
maybe 40 years ago. With the Kaiser )lan I paid for 22 years and as
the rate increased I finally dropped out, hoping that medicare would
solve my problem.
Senator KENNEDY. You are a retired worker.
Mr. ESPINOSA. I am a retired free lance electronics technician.
Senator KENNEDY. And you have retired under social security, is
that right?
Mr. ESPINOSA. That is correct.

Senator
Mr.

KENNEDY. You get a little over a hundred dollars a month?
ESPINOSA. A little over-and because I am unemployed I must

depend upon my friends so that I continue to survive. And so I resorted to the tactic of organizing the Liberty Hill Defenders in my
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district, which is in the mission and now contains 40 percent unemployment. And acting with the Liberty Defenders I am in the capacity of a political adviser.
Senator KENNEDY. You are married?
Mr. EsiNosA. That is correct.
Senator Kennedy. And your wife is not eligible for medicare because she is not old enough.
Mr. EspiNosA. Until she reaches 62 she is not eligible.
Senator KENNEDY. How is she now?
Mr. ESPINOSA. She is seriously ill. She has been passed from hospital to hospital and has had nine doctors; and finally we were convinced, between the two of us, that we will solve the problem ourselves,
and consequently she is recuperating. And that is 16 years of illness.
Senator KENNEDY. She has had 16 years of illness?
Mr. ESPINOSA. That is correct.
Senator KENNEDY. You had medical bills during that period of
time?
Mr. ESPINOSA. That is correct.

Senator KENNEDY. Did you try to pay some of these off ?
Mr. ESPINOSA. I had to pay them oft.
Senator KENNEDY. Do you expect you will have other medical bills
now?
Mr. ESPINOSA. Well, I expect so, until we have completely free medical assistance.
Senator KENNEDY. You get just a little over a hundred dollars a
month?
Mr. ESPINOSA. I have a little work on the side. I act as an electronics instructor and adviser.
Senator KENNNEDY. Front that you pay, obviously, your living
expenses.
Mr. ESPINOSA. With the ownership of my home, which is rent free,
and with the help of relatives who pay tie taxes, I can survive on
around $200 a month.
Senator KENiNEDY. But you can't, afford the medicare paymentis that right?
Mr. ESPINOSA. I refuse to pay them because I know too many people
who are unhappy about medicare.
Senator KENNEDY. Have you had any coverage by any insurance

program?
Mr. ESPINOSA. I was covered by Kaiser Plan for 22 years.
Senator KENNEDY. Did that serve your needs?

Mr. EsPINOSA. Yes. Through the birth of three children, and as

a consequence of the loss of the first one we decided the medical plan
was an alternative.
Senator KENNEDY. But after you retire you don't get any coverage on that?
(
Mr. ESPINOSA. I lave no coverage now. I am solely o1 my wits at
age 66.
Senator KENNEDY. You have paid in premiums on various programs
for how long?
Mr. ESPINOSA. T wenty-two years with the Kaiser Plan-which was
stopped about 2 years ago.
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Senator KENNEDY. Those premiums, I would expect, would keep
going up.
Mr. EsPINOSA. They have.
Senator KENNEDY. You have stopped it?
Mr. ESPINOSA. They have-in anticipation of medicare taking care
of any problem.
Senator KENNEDY. Do you think other people will have to drop out
if those rates keep going up?
Mr. ESPINOSA. Undoubtedly they do.
Senator KENNEDY. What do you think of that kind of a health
system?
Kr. ESPINOSA. I think it is "lousy."
Senator KENNEDY. So do I.
Thank you very much.
Mr. EsPINosA. Thank you, sir.
Senator KENNEDY. Dr. Fenlon.
Dr. Fenlon is president of the California Medical Association-and
she is a private practitioner who has specialized in internal medicine
in San Francisco for the past 26 years.
She is a past, president of the San Francisco Medical Society and
currently is a clinical professor of medicine at the University of Californa in San Francisco, and an active staff member of Childrens and
Franklin Hospitals here in the city.
Welcome.

STATEMENT OF ROBERTA FENLON, M.D., OF SAN FRANCISCO
Dr. FENLON. MP. Chairman, my name is Dr. Roberta Fenlon.
I am in the private practice of internal medicine in San Francisco. As
president of the California Medical Association, I speak for an organization representing 25,000 physicians. There are approximately 27,000
practicing physicians in our State.
First, let me thank you for the opportunity of speaking about some
of the health-care problems in California and some of the solutions
we have developed. I might add that our experience in California
should provide sound information for usc on a national level. In many
ways our State acts as a representative cross section of the country-in
the types of economic levels of our population, urban and rural distribution of our people, and the diverse geographical features of our
State.
We realize that the amount of time available for this hearing is
limited. Therefore, considering the amount of relevant material we
feel must be presented, we are submitting more lengthy written testimony in addition to my comments today.
We are not here to claim that our present health-care system is
perfect. It contains significant deficiencies. Soire people who cannot

afford adequate care often go without it,because it simply isti as available to them, or because they don't know how to obtain it, or because

they lack the education to use what is available.
Government health programs promise full health care, but don't
budget enough to provide it.
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Furthermore, catastrophic illness can hit any income level. Even

those with incomes well above poverty levels can be wiped out finan-

cially by a prolonged family illness.
In addition, certain people living in remote rural areas or in urban
ghettos have no readily available access to the health-care system.
But these factors do not constitute a health-care "crisis." Rather,
they represent deficiencies that must be eliminated.
The inability of any American to get proper medical or health care,
for whatever reason, is a totally unacceptable situation to all of us. But
the largest measure of Americans today do receive excellent medical
care as soon as they require it.
[Vocal audience reaction.]
Senator KENNEDY. We will have order.
Dr. FENLON. Therefore, we should not destroy the present healthcare system, but rather extend it to those people it has previously
bypassed. In addition, we firmly believe that deficiencies in health care
can be eliminated effectively only through well-reasoned and proven
mechanisms.
What steps are physicians in California taking to insure high-qual-

ity care and realistic cost? Our "peer review" program on behalf of

Medi-Cal serves as a good example.
Briefly stated, it includes: county medical society review of physician claims, hospital and nursing home utilization review committees, a
State association appeals review committee, survey teams composed of
physicians who continuously review medical staffs in hospitals and
nursing homes, and the many hospital committees required by the
Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Hospitals and by CMA.
One might truthfully say that a physician's colleagues are continuously scrutinizing the professional activities of each individual
doctor
[Vocal audience reaction.]
Dr. FENLON (continuing). Both in regard to medicaid and to MediCal practice generally.
Another CMA activity that should interest this subcommittee is our
recently launched program in continuing medical education. It consists of "certification" for physicians participating in a minimum of
200 hours of continuing medical education in a 3-year period. It provides specific mechanisms for accreditation of educational programs
and acts both to improve educational quality and make it more effective
as a means of improving patient care.
California doctors are also working to make more and better health
care available to all our citizens.
I will give just a few examples. CMA runs a Physician Placement
Service created specifically to place physicians in locations where
medical services are needed. San Francisco Medical Society is working
with OEO in bringing medical care programs to the "inner city." Kern
and Sacramento Medical Societies are operating mobile clinics for the
treatment of rural migratory workers.
Senator KENNEDY. WYhat'sort of success have you had in the placement of physicians?
Dr. FENLON. I would like to finish my testimony before answering
your question.
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Monterey has an innovative rural health project in King City using
the health-tean al)proach.
CMA is working to increase medical school admissions from minority groups, and we sponsor preceptorship programs at California's
eight medical schools.
We are working, to make Medi-Cal care available.
The CMA is also moving ahead with establishing the new occupation of health care assistant-sometimes referred to as a "P3hysicians'
Assistant." We are developing criteria for education, working on legislation for certification, providing means for recruitment, and suggesting the best possibilities for employment. lhis new breed of
trained and licensed health-care professional, working under the supervision of a physician, will be able to handle much of the routinefreeing the physician for critical diagnoses and treatment. In this way,
more patients can be served and health manpower shortages reduced.
In another approach, we are working to increase the efficiency of the
health-care team through better communication.
CMA now maintains 19 advisory l)anels to different medical specialties in order to bridge, the inevitable communication gaps. In addition, we._are working with such differing groups as hospital administrators, dentists, nursing home administrators, ambulance drivers,
nurses-to name only a few. Perhaps the best way to demonstrate
CMA's general outlook regarding health and medical care is to tell
you about my organization's proposal for American health care.
The CMA "universal-voluntary" plan would offer benefits to all
families and individuals on a voluntary basis, with financial assistance
geared to need. Benefits would include all areas of health care. In fact,
our program would be so attractive that every economic level would
participate because it sets guidelines for adequate health care coverage.
To avoid the usual problems of unrealistic funding, the budget for
the program would be updated biannually for all areas of the country
on a basis allowing for inflation. Under CMA's proposal, all plans or
programs must furnish evidence of effective peer review activities. It
also would provide for demonstrationn and experimental approaches to
the organization and delivery of health care.

Certainly one of the most significant aspects of CMA's proposal is
the fact that it is a comprehensive, long-range program.
Today-I don't need to remind this subcommittee-there are more
than 100 Federal health programs for specialized sections of the population-Indian affairs, crippled children, OEO, medicare, medicaid,
and so forth.
Our program would immediately absorb the functions of most major
Government health programs. On a longer range basis, it, would
ultimately incorporate the medical aspects of the Veterans' Administration and other Federal programs providing or financing medical
services. In other words, it would create a single, coherent, integrated
approach to health care.
In conclusion, may I impress upon this subcommittee that no one
has a deeper concern about health care than the medical profession.
As practicing physicians, we live with our patients' health problems
and illnesses every day of the week.
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We will continue our efforts to improve health care, our experimentation, our pilot projects. We firmly believe there is no single,
simple solution to the widely varied health difficulties of the American
Nation. We firmly believe'that a pluralistic system is essential. We
plan to continue our search for improved methods in the delivery and
financing of health care--and we respectfully ask the su)port of this
subcommittee.
I wish to thank the. subcommittee once again for the opportunity of
presenting this testimony.
Senator KENNEDY. I would like you to answer the question I asked
about placement services.
Dr. iFENLoN. We have had a placement service for many years, and
many physicians have been placed in areas in which there has been a
crying need, or we have placed him in an area vacated by some physician who has left or passed away.
Unfortunately, some of the areas in our State are not conducive
for family life, and shall I say, raising of children-which is one of
the prol)lems that I think, we as a socially minded Nation, have to
face.
These are not, primarily health problems, but these are social probloins which I think could be solved, with great hel ) from everyone
concerned. But it is not necessarily a problem in health, but we would
like to see some of these problems sollved.
Senator KENNEDY. I walt to express our appreciation for your
comments.
Earlier today we listened to some of the consumers of health and
health care. An~d in our visits around the country we found that these
are not really extraordinary cir(.umstances-I (lout think they are.
They are really what wehave heard today-the police official faces
longtime financial obligations; the retired union member whose wife
is ineligible for medicaid, she hasn't reached the age; the young newly
married wife, who is having her first pregnancy; another who had a
contact with the Kaiser program and was moved from place to place;
another man who was given two or three diagnoses.
In terms of their own kind of a problem-you can imagine the
frustration and confusion. This is usually the. quality--and this is
usually the financial obligation.
These are people we heard this mnoriiiig who are the real mainstream of otir society; and they are describing quite a different system
from what you outline in your comments.
And I suppose my question would be-Which is reality? [Audience
applause.]
Order.
Dr. FFTi,o-N-. Senator Kennedy, thank you.
I think that I listened to all'of this testimony this morning and it
was most impressive and I think this is why the California Medical
Association has been working on the plans that they have been working on.
No. 1, it is most important that there be a personal health approach to this l)rol)lem-and I think you heard repeatedly from each
one of these individuals, practically without exception, that the thing
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that they really want-and they went back to this-what they really
wanted was their own personal'physician. rThe clinic, the big clinicand this impersonalization was one thing they did not like.
I think, secondly, their trust was in their own personal physician
and this is why we are trying to say that a pluralistic approach to this
problem is a most important one.
I am sure there are individuals in the world who are going to clinics
who are happy with these clinics.
And we see these people all the time in our clinics, here in the university and throughout the city, because they have felt a rapport and
they had a contact, that they enjoyed this sort of relationship.
But there are others totally unhappy.
I think we listen-and if we had one system of health care in the
United States it would not solve everyone's problem-it might solve
some, but it could not solve everything.
Senator KENNEDY. Suppose we had comments from those not get-

ting to see physicians. We are getting complaints about impersonalization and the kind of situation with Mrs. Henderson, how her little
granddaughter can't see a physician.
This is one thing about imnpersonalization-and I am sure you and I
know prepaid, group practitioners which give personalized attention.
But yvai are also getting complaints from those that aren't even
seeing a plhysician-and how the system works to discourage people
from coming In and having any kind of contact.
1)r. F-,NLON. Semtor Kennedy, I listened closely to Mrs. Ilenderson. She has a medical prol)lcm.
Senator KENNEDY. She has a health problem.
Dr.FENLON. This is a problem that we have in our State.
Senator KENNEDY. We have it in the Nation.
Dr.FENLON. Medicaid throughout the Nation

is in trouble-and this
is a fiscal responsibility which has not been taken over-as you may or
may not know, we in the California Medical Association are suing the
State of California for patients just like Mrs. Henderson.
Senator KENNEDY. I noticed you were careful not to mention the
word "crisis" but one time. And I noticed that in other statements before the Senate subcommittee by professional groups, that they were
always careful not to mention'it; although there are differences in
medical societies with respect to this. For example, in Chicago, they
testified that they felt there was a "crisis."
And the President has recognized there is a "crisis"-and the Secretary of HEW. And I think these consumers have more eloouently
testified to this than any other kind of expert witness we could possibly expect to hear from. I think they were describing the extent of
the"crisis."
And I suppose the question which we in the Congress and the Senate
have to think about is whether we ought to be relying upon some of the
institutions that have brought us into this "crisis" situation-the insurance industry, the attitude of organized medicine-to bail us out of
the "crisis" we are in. Whv do you think we should?
Dr. FFyLON. Senator Kennedy, did I understand you to say that
the health insurance industry and the medical profession brought us to
this problem?
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Senator

KENNEDY.

I think it contributed heavily, yes. I think that

is right, yes. [Applause.]
I think, if I can elaborate on that-you have had the insurance industry working in the health field for 37 years, and I don't think you
need any more eloquent testimony than the comments of how they
failed to aid these people in greatest need. I think these companies
failed us.
Dr. FENLON. Senator Kennedy, this is a matter of personal opinion.
As I say, the physicians do not believe the insurance companies have
failed the American people. We have provided progras-the insurance companies have provided programs.
Some of these were business negotiated, and some of these were
plans in which there was not adequate planning.
In our planning for the California Medical Association, we have set
the criteria for adequate health insurance planning, and we believe it is
very important.
Senator KENNEDY. We have been hearing that, with all due respect,
since 1946.
We have heard about it from the insurance company representatives
who come down and appear before the Congress. Representatives of
the AMA tell us we can solve this particular problem of health care
needs.
And we heard the same kind of statement in the medicare fight"We don't need medicare. And the AMA is going to develop a new
kind of comprehensive program to meet the 'crisis'. " What do you
see? Now we come back to a new national debate, and we hear different
personalities from the same organizations saying one thing, "we can
do it, we can rely on our good, old friendly insurance company to provide the means of a mechanism to bail us out. .rhe system and our organizations are going to develop new types of programs to meet the
needs of the people."
I say, why should we rely on them? And this, I think, is part of
the problem.
Even the President says that the insurance industry is going to have
additional, heavy regulation. Now, he is not saying that, not the
PresidentDr. FENLON. Senator KennedySenator KENNEDY. He is not saying that because he thinks they
have been responsive in this area.
I am all for it if they want to go out and sell life insurance, insurance on my boat.
Why should they do it, in terms of health? Why should you permit
people to make a profit? Every time a person has a claim it is a threat
to the profit of the industry. Why should we have to do that? We
don't do that for the education of the young. We don't do it in education. Why should we do it in health?

Dr. FENLON. Which one do you want me to answer first?

KENNEDY. Make your response to any of those.
Dr. FENLON. Senator Kennedy, we heard this morning an indictment of the Medi-Cal system. Do you believe there is a Government
program where you would like to sell
Senator KENNEDY. It is a State program.

Senator
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Dr. FENLON. It is also a Federal program-50/50 reimbursement;
right .

Senator KENNEDY. Right.
Dr. FENLON. We have found with Government programs that the
financing aspect is where we run into many problems participating
in the State of California. The reason is we have many fiscal responsibilities in this State, and as a consequence we have great difficulty in
getting these programs funded.
Medi-Cal is in the problem it is today because it has a closed-end
budget in this State and an open-ended welfare State-and we have
that problem, Senator Kennedy.
Senator KENNEDY. Is the fee for surgery any part of that? Do we
have four times more surgery
on medicaid patients as we do for other
State? .
people in this
Dr. FENLON. Senator Kennedy, you read incorrect figures in the
article in Medical World News.
Senator KENNEDY. I am taking the President's message.
Dr. FENLON. The President's message took it from that, too.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, I have to rely on the President sometimes.
Dr. FENLON. If you will look at the Department of HEW figures,
as of 1968 it was 1.7, or thereabouts-and these are HEW figures; so
somewhere or another these figures got twisted.
Senator KENNEDY. Do you think we have too much surgery today?
Dr. FENLON. Well, I think everyone has been telling us we have a
manpower shortage in medicine.
Senator KENNEDY. The question is: Do we have too much surgery?
Dr. FENLON. I don't think so.
Senator KENNEDY. You don't think we have too much surgery.
Dr. FENLON. No; I think we have the necessary surgery.
I would point out that there is no nation that has the health care
that our United States has.
Have you read the later material? Even Sweden is in trouble. We
know that England is. We know that England is bankrupt, practically, from their social system. And I would dislike very much to
see our United States come to this point.
Senator KENNEDY. You were makiji,.. an observation earlier with
the situation out here in California. One of the questions that must
come to mind is: Why are the medical societies so worried about money
and not worried about health?
Dr. FENLON. We have always been worried about health and our
plan we presented to you this morning was a good example. That is
originally why the AMA and the CMA originated it-it was for the
care of patients.
Senator KExNEDY. I think the question is whether you think the
people who commented here really represent what is happening to the
American people-or whether you think they represent some kind of
freak accident.
If you feel that is representative, I think you have a "crisis" of
maior proportions. If you do, then you are going to reform the system,
and you are not just going to approach it. with a Band-Aid and
patchup kind of legisl ation.
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If you don't-and I know there are those that do not think we do
have a "crisis," then you are just going to try to patch up the existing
system.
Dr. FENLON. This is not the way I stated this in my statement-and
perhaps I should restate it-it
is that we know there are problem
areas and we are trying and we hope that some of these will be
covered.
But we do not think replacing it with an entirely new Government
program, in which the responsibility lies with the Government-and
with the changes in administration, that we have in Governmentthat we can depend on fiscal support, necessarily.
This is one of the reasons education has problems today. This is
the reason the postal system has problems.
We would rather see it remain in the private sector.
Senator KENNEDY. But the mail gets delivered-and that is what
we would like to do with regard to health care. Thank you, very much.
(The prepared statement of the California Medical Association
follows:)
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President, California Medical Association
San Francisco, California
May 17, 1971

The California Medical Association, founded ;n 1856, represents approximately
25,000 doctors of medicine in California.

There are approximately 27,000 practicing

physicians in our state.
In many ways, California acts as a representative cross section of the nation as
a whole.

Perhaps more than any other state's, California's population represents every

section of the country, every social and political view, and every economic level.
In addition, the fact that one tenth the population of the United States -- 20
million people -- lives within California's 158 thousand square miles is a singular healthcare situation in itself.
by the year 2000.

It is estimated that California's population may reach 40 million

The California Medical Association realizes that the size of our job and

the complexity of the problems will increase as our population grows.

We are deeply in-

volved in planning for the future.
We have had wide experience studying the health-care problems associated with such
a large and diverse population and such an immense area.

It is our feeling that familiarity

with these problems cannot help but provide sound information for the whole country.
have arrived at many innovative solutions.

We

Yet, in spite of the dramatic progress made in

the last few years, the job of providing efficient and effective health-care to all our
population is massive.
Since the inception of our Association, we have actively worked for the improvement
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of health standards in our state.

We can proudly point to the fact that the CMA is respon-

sible for the introduction and passage of a large proportion of legislation passed to insure
good health-care in California during the one hundred and fifteen years of our existence.
0

Our Present Health-Care System And Its Deficiencies
To state an obvious fact, the purpose of any system of medical and health-care is to
bring together one patient who needs help and one physician who can see that he receives
help.

It can never be forgotten that medical care is given to one individual at a time.

In fact this framework of Individual attention is the only one which allows adequate medical
care to be given.
Within this framework, Americans have developed a medical and health-care system that
continues to do an excellent job in many respects.
equacies.

But it does contain some very real Inad-

People who cannot afford adequate care many times go without It -- because it

simply isn't, available to them, or because they don't know how to obtain It, or because they
lack the education to use what is available.

Government health programs promise full health-

care, but have not budgeted enough to provide It. Furthermore, catastrophic Illness can hit
any Income level.

Even those with Incomes well above poverty levels can be wiped-out finan-

cially by a prolonged family Illness.

In addition, certain people living In remote rural

areas or in urban ghettos have had no readily availabl- access to the health-care system.
The inability of any American to get proper medical or health-care --for whatever
reason -- is a totally unacceptable situation to all of us.

But solutions to this problem

must be developed with the awareness that a substantial percentage of Americans today do
receive excellent medical care as soon as they require it. Therefore, it seems to us that
the need is'not to drastically restructure, or further control, or destroy the system.
Instead, the need is to expand it. It must be extended so that It is put within the reach
of those who do not now receive its benefits and services.

At the same time, it must educate

those people who do not know how to gain access to it or use it properly -- and this Is the
responsibility of all our society.

In other words, we firmly believe that our country must
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bridge the gaps in the present system without discarding those aspects of it traditionally
doing a good job.

However, we believe just as firmly that these inadequacies can only be

eliminated effectively through well-reasoned and proven mechanisms.

In addition, there is

an obvious necessity for instituting such mechanisms under the guidance of some overall,
long range concept which considers the effect of one program upon another and upon the system as a whole.

In addition, we cannot afford to ignore the impact of any program on our

nation's economy.
California's Medicaid Experience and the Future
Our state's Medicaid program -- Medi-Cal -- provides a prime example of what can
happen when attempts are made by government to solve health problems piecemeal, without
consideration of the effect on the system generally, and without the essential
from political considerations in operation and funding.

independence

It should be noted for the record

that, from the beginning, CMA strongly supported and sponsored the state bill that became
Medi-Cal.

One reason for our support was that the bill embodied a concept we physicians

feel is essential to good medical care for our patients -- the concept of "mainstream medical care."

The law cites this concept as one of its objectives:

"to allow eligible persons

to secure basic health-care in the same manner employed by the public generally and without
discrimination or segregation based purely on their economic disability."
However, in the approximately five years since the implementation of Medi-Cal the
intent of this compassionate program has been compromised for political expediency, diminished by fiscal demands, and eroded by administrative regulations.

Today, instead of real-

izing its stated intent of mainstream care for all Californians, the Medi-Cal program has
deteriorated to the point that it restricts access to medical care.
aware, California is not alone in its Medicaid difficulties.
encing equal or greater problems.

And as you all are

Many other state are experi-

Clearly, California's Medicaid experience demonstrates

the danger of inadequate safeguards for separating politics from funding in any government
health program.
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One effort by physicians to make our Medicaid program operate effectively is the
CMA proposal, introduced in the California Legislature last Thursday.

It would remove our

state's Medicaid program -- Medi-Cal -- from the political difficulties referred to earlier.
Under our plan, California's Department of Health Care Services would be replaced by an
appointed 15-member Medi-Cal authority, responsible for administering the health-care program for the poor.

The authority would serve as a contract agency for the state and would

provide no medical services itself.
medical benefits.

It would contract with a carrier to provide a scope of

Possible carriers are insurance companies, Blue Shield, Blue Cross, county

foundations for medical care, counties directly, health maintenance type organizations, and
so forth,

The state authority would also be responsible for obtaining operating funds from

the Legislature and accumulating adequate reserves to take care of financial peaks and
valleys from year to year.
California's Experimental and Pilot Programs
Of signigicant interest are various approaches taken in California to experiment
with different methods for the delivery and financing of care.
Pilot Program serves as one example.

The San Joaquin Medi-Cal

It was established to determine whether savings to

the state could be realized by putting physicians' services on a "prepaid" basis.

A premium

rate per recipient per month was established for all physicians' services within a specific
geographic area.

A system of medical claims and utilization review by profiles of providers

and recipients was put into effect.

The project is designed to determine if a greater per-

centage of the eligible beneficiaries would be seen by a greater proportionate of physicians
under this approach..

In this way quality medical care would be assured and at the same time

supplied for less cost.

Again, let us emphasize that this is only one of several existing

Innovative projects we could cite.
A further example of the medical profession's efforts in California to improve cost
and availability of health-care, without sacrificing quality is the proposed Big Valley
Project, recently endorsed by the CMA Council.

It would encompass the Sacramento, San
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Joaquin, and Santa Clara valleys in California, an area including the widest possible range
of environment, population types, and socio-economic levels.
three parts:

The proposal is composed of

a proposal to the Social Security Administration to cover those patients under

Medicare; a second proposal to the state of California to cover those patients on Medi-Cal;
and a bridging proposal developed so as to correlate the coverage in both of these programs.
This pilot project proposes to assume prepayment risk for all recipients of Title
XVIII (Medicare) and XIX (Medicaid/Medi-Cal) benefits.

It would employ an "overlay" concept,

giving all recipients the advantages of good claims review, quality control, progressive
patient care, and an easier entry Into the medical care system.

A third objective of the

proposal is to create a realtively simple administrative organization, enabling both federal
and state governments to provide a prepaid
recipients.

program for a large area and a large number of

A single administration would be able to make decisions based on the total

medical care objective,

A fourth objective is that of research.

The program would be large

enough to require computer involvement and yet small enough that the results could be easil/
analyzed.

In addition, there seems to be possibilities of developing private funds for

research.

It is the intent of the proposal that a developmental contract would be amended

effective July 1, 1971.

The California Medical Association has authorized a loan to assist

in meeting start-up costs of the Big Valley Project.
Pilot Projects Necessary for HMO Concept
It seems to the California Medical Association that the concept of Health Maintenance
Organizations, as emphasized so strongly by the present administration, includes several
specific dangers that could be avoided through pilot projects.

The potential exploitation

of health-care when individuals -- whether health oriented or not -- can form an HMO and
contract with providers for comprehensive health services could be catastrophic. We have
witnessed a similar situation after the passage of Medicare with the great Influx of poor
quality nursing homes.
Among other potential dangers of HMO's is the fact that they have no provision for
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discouraging patient over-utilization.

There also is no provision for freedom of choice --

a State could be an HMO or the only hospital in a community might be an HMO.

Personal

patient records, under the concept, must be available for government audit for any purpose
the government deems advisable.

There would also be unwarranted, and conceivably arbitrary,

control of all providers of service -- including the para-medical groups -- by both the
owners of the HMO and the government.
One can only be deeply concerned over the direct control which the federal government,
acting through the Department of HEW, would have over premiums, costs, providers, and other
components.

This control would appear to encompass the setting of rates, standards, and

regulations which will affect a segment of the public for whom the government now has no
direct financial responsibility --

community enrollment.

Furthermore, these HMO's -- with their government subsidies -- would be in direct
competition with all other Insurance plans and thus might well cause the gradual elimination
of private health insurance.
In short, the capacity of such a program to accomplish Its purposes must be determined.

For example, there are questions regarding In-fact cost savings, as well as the

quality of health-care which may be provided when there are economic incentives to providers
to reduce utilization.

Furthermore, it should be realized it is extremely unlikely that

those outside the medical profession could effectively evaluate either the quality or the
cost of care.
It is CMA's feeling that any approach to the delivery of medical services must be
pluralistic to be successful.

This is true whether we are discussing services furnished by

group practice, by the individual practitioner, or in some other manner.

The HMO concept

would be best tested and modified based on pilot projects.
Physicians Tackle Medical Costs
The escalating cost of medical and health-care today is perhaps the most criticized
and least understood aspect of our health-care situation.

For a moment, let us concentrate
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on the physician's share of increased cost.

Obviously, the medical community is no more

Immune from the economic forces at work today than any other segment of our society.
sicians face the same problems others do:

Phy-

rising labor costs, rising equipment costs,

rising office costs -- spiraling inflation in general.

Also obviously, these increases are

coupled with increased expenses resulting from continuing medical and scientific research:
new drugs, new equipment, newly developed and highly complex procedures, and so forth.
All of these factors are easy to comprehend.

Less obvious to the public as a cause

of increased medical costs Is the soaring expense of professional liability premiums -largely a product of unrealistically high awards by juries In liability cases.

Not only

has the situation significantly affected medical costs, but it has greatly increased the
difficulty of patient care for the physician.
The California Medical Association has been tackling this complex problem In several
ways.

One of our approaches is to make use of education.

With the California Hospital Asso-

ciation, California Nurses Association, Hospital Councils of Northern and Southern California,
and the insurance carriers -- CMA has sponsored a unique series of malpractice prevention
workshops throughout California.

These workshops have sought ways to alleviate the present

malpractice situation by confronting the practical problems related to the everyday provision
of health-care.
With the CHA and others, we have also approached the problem from the standpoint of
possible arbitration.

Eight southern California hospitals have embarked on a demonstration

project in the use of arbitration as an alternative to court litigation of claims against
hospitals and attending physicians.

We feel that this mechanism may very well provide one

way -- in the future -- to greatly reduce liability premiums and therefore medical costs,
Also, CHA has maintained a comprehensive and continuing legislative program in regard
to professional liability.

This program -- active since the 1968 Session of the Legislature --

has the basic objective of curtailing the trend toward unreasonable liability Insurance
rates -- and, again, reducing medical costs.
Yes, the problem of rising costs plagues physicians, as It does everyone.

Our peer
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review system checks on the charges for, as well as the quality of, care rendered.

This is

a voluntary system whereby physicians review their colleagues in terms of charges made,
treatment given, length of hospital stay (utilization) -- the whole picture.

We are greatly

concerned about costs and are taking all possible steps to keep them at a minimum.
The problem of medical costs is also compounded by increased hospital costs.
physician, often unfairly, is tarred with this brush.

bill with the doctor's charges, although they are separate.
siderably but unavoidably.

The

Patients seem to equate a hospital
Hospital costs have risen con-

About 70% of a hospital's costs are labor-related.

Nurses and

other hospital employees have received major increases, and these increases must be reflected
In the hospital bill.

Hospitals have installed sophisticated medical equipment, and this

life-saving equipment Is expensive.

In addition, the numbers of health personnel have con-

stantly Increased to further improve the quality of hospital care.
Increased utilization by the public of the health-care system Is a further factor.
Obviously, for a variety of reasons, more people are making use of medical care today than
ever before.

Not the least Important factor In this growing trend toward utilization is

the advent of Medicare and Medicaid.

And not only Is greater utilization per capita a result,

but every year the number of eligibles increases.

For example, in the roughly five years

Medl-Cal has operated, the total number of persons eligible for Medi-Cal Increased 76.7 percent.

During the same period, the total cost of care increased more than 104 percent . . .

an Increase of more than 530-million dollars.
California's population, of course, has grown during the past five years . . . an
average of 1.5 percent a year.

But the Increase in the number of beneficiaries under Medi-Cal

far outstrips the population Increase.
in 15 received Medl-Cal benefits.

At the outset, during fiscal 1966-67, one Californian

During the current fiscal year this ratio Is estimated at

one person in eight . . . nearly double the original rate.
Physician Efforts to Assure Quality Care
Quality and cost are two areas of health-care which bear an especially close rela-
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tionship.

Nonetheless, what steps are physicians in California specifically taking to

insure high quality care?

For the purposes of illustration, and since government health

programs are important to this discussion, the profession's efforts to insure high quality
care -- and hold the line on costs -- for the Title XIX program might be used as examples.
To even further strengthen the recommendations forthcoming from "peer review" committees,
the California Medical Association has strongly supported several legislative measures in this
area which have been enacted Into law.

Examples deal with disclosure of possible conflicts

of interests In referral of patients to facilities; carrier authority to place a provider on
prior authorization; making false or fraudulant claims a felony; and making suspension of a
provider from participation In Medicaid a grounds for suspension or revocation of license.
The California Medical Association and Its component county medical societies
have in fact initiated an extensive and comprehensive system of "peer review" that applies to
the Title XIX program (Medicaid/Medl-Cal).

Briefly stated, it Includes:

county medical

society review of physician claims; hospital and nursing home utilization review committees;
a state association appeals review committee; medical staff survey teams, composed of physicians and sponsored by the state association, that conduct surveys of medical staffs in
hospitals and nursing homes (ECF's) to insure quality care; and the many hospital committees
required by JCAH and CHA.

One might truthfully say that a physician's colleagues are contin-

uously scrutinizing the professional activities of each Individual doctor -- both in regard
to Medi-Cal and to medical practice generally.
Carel E. H. Mulder, past director of the California Department of Health Care Services,
expressed his special appreciation for the arduous task of those doctors who, without compensation or other material gain, devote many hours to the review of suspected claims and
courageously decide whether or not the services claimed to have been performed conform to
established community practice.
CMA has very recently developed a statewide peer review program to further coordinate
and strengthen peer review activities.

Under the plan, the scope of existing peer review

mechanisms, which have proven highly effective, would be enlarged using a variety of local
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approaches to assure quality care for the public in the most economical ways.

This approach

embodies such factors, among others, as a State Advisory Council consisting of representatives
of the public and representatives of appropriate provider organizations.
To give a few examples of the plan's advantages, on the local level it is designed
to provide for regional seminars and workshops on peer review; encourage continuing medical
education; and work toward the widest possible Innovative and constructive

exploration, by

the local review units, of Improvements In the various peer review mechanisms.
This CMA plan Illustrates both the long-range value of California peer review -- and
its Inherent genius.

Not only has peer review traditionally served California's needs through

such services as hospital review boards, but it provides an overall mechanism capable of
constant Improvement and change to meet changing needs.

One can cite few better examples of

the medical profession's active commitment in California over the years to assuring high
quality medical care at the most economical price.
Three other continuing CMA projects deserve the attention of this Subcommittee.

They

provide a fair estimate of the determination and success characterizing CMA's efforts in the
area of Insuring quality care to the citizens of California.
Many of these activities receive very little public acknowledgement.

For one example,

our Medical Staff Survey Program -- assisting quality care in local hospitals through continuous supervision and review -- is currently beginning its 11th year of operation.

In the

last 10 years it has contributed immensely in assuring high levels of hospital treatment to
Californians.

During this period, we have surveyed 644 hospital staffs.

Secondly, we are proud to note that CMA -- after extensive preparation and in conjunction with the California Joint Council to Improve the Health Care of the Aging -- has just
seen the adoption of the "Long Term Care Review . . . a statement of principles."

This doc-

ument, embodying principles and standards to be used In surveying the level of care In these
institutions, is equivalent to our "Guiding Principles for Physician-Hospital Relationships"-now a national standard for hospital surveys.

With the adoption of the "Long Term Care

Review," we are embarking on a program of review to insure the quality of care In nursing
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homes.
A third CMA activity that should interest this Subconmittee is our recently launched
program in Continuing Medical Education.

It consists of "certification" for physicians

participating in a minimum of 200 hours of continuing medical education in a three year
period.
An additional aspect of the program is its "Accreditation" of the continuing medical
education programs of health facilities, making the California program unique.

Instead of

merely counting hours, the emphasis has been placed on actually improving the quality of such
education, on making it responsive to the needs of practicing physicians, and on making it
effective as a means of improving patient care.
The act of accreditation entails strict guidelines, requiring that the entire educational environment be evaluated.
is just getting undet way.

Our Accreditation Program for continuing medical education

Accreditation applications now total approximately 1,700, and

more are coming in daily from hospitals throughout the state.

CMA's long term plan is to

accredit all programs and activities of merit within three years.
The California Medical Association also holds five annual regional postgraduate
Institutes, three circuit courses in rural areas, and extensive annual scientific sessions.
In addition to the activities we have outlined, CMA seeks to improve the public health
through an extensive program of printed health-care material and radio health-care news and
public service announcements in the California media.

Furthermore, we could give a long

list of specific CMA programs dealing with specific health and safety problems -- maternal
and child health, drug abuse, alcoholism, highway safety, aviation safety, and so forth.
Making Health-Care Available To All Californians
In focusing on CMA efforts in the area of promoting availability of care, we must
comment that no single element of any health-care system can be understood in its proper
prospective if it is completely divorced from various other elements of the system. Therefore -- and we hardly need to impress this fact on the Subcommittee -- our efforts necessarily
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have Included a wide range of activities.
Stated simply, "availability of health-care" might be said to concern the fact that
doctors and other health professionals are not equally available in all locations and to all
sections of the population.
sections.

This lack of doctors is especially acute in ghetto and rural

And In both these sections, the problem is further complicated for many people by

language differences, by people not knowing how to seek and use health-care services, and
by lack of transportation.
What are California doctors doing to meet the challenge of making health-care available
to all Californians?

A few examples will serve to Illustrate these efforts.

CMA runs a

Physician Placement Service created specifically to place physicians in locations where
medical services are needed; San Francisco Medical Society is working with OEO in bringing
medical care programs to the "inner city"; Kern and Sacramento Medlcal Societies are operating
mobile clinics for the treatment of rural migratory workers; Monterey has an innovative rural
health project in King City using the health team approach; CHA is working to Increase medical
school admissions from minority groups; and we sponsor preceptorship programs at California's
eight medical schools.

We are working to make medical care available to all.

California Medical Association made an all-out effort in behalf of Proposition One in
the June, 1970 election with financial aid and service.

But the voters narrowly turned down

this bond measure that would have provided funds for completion of three medical schools and
facilities to train dentists, nurses, public health professionals and other needed healthcare experts.

The CMA will continue to support such bond measures in the future.

In the

meantime other things are being done to meet the challenge of providing more physicians and
other health professionals.
Wi are giving college scholarships to many deserving students -careers in the health field.

35 so far -- who plan

Wherever practical, we are urging medical schools to expand

their enrollments and to actively seek out and financially assist interested and potentially
qualified minority students who desire educations in the health fields.
The CMA is also moving ahead with establishing the new occupation of Health Care
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Assistant -- also sometimes referred to as the "Physicians' Assistant."

The Santa Clara

County Medical Society pioneered in this field with a unique training program for recently
discharged medical corpsmen.

It is hoped that this new breed of trained and licensed healLh-

care professional, working Linder the supervision of a physician, might handle much of the
routine -- freeing the physician for critical diagnoses and treatment.

By augmenting and

increasing the efficiency of the health-care team, more patients could be served and health
manpower shortages reduced.
CMA is taking the lead in establishing this new health worker:

developing criteria

for education, working on legislation for certification, providing means for recruitment,
and suggesting the best possibilities for employment.
In another approach, we are working diligently to improve the efficiency of the
health-care team through cooperative work and better communication.
task.

But this is not an easy

Not the least of the problems is the vast number of professions and individuals in-

volved in the health field.

And the constant move of our nation and society toward special-

ization in every area causes this problem to increase with every year.
Because of the growing number of medical specialties, it's a full time job just
insuring that good communication exists among physicians.

The California Medical Associatic.

now maintains nineteen advisory panels to different medical specialties in order to bridge
the inevitable communication gaps.
The California Medical Association also is working with such differing groups as
hospital administrators, dentists, physicians' assistants, nursing home administrators,
ambulance drivers, nurses -- to name a few -- to solve mutual problems.

We are making defi-

nite progress toward effective coordination of efforts among all health professionals as a
matter of course -- coordinated research and sharing of information, coordinated long range
planning.
CMA Develops National Health Proposal
Perhaps the best way to demonstrate CMA's general outlook regarding health and medical
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care is to tell you about our proposal for American health-care.
The CMA "universal-voluntary" plan would offer benefits to all familIles and individuals on a voluntary basis, with financial assistance geared to need.

When feasible, patients

would shbre In the financing -- along with state and federal governments.

Benefits would be

provided through vouchers or tax credits for the purchase of insurance coverage defined as
acceptable.

Full use would be made of existing insurance industry experience and mechanisms.

At the same time the plan would make it highly advantageous for the industry to provide
realistic programs that extend coverage to far more people.
The plan would be open to everyone -- regardless of income, age, or employment status.
Every family and individual, of whatever income level, would have incentives to participate.
Benefits would include all areas of health-care.A The plan would permit each recipient to
choose his own physician and choose the programs that best fit his needs.

In fact, our

program would be so attractive that people in every economic level would participate.
The program would also provide non-political administration.

It would be supervised

by the United States Civil Service Commission, a non-political body with more than a decade
of experience in the successful federal employee's health

insurance program.

To avoid problems of unrealistic funding -- such as encountered in Medi-Cal and many
other government health programs -- the budget for our program would be updated bi-annually
for all areas of the country on a basis allowing for inflation.

Under CHA's proposal, all

plans or programs must furnish evidence of effective peer review activities.
Another important feature -- our plan provides for demonstration and experimental
approaches by health-care professionals.

These would include programs in the organization

and delivery of health-care, Including the utilization of new types of manpower . . . such
as the health-care assistant.

Liaison with comprehensive health planning agencies in inaugu-

rating these new programs would provide for community participation.
Certainly one of the most significant aspects of CHA's proposal is the fact that it
is a comprehensive, long-range program.

Today there are more than 100 Federal health programs

for specialized sections of the population . . . Indian Affairs, Crippled Children, OEO,
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Medicare, Medicaid, and so forth.

Our program would immediately absorb Medicare, Medicaid,

and every other program at all feasible.

On a longer range basis, it would ultimately

Incorporate the medical aspects of VA and other government programs providing or financing
medical services.
to health-care.

In other words, it would create a single, coherent, integrated approach
It would not be a stop-gap measure treating only the symptoms of the health

problems as they confront us.
cing.

On the other hand, it would not require massive federal finan-

Nor would It require dependence on an entirely new and untried system of health and

medical care.
In conclusion, may we Impress upon this Subcommittee that no one has a deeper concern
about health-care than members of the medical profession.

As practicing physicians, we live

with our patients' health problems and Illnesses every day of the week.
We will continue our efforts to improve health-care, our experimentation, our pilot
projects.

We firmly believe there is no single, simple solution to the widely varied health

difficulties of the American nation.

We firmly believe that a pluralistic system is essential,

We plan to continue our search for improved methods In the delivery and financing of healthcare -- and we respectfully ask the support of this Subcommittee.
I wish to thank the Subcommittee once again for the opportunity of submitting this
testimony.
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KENNEDY. Dr. Gibson.
Dr. Count Gibson has been an old friend and adviser for many of
us in the Senate, on health matters. He is presently chairman and
professor of the Department of Preventive Medicine at Stanford.
He previously served as a professor and chairman of the Department of Preventive Medicine at rufts, Boston.
He was of enormous help in getting Columbia Point Health Center
started up in our commumty in Boston-and the Tufts-Delta Health
Center in Mout Bayou, Miss.; and ie engineered a number of others.
I think ie has brought an enormous interest to the whole delivery
of health care.
We miss you back East.

Senator

STATEMENT OF COUNT D. GIBSON, JR., M.D., CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT OF PREVENTIVE MEDICINE, STANFORD, CALIF.
Dr. GIBsoN. Senator, thank you very much for inviting me here
today. I think this was a very moving set of experiences we heard
this morning, for those of us interested in medical care here.
They are far from the exceptional or unusual. With due respect to
my colleague who just testified, I think the data on the charts, as well
as many other indices, suggest to us not merely that we could do better in our own rights, but in comparison with other nations of the
world we have much more progress that we can make.
As a matter of fact, some of the experiences we had in Boston, and
which you shared with us, back in 1966, gave us a few clues to how we
can approach the problems today.
I would like to suggest two ways in which I really feel problems are
clearly getting worse.
The first one is the dilemma of success-the technologic advances
that have been made now pose a challenge to us as to how to make these
available to everyone in the country.
Dr. Shumway certainly represents some of the most remarkable technologic skill in the country, in cardiac surgery which is carried on. We
see what dilemma this poses. Twenty years ago there wouldn't be the
question of cardiac surgery. The patient would have died. That would
not represent a medical care cost.
With all the research money poured in, we now have the ability to
lead the world, if we find the mechanism to spread it around.
But I think the very point that we do research makes it all the more
painful, not only to those who attempt to receive care through the old
ways, but for the large numbers who cannot get to it, or don't know
about it.
I would say there is another measure of the way in which we are failing, today, and that is in regard to the distribution of physicians.
Dr. Fenlon pointed out the experiences of a placement service in
California. Most States have had placement services. And with the best
efforts of the placement services, the physicians are getting more and
more concentrated in suburbia and less and less in towns and rural
areas and our great cities. So, we slide in numbers, year by year, further and further behind.
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I see this "crisis" in California, not only in our great cities but in our
valleys, in small towns, that have always prided themselves on keeping

physicians-who have slowly slid from 30 to 24 to 21 to no physicians
in the community.
In a sense I profoundly do not believe in a Federal, licensed system
of health care, in which Washington figures out these problems for us
all. We have many different kinds of people and we have many different parts of the country.
The solution which seems to me important to foster is increasingly
the development of consumer control of health care.
Now, you had the opportunity to see, with us ,what at that time was
a very strange notion, at Columbia Point. We were talking about a consumer voice, at that time, or an opinion.
I think most of us physicians have had very little experience with
what that means.
As time has gone on, we have attempted to develop an OEO center,
to develop a National Consumer Health Committee. It seemed that
was something that related to minority Black people or poor people.
Since I have been in California, I have had the good fortune to see
this is very relevant for everyone.
The town of Livingston, in the San Joaquin Valley, was faced with
the loss of its one doctor and asked us, at Stanford, how they might
try to solve their problem-and we had them form a nonprofit community corporation.
This is a community that has poor people and it has well-to-do
people. It is a very multiethnic community. And so a community board
was formed, representing all the economic segments in the community-the farmworkers, the people in town, the people in the rural
areas.
With this nonprofit corporation, they have, for the past year and a
half, poured all of their health care dollars in the area and redistributed them so that the need of everyone in the community can be
met.
The board consists of 30 people, and there are another 50 throughout the community, solving many of the different kinds of health care
problems with their staff.
This is an answer, as I see it-control by the community.
We have been talking about the schools-and I think schools will
solve their problems to the degree that their community controls developing what the needs of the community are and that they are
financed adequately.
It seems that S. 3-and H.R. 22-are the only proposals before the
Congress, at this time, that foster and promote a reworking and restructuring of our health-care system-and this is why it seems to me
that not only in terms of a financing mechanism, but as'a I estructuring,
that this action is so important.
I would like to give one local example. You have some really wonderful examples at the hearing-and there are several ladies from the
American Indian Health Board.
Now this group of native Americans approached the Department of
Interior, because for the first 6 months after a native American leaves
a reservation and comes to the city, the Department is responsible for
his health care.
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So, they wanted to figure how to carry out this responsiblity. They
offered to purchase insurance in Kaiser, saying this is one of the broadest, most comprehensive programs available. They said, "Let's meet
the Kaiser folks." And they were told this was broad, comprehensive
coverage.
And they said, "We have a few things of concern. Ever since you
Palefaces Introduced to us firewater, we have some real problems
with alcoholism."
And they would like to know the coverage. "But, unfortunately that
is one of the exclusions." Otherwise, we are very comprehensive.
We have another kind of condition-trachoma, which causes a great
deal of blindness and we have a need for special glasses and special
lenses of other sorts. Could you tell us what is covered? "Well, that is
another one of the small exclusions."
And we have a great deal of deafness-and we know if you are going to make it in the city life you have to have good hearing. We
assume your plan will take care of a hearing aid. They said, "That is
one more exclusion."
And at that point they said, "Couldn't you please provide us with
the money and we will work out a health program that will meet
our needs?"
I think that is an example of a Kaiser program that meets the needs
of many people very well, and fails to meet the needs of special people.
And this is where we come back to the crucial voice of the community
in health coverage.
I would like to conclude my remarks by registering one great cause
of complaint.
The case has been made about retaining health care primarily in
private enterprise. So far, there has been private enterprise and it has
been good-but just as I think, in our times today, it can produce great
good in the society, I think it is also capable of causing great harm.
In the HMO proposed, the planning specifically envisions the possibility that HMO's can be operated by proprietary interests that aren't
even physicians. This is what is called a consumer prescribed patient
program-and I think, not only is it important that we see the development of health centers controlled by consumers, but also guard carefully that we do not get off in the private corporate sector that provides against health care. I think we have to guard against that one.
I think as we need to move toward the particular advantages of permitting a restructuring around the community oriented health center-that is a very crucial part of what we need.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you, very much. Just a couple of questions, because we want to move along.
What do you think about the question of-Do we have too many
operations?
Dr. GiBsoN.. Well, we have very good data on this. My colleague, Dr.
John Bunker, who is a professor of anesthesiology at Stanford, has
made a very careful comparison between Great Britain and the United
States-and his data which have been widely attacked, analyzed, and
strongly supported, suggest we are doing twice as much surgery per
thousand population in this country as is done in England. And this
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was with a large segment of our population that doesn't have access
to surgery at all.
I think the data is quite clear-we have an excessive amount of
surgery.
Senator KENNEDY. Why don't you conclude maybe they aren't get-

ting enough surgery done in England?
You better be able to answer that one.
Dr. GIBsoN. I would say with their health situation and an analysis
of what goes on-in terms of who is walking around with a hernia that
should be repaired and doesn't get repaired-maybe they are not getting as much as they need.
Senator KIENNEDY. What is your feeling about the profit motive in

terms of meeting health needs? You referred to this just briefly in
your comments. Do you think that ought to be a feature in terms of
our system? Would you make any comments about the fee-for-service
concept; whether this helps to keep cost down ?
Dr. GIBsoN. I know from the time I trained to be a physician, I saw
this as an opportunity for providing service to an individual. I think
this is some of what has been implied in the term "profession".
I think the incentive of a fee-for-service is the only way to get people
to work hard, and not what basically is of service for people.
I think the fee-for-service has kept up, around item-by-item of
particular tasks to be done-and there are some very idealistic people
who operate within such a fee-for-service system, but in my view not
because of it. And I see the opportunity for both in health centers.
There are a whole group of physicians--some of them in this roomthat find satisfaction of serving, not patient by patient, but working
with the community through a board and developing manuals of all
things not being done health education, preventible mechanisms, anticipating problems before they happen. Half the problem has been
taken care of with return to the community with a maximum effort for
remaining there.
And I think the only way we are going to be able to turn around is
to return to the commitment for service, rather than a fee-for-service.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you, very much. It is a pleasure to hear
you.
Our next witness is Msgr. Timothy O'Brien. Monsignor O'Brien
is director of Catholic Charities for the Archdiocese of San Francisco. He is past president of the Catholic Hospital Association
and is now the president-elect of the California Hospital Association.
Monsignor O'Brien, the subcommittee is pleased to receive your
testimony.
STATEMENT OF MSGR. TIMOTHY O'BRIEN, DIRECTOR OF CATHOLIC
CHARITIES, ARCHDIOCESE OF SAN FRANCISCO
Monsignor O'BRIEN. Senator Kennedy, thank you for the opportunity of being here. It is nice to be the last man. It means everything
has been said. I had an old professor who said, "If you can't say it in
3 minutes, the collection drops."
Being in the business I am, I will try to make it brief and to the
point.
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Senator

the record.

KENNEDY.

If you have some comments, we can include it in

Monsignor O'BIRIEN. Let me just try to make four points.

No. 1-about the crisis-yes, there is no question that the basic
problem in our present health delivery system, as far as I am concerned, is fragmentation. I believe our country has the best trained
doctors, nurses, and other health professionals. We have the finest in
health facilities. But, unfortunately, too often, we do not play as a
team.
As health professions we have preferred to play "king of the mountain." I think we should be playing "tug of war," which really means
pulling together and being mutually accountable for our efforts.
The goa1 of a national health system must be to mold the world's
finest health professionals and best health facilities into an effective
health delivery system.
I want to make it very clear that I believe we need a radical reorganization of the Nation's health resources if we are to build a team.
The second point I would like to make is that today, we in the hospital field profess, as our basic belief, that health care is an inherent
right of each individual and of all the people in the United States.
We see that four corollaries flow from this basic belief :
That health care must be so organized and located that they are
readily accessible to all.
That health services be available without regard to race, creed, color,
sex, age, or to any person's ability to pay.
That the purpose of health services is to enhance the dignity of the
individual served and to promote better community life for all men.
And that it is the function of Government to assure that all this
occurs.
The third point that I would like to make is that a reorganized
health system must bring under one organizational entity at the local
level the various providers of health care. These providers must be
able to give to their community that assurance that all reasonably
needed levels of health care are available to the community served.
These local organizational entities should be under the regulatory
power of a State commission. This commission should issue certificates
of need to avoid duplication. It should approve the rates to be charged
to all purchasers of the service. It is imperative that the regulatory
power of the system be separate from the purchaser of the health
services.
The fourth point I would like to make is that the building of a
team-which is, as I see it, so important in order to carry out our belief-must continue to attract the most competent and most dedicated
people in our society.
The new health system must retain the strongest asset of the fragmented system; namely, an ability to attract the highest qualified people into the health professions.
The quality of health care received is based primarily on the profesional competency of the health professional. As we move from the
fragmented to the nonfragmented health care, the biggest danger we
face is decreasing the quality of care as we increase the availability
and the accessibility.
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I want to make it clear I believe that a team system fostering professional freedom, financial incentives, private ownership, and dedicated
religious service can be created if the creator has this goal in mind.
In conclusion, I would like to make two points. The first is that I do
think the health system is trying to move ahead; it is trying-it is
difficult.
We are talking for California-the California Hospital Association
is trying to put through an act, and we are having trouble doing that-'
it is an act that would demand disclosure of all the financial information of all hospitals.
A second point I would like to make is that the new nonfragmented
system can only come about by evolution and not by revolution. There
was a book, "Too Much Too Soon." Too much too soon can be destructive. We all know that applies to alcohol. We know in the Catholic
Church that too much too soon can be destructive to renewal of the
Christian church.
I think it can also apply to the creating of a health system.
Thank you, very much for the privilege.
Senator KENNEDY. Too much too soon might be bad-but too little
too late is also bad.
You have been very good, Monsignor, to be with us and we appreciate very much your taking the time.
(The prepared statement of the California Hospital Association
follows:)
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STATEMENT OF THE CALIFORNIA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
BEFORE THE U. S. SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH
May 17, 1971, San Francisco

The California Hospital Association appreciates the courtesy
of the opportunity to be heard by this important committee.

We

will return this courtesy by being as brief and clear as possible.
Although the increasing curve of costs may not show it, the
hospital leadership in California has been very much concerned with
controlling hospital costs for many years.

Until recent years,

however, efforts have been spotty, uncoordinated, and focused on
short-term corrective measures.

About three years ago, the California

Hospital Association began a program covering two broad fronts having the aim of riding herd on costs.

The two fronts can be identi-

fied as internal management improvements and external pressures.
It should be noted that this association has no coercive powers.
Our tools have been persuasion and reason.
The first frontal attack was formally initiated in 1968 under
the leadership of Samuel J. Tibbitts, president of the Lutheran
Hospital Society of Southern California, who was then president of
the California Hospital Association.

This was the management approach.
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The external approach was initiated in 1969 with the adoption
of a CHA-sponsored Health Facilities Planning measure prohibiting
licensure of facilities built or expanded without having participated in voluntary area planning.

A companion measure adopted that

same year prohibits Medicaid payments to any health facility built
or expanded without a favorable final decision by an area health
planning agency.
A second aspect of external control measures is before the
California Legislature.

It is the Hospital Disclosure Act, also

sponsored by CHA, which was approved by the California Senate Health
and Welfare Committee April 21.

The measure would establish a

State Hospital Commission empowered to obtain and fully disclose
to the public hospital financial information based upon compulsory
accounting and financial reporting procedures to be designed by
the seven-member commission.

Failure to comply with provisions of

the proposed law would subject an institution to loss of its license.
These two control appro.'hes represent two legs of a public
utility concept.

Through pl ;ning, entry of new or expanded facili-

ties into the field is based upon the needs of the community.

Through

disclosure, reliable and valid information regarding costs will be
provided so that governmental and private agencies such as insurance
firms can make valid comparisons and projections regarding costs.
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The third leg of the public utility concept is regulation of
rates.

We are moving cautiously in this area because of our strong

conviction that regulation of rates without valid cost information
would be at best hazardous and at worst catastrophic in terms of
providing quality health care.

We are pleased to note that

Maryland's new law establishing a State Hospital Commission shares
this concern.

The Maryland Commission will function for three years

as an information-gathering and disclosure body before it will be
authorized to set rates.
This is where we stand now on the external control front in
California.

Progress has also been made on the internal management

front since its 1968 beginnings mentioned earlier.

The management

program contains one aspect we believe to be especially worthy of
note.

Included was a built-in means of measuring management improve-

ments on a statewide basis.

Following initiation of management

improvement programs sponsored by the California Hospital Association,
a means of measuring "productivity" was designed, tested and put
into effect.
There have been three major aspects to CHA's management improvement program.

The first was a series of meetings statewide to

familiarize top hospital management with methods and techniques
available and to urge their participation in these programs.

Most

notable of these is the hospital adaptation of industrial engineering
I
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methods developed by the Commission for Administrative Services in
Hospitals (CASH), which is headquartered in Los Angeles.
program

This

essentially relates to the measurement of time required for

the proper care of patients and establishes standards so that an
institution can determine whether it is devoting too much or too
little time to a wide variety of functions.

The CASH program en-

joys an excellent reputation in California and nationally.
A second program explained to hospitals is the Hospital Administrative Services program (HAS) of the American Hospital Association.
This service provides hospitals with statistical reports regarding
a variety of "indicators" such as figures on lengths of patient
stays, costs for various hospital departments and so forth.

HAS

reports permit the institution to compare its figures with those
of other institutions of similar size or of different size throughout the nation.
pared to others.

With HAS, hospitals can measure performance comWith CASH, hospitals can measure performance

against their own past performances.

The CASH program also pro-

vides for recommendations for improvements based on accepted industrial engineering methods and studies performed in the hospital
by CASH experts.
The initial series of "sales" meetings held statewide resulted
in significant increases in the number of hospitals participating
in HAS and CASH.

At these same meetings, held during 1969, the
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second phase of management improvement was previewed.

CHA's

management goals were explained and a series of seminars for.
hospital top management was announced.

The seminars were held in

the fall of 1969 and proved quite successful.

As a result, the

seminars concerned with "Management by Objectives" were expanded
to hospital middle management.

These were held in the spring of

1970.
Following their completion, the third phase was begun, consisting of a management accreditation program.
development and testing for a year.
June 1 of 1971.

This program was under

Initiation is scheduled for

It consists of an analysis of hospital records,

visits to hospitals by administrative experts which will cover one
and one-half days of study and consultation with administrative
personnel.

Recommendations for improvement will be made and certi-

ficates of management accreditation will be awarded to institutions
meeting management standards.
This last phase, of course, has not yet had any effect.

The

first two phases, however, are showing positive results in California
based upon productivity measurements designed and analyzed by CASH
experts.
The original 1968 goal was to tool up and attain a 5 per cent
productivity increase by the end of 1970.
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The actual productivity increase as measured by CASH has been
three per cent.

This is not as high as we had hoped but it is by

no means a failure.
per patient stay.

This is a significant increase in productivity
This increase has saved the citizens of the

State of California approximately $36 million over the two-year
period that measurements have been taken.
annually.

The rate now is $28 million

There has been a decrease in the average length of

stay per hospital patient from 7.3 days in 1968 to 6.9 days in 1970.
This is a 5.5% improvement, which is in large measure attributable
to peer review, a responsibility of hospital medical staff physicians,
and hospital administration.
This adds significance to the fact that productivity per employee and per patient stay has increased by the aforementioned three
per cent.

Normally you would expect a greater utilization of employee

hours per patient day as patients stayed in the hospital for shorter
periods and the patient population turned over faster.
While we did not reach our full five per cent goal, we are
pleased with this performance.

It proves something can be done.

It substantiates the value of our program to improve management
of hospitals.

This not only provides the savings indicated earlier,

but should make our future programs that much more saleable and
that much more effective.
We have educated others, and we have also been educated.
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The California Hospital Association recognizes that hospital
costs are high.

When our management programs began in 1968 the

average cost per patient day as measured by CASH was $74 per day
(73.90).

In 1970, this reached $94 per day (93.96).

The national

average for 1968 was $59 and for 1970 was $75.
The Association also recognizes that there is no hope for any
significant reduction in hospital costs given the state of our
economy and the continual improvement in hospital and medical technology.

We can only hope to contain the cost rise at some acceptable

percentage as long as this is consistent with hospital care.

This

does not mean that we are pessimistic about the total. health care
bill, however.
The solution, we believe, lies in preventing hospitalization
through improved means of delivering health care so that disease
and injury is prevented or made treatable outside the hospital setting to the extent possible.

In the long run, maintaining health

is far less expensive and more productive than restoring it.

This

becomes even more obvious if costs such as time lost from work,
from the family and from productive activities of all kinds are
considered as part of the cost of hospitalization.

It must also

be recognized that as hospitals are able to perform at more advanced
levels of care, costs will rise inevitably, if these costs are
measured only from the standpoint of their economic cost.

We must

also look at the benefit to the community and to the nation which
arises from having productive citizens restored to full activity.
We also urge everyone concerned with the future of this nation
and with health care to be wary of overstressing dollars to the
detriment of human values.

Human values, we submit, are in the

final analysis infinitely more important than dollars.
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Senator KENNEDY. Miss Cecelia Lannon, legal aid-from Marin
County.
STATEMENT OF MISS CECELIA LANNON, LEGAL AID,

MARIN COUNTY, CALIF.
Miss LAN NON. I would like to tell you, very briefly, about a particular- view of the medical program here in California that is not just
related to the failure of medical service, but the absolute denial of
medical service to the most needy Poor persons in our Nation. This has
been made possible by linking medical service to welfare eligibility for
the majority of poor persons.
The particular )ersons that I want to tell you about are minors-an
unpopular group politically in California in terms of receiving public
service. These minors are emancipated. That means they can contract
for medical service without their parents being involved, without parental consent, and without financial responsibility.
These minors are women. These women minors are pregnant. Their
medical need is prenatal care. In some cases an abortion is absolutely
essential. With these minors, what medical experience has shownunless this particular age group gets the necessary prenatal care the
chance of giving birth to a dead baby or a stillborn, goes up. Also, the
chance of her suffering toxicity froin that pregnancy, impairing her
health, goes up unless she gets prenatal care in the first trimester.
In the case of a minor who needs to work, it is just that crucial, because unless the minor can get an abortion-and that means a person
who is neither physically or emotionally capable of giving birth and
raising the child-she is forced to have the child.
The situation in California is this: If these pregnant girls were
wealthy or even from middle-class families, they have recourse-they
could get this medical care. This would be no problem. With a minor,
poor in the sense she must go to the welfare department; and despite
the fact that California law specifically excludes her parents from
involvement in her medical problems, despite that fact, that policy,
California does not give this minor medical care even though she
qualifies, until after the welfare department has checked with the
parents of the minor or has involved them in her medical care. The
result of this-if the minor doesn't get parental consent, and the investigation takes a long time to do-the minor doesn't get the care.
In some cases it results in simply not being able to involve the
parents in the medical care-and she has a right not to, under California law. The result of that is disastrous to the girl who doesn't get the
care, and has to give birth, or sometimes self-aborts.
This policy has resulted in litigation. Our office is struggling to try
to change that policy. There is no basis in California law for this
policy and there is no basis in Federal law, but it is the policy in the
State of California. And it is also impossible for these minors simply
because in order to get that care you have to be eligible for welfare
and being eligible for medical care depends on welfare; it is subject
to political manipulation-and also, unfortunately, by personal abuse
by some welfare workers.
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It is our position that these minors are absolutely in need of medical
care. It is essential to their health, to their future. It is also essential
to curbing the welfare cycle because these girls, if they can't get the
aid they need, they are going to have a second and third child and are
going to end up on welfare.
The crisis is political; it is not a financial one-it is the result of
political manipulation and total lack of recognition of the problem.
In order to remedy this, the only way I can see would be a separate
type of medical service from welfare, have separate agencies, have no
type eligible determinations they require now for welfare. That is the
onl way the poor are going to get adequate medical care.
Senator KENNEDY. Very good comment.
If we had the time, you could go through a lot of these other kinds
of instances like we heard-Miss Lannon you could probably do this,
working for a legal service.
We had some comments at other hearings. They have an extraordinary access to the kind of cases we have heard this morning. This
has been their experience, as well, generally where you have these
consumers that are, as you identified, a very poor group in our society-but for others, as well-that are deficient in terms of health
needs and health care.
Miss LANNON. Do you mean in terms of the poor?
Senator KENNEDY. Yes.
Miss LANNON. I didn't get the first part of your question.
Senator KENNEDY. The kind of cases we have had this morning;
and we have heard from the legal service people-you could give us a
whole stack or list of people.
What we are trying to find out is whether the seven people are exceptions or whether you are rubbing shoulders with these kinds of
people day to day in your legal service.
Miss LANNON. In our county we have had a lot of experience with
the young people, because there are a lot of young people in this
area-but the abuses this group suffers because they are denied medical care the older people suffer because the delivery of medical services
is denied.
Middle-age people can't get, glasses. They can't go in for surgery.
Sometimes, if they have to have medical care that isn't emergency
medical care, under the medical program as it is set up now in California, surgery can be delayed up to 90 days-if the particular medical consultant decides that he wants to delay it.
They are just unlimited-the number of people that can testify as
to their own personal disasters, poor persons who can do this.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you, very much. That is another reason
why the CRLA should be funded.
[Applause.]
Senator KENNEDY. Percy Steele, chairman of the board of directors,

Westside Community Health Center.
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STATEMENT OF PERCY STEELE, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF DIRECTORS,
WESTSIDE COMMUNITY CENTER
Thank you, Senator.
In consideration of the time factor, I will just be very brief rather
than to repeat other concerns that have been expressed already this
morning.
Westside has had a tremendous insight into the overall problem
related to comprehensive health planning, based on 3 years of experience in the welfare area field of the community which is largely a ghetto
area.
One of the things in reading S. 3 we wanted to point out-we would
like to see this health oriented rather than illness oriented because
of the ramifications. And we feel that psychiatric patients should
have equal freedom and access to the kind of services described in
this legislative proposal.
One of the secrets of an adequate health planning and health delivery service, based on my own experience, is that there must be an
opportunity for built-in participation for the residents of all levels;
that is, youths, adults-not only planning for health delivery services,
but carrying them out.
The training aspect is one we give 100 percent support to because we
do not have enough professionals and we do not have enough paraprofessionals in medical delivery of services-and we hope there is a
strong effort to move toward this.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you, very much.
Charlotte Offhouse. You have a statement here. We will put this in
the record.
Mr. STEELE.

STATEMENT OF MISS CHARLOTTE OFFHOUSE, NURSE SPECIALIST
IN COMPREHENSIVE CARE OF STROKE PATIENTS
Miss OFFROUSE. I know it is hard to include everyone in the series,
but we haven't heard from nursing and it is a critical area.
I am in the clinical nursing specialty-and from the testimony I
have heard today I can verify it is true in many, many comunity
agencies around the bay area.
I see these things in the hospital and out of the hospital.
I think in my testimony I went into detail and covered a lot of things
other people said.
In our present system of medicare, we have two levels of inpatient
care which, again, is a very costly aspect. We have acute and subacute
care; and probably the most important is the subacute aspect of care,
because at the present time all of the subacute care is at a costly rate,
at the acute care rate-and we really haven't provided facilities to
take care of the subacute. I won't got into all of the definitions because they are lengthy.
But I think in our health industry we have to look at the role of the
nurse.
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In the State of California-and I had trouble deciding my priorities because I should be up in Sacramento defending our nursing
services because there are hearings on what is called skilled nursing
care and that means sticking needles and tubes into people. And I
would very much like to see some of the new roles for nursing manpower directly reflected in any proposed health security system such
as nurse practitioners, nurses in primary care roles, clinical nurse
specialists, and so forth.
Certainly with the management of subacute and chronic disease
coming to the fore, a recognized, responsible role for nursing should
play an important and dynamic part. A current study in the bay area
indicates no shortage of nurses but demonstrates misappropriation of
services in many facilities-utilization of health manpower should be
scrutinized, reassessed, and clearly outlined in any new system that may
emerge.
A recent article in the San Francisco Chronicle told of an empty
bed crisis in San Francisco's hospitals-"a crisis so severe that many
institutions here are in deep financial trouble * * * almost all major

San Francisco hospitals are in the midst of an intensive building
program right now or have just completed them"-perhaps a sign that
we are not meeting community needs.
Ironic as it may seem, that same paper told a story of a hospital in a
neighboring town which is soliciting funds to build 131 acute care
beds-another indication of a lack of sensitivity to community needs.
For this reason alone, it is costly not to define levels of care and place
limits on length of stay within the bounds of levels of need.
Our present system is not defined by patient care needs. This has
produced so-called abuses which are usually an attempt to provide
some kind of care to patients even though it may not fall within the
bounds of the system.
We speak of controls and incentives, but where are they? The cost
of health care will continue to increase because consumers will be relegated the responsibility of paying for these unnecessary and unusable
facilities which are being built.
Our communities-as we saw here today-are telling us loudly and
clearly what their needs are, yet several groups of health professionals
who have attempted to meet these needs have been denied funding or
denied payment after services were rendered.
The present system does not permit us to meet these pressing community problems-we need ess concrete and mortar and more patient
services outside of the institutional setting.
In order to best utilize existing structures it would seem appropriate
to immediately engage in regional surveys of present resources and
convert facilities to fit within the proposed framework of levels of care.
It should be clear by now that superimposing new concepts onto old
frameworks is impractical and unworkable.
If we are to embark upon a health security plan for all, let us listen
to the needs of our people and meet them.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you, very much.
(The prepared statement of Miss Offhouse follows:)
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TESTIMONY FOR THE HONORABLE EDWARD M. KENNEDY
ON
HEALTH SECURITY FOR AW1RICA
MONDAY, MAY 17, 1971

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

I am Charlotte Offhouse and am presently employed as a Nurse Specialist in the
Comprehensive Care of the Stroke Patient.
vider of health care to patients.

In the past I have been a direct pro-

1,ypresent work takes me into many community

agencies on a consulting basis.

At the onset, I would like to commend you and your staff for your efforts to establish a comprehensive national health insurance program for all our people.
read with great interest your bill to create a Health Security Program.

I

I concur

t~at it is critical to eliminate eligibility clauses if we believe health to be a
right for all and not a privilege for a few.

After studying your proposal, I would

like to discuss with you the urgency to change our present system of health care
delivery to meet community needs if we are, in fact, going to provide health care
services for all.

It

seems reasonable that to meet community needs, we must firrt

look at what those needs are.

This can be done by defining levels of care and then

to think of alternative methods of providing services which will embrace the entire
community.

Certainly one of the alternatives would be coordinated groups of health

professionals giving primary family care.

A major emphasis should be on ambulatory,

out-patient care including minor surgery not requiring overnight stay in hospital.
We should provide for organized out-patient programs to meet specific community needs
such as alcoholism, drug addiction, venereal disease, terminal cancer, medical diseases
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such as heart disease, cancer and stroke, mental health problems, family planning,
maternal and child health care, environmental health problems and home care progrms
all geared to work with patients outside of an institutional setting when possible.
There should only be enough "back-up' beds for in-patient treatment as absolutely
necessary.

In-patient care can be defined as follows
Acute cares

crisis intervention, unstable conditions,
acute exacerbations of existing conditions
in need of intensive care

Sub-acute care

immediate post crisis intervention, stablizing
conditions in need of intensive rehabilitation

Interim cares

stablized conditions in need of supportive
care

Leng-term care

chronic conditions in need of supervision
op activities of daily living

If we think in terms of separating patients according to patient care needs and not
by diagnosis, we could hope to have -each staff especially trained in certain activities
which would pertain to that particular level of care.

For examples

acute unit would be prepared for admissions on a 24-hour basis.

staff in an

They would be equipped

to start intravenous feedings, draw blood, take and interpret electrocardiograms and
make critical observations.

There might be 24-hour phsician coverage if

necessary.

All staff should be involved in rehabilitative measures but the staff in a sub-acute
unit would be specifically trained in teaching patients to transfer safely, offering
psycho-social therapeutics and other such rehabilitative measures.

I have attempted to outline the levels in a progressive order from acutely ill
patients.

to well

A patient should be able to enter the progression at any point that is
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deemed necessary by his care needs.

It

would be a rare instance that one patient

would need care from all of the units but the following sequence might occurs
A woman aged 28, undergoing a prematiral examination, is
diagnosed as having metastatic cancer.

After being informed

of her status she becomes suicidal and rejects her family and
friends.

Under the proposed system, her physician would

enter her into the sub-acute level of in-patient care for
intensive rehabilitations

psycho-social therapy, recreation

therapy and diet therapy to help her overcome her fears and
better understand her disease process.

This therapy would

also provide support for her fiance' and family.

When her

condition stablizes she could return home and receive drug
therapy as an out-patient.

When she evidences further me-

tastesis and if acute care is indicated, she could be aditted
to an acute care unit for radical surgery.
precipitate a deep depression.

Such surgery could

As soon as physically possible

.after surgery, she would be transferred to the sub-acute unit
for continued psycho-social therapy and post-operative care.
At this point her condition may become terminal.

She can be

succssfully discharged to a home care program which has been
coordinated with her in-patient care.

The home care program

will provide the necessary support and services throughout her
final stages of life.,
Perhaps the most critical area in this scheme is the sub-acute level of care.

In

today's system of care the acute facility has been the seat of all health care delivery.

The Medicar, Law has defined two 'evels of in-patient care -- acute and
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extended cares

This program philosophically encompasses existing hospitals and

nursing homes but in realitynew terminology was coined for traditional health care
services. Extended care has been delegated to the nursing homes and convalescent
hospitals which have been certified as Extended Care Facilities.

By and large, these

facilities are neither staffed nor equipped to properly handle sub-acute care.

Thus

sub-acute patients are remaining in acute beds which creates a costly program.
Usually, by the time a patient is transferred to an extended care facility he is
well into or already passed the sub-acute phase of illness,

Then, because care needs

do not fit into the system, confusion results from trying to justify the need for
further in-patient care.
in this country.

Modern medical advances have greatly reduced acute illness

If we are to embark upon a new system of delivery, I think it

imperative that we identify and give credence to the management of sub-acute illness.
This can be done by analyzing patient needs,

Under our present insurance systems we have the term "covered care."

This has

hidden meaning, is ill-defined and often leaves patients with unanticipated health
bills because benefits are denied after the fact as "non-covered care."

Hopefully,

if we institute a systemof clearly defined levels of care "covered care" could be
specifically differentiated from "non-covered care."

I have seen interpretations

of the Medicare laws vary from time to time and place to place.

A patient in one

facility is covered when a similar patient in another facility is denied as the
result of undefined guidelines.

Some attention must be paid to who will provide which services and at which level.
Acute care takes place in present-day units such as intensive care units, coronary
care units, stroke intensive care units, etc. Most sub-acute care is given on
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general medical and surgical units in acute hospitals.

If an extended care facility

were specially staffed and equipped, sub-acute care could be provided out of the
hospital setting at a lower cost but the cost for this care should be higher than
the present rate of reimbursement for nursing home extended care beds.

Interim care

and long term care could be provided in present-day nursing homes at lower costs than
the first two levels of care.

Such deliniation eliminates the false concepts that

nursing homes can provide extended care or that acute hospitals should continue to
offer sub-acute services while being reimbursed at acute rates.

If there were more

definitive separation in levels of care, both hospitals and nursing homes could
specialize in their own area of expertise.

I am aware that these ideas are non-

traditional and will be resented or misunderstood by most people in today's health
care industry.

One of the most unfortunate problems I have seen evolve from the Medicare program
which I would like to see reversed is tho role of nursing.

In no way does the

definition of covered care reflect what nursing really is.

The only nursing care

which is recognized is called "skilled nursing care" and that basically reflects
sticking needles and tubes into people.

le in nursing are aware of various and often

conflicting public opinions of what nursing is. Some of this confusion is generated
I
from within the profession itself. The recently published Lysaught Report which is
the report of the National Commission for the Study of Nursing and Nursing Education
has made great strides in defining nursing roles in present-day health care.

I

recommend this report to anyone concerned with national health and would very much
like to see some of the new roles for nursing manpower directly reflected in any
proposed health security system such as nurse practitioners, nurses in primary care
1

Lysaught,

Jerome P., An Abstract for Action, IMcGraw-ill Book Company,

New York, 19?0.
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roles, clinical nurse specialists, etc.

Certainly with the management of sub-acute

and chronic disease coning to the fore, a recognized, responsible role for nursing
should play an important and dynamic part.

A current study in the Bay Area indicates

no shortage of nurses but demonstrates misappropriation of services in many facilities
utilization of health manpower should be scrutinized, reassessed, and clearly outlined
in any new system that may emerge.

A recent article in the San Francisco Chronicle told of an empty bed crisis in San
Francisco's hospitalsv-"a crisis so severe that many institutions here are in deep
financial trouble..almost all major San Francisco hospitals are in the midst of an
1
intensive building progrf right now or have just completed them'! -- perhaps a sign
that we are not meeting community needs.

Ironic as it may seem that same paper told

a story of a hospital in a neighboring town which is soliciting funds to build 131 acute
care beds -- another indication of a lack of sensitivity to community needs.

For this

reason alone it is costly not to define levels of care and place limits on lengths of
stay within the bounds of levels of need.
care needs.

Our present system is-not defined by patient

This has produced so called "abuses" which are usually an attempt to

provide some kind of care to patients even though it may not fall within the bounds
of the system.

We speak of controls and incentives but where are they?

The cost of

health care will continue to increase because consumers will be relegated the responsibility of paying for these unnecessary and unusable facilities.

Our communities

are telling us loudly and clearly what their needs are yet several groups of health
professionals who have attempted to meet these needs have been denied funding or
denied payment after services were rendered.

The present system does Yvt allow for

accommodation to these pressing community problems:

we need less concrete and mortar

and more patient services outside of the institutional setting.
1
San Francisco Chronicle, Ionday, May 10, 1971, Page 1.

In order to best
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utilize existing structures it would seen appropriate to immediately engage in
regional surveys of present resources and convert facilities to fit within the
proposed framework of levels of care.

It should seem clear by now that superimposing

new concepts onto old frameworks is impractical and unworkable.

If we are to embark upon a Health Security plan for all let us listen to the
needs of our people and meet them.

Prepared byt

CH)ARWTB Do O/ZEOUS N.
Nurse Specialist
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REPORT OF THE CALIFORNIA TASK FORCE ON

DENTAL CARE IN NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE PROPOSALS

INTRODUCTION

The California Task Force on Dental Care in National Health Insurance proposals was charged to develop suitable dental health
planning recommendationt for consideration by legislators, health
professionals, and consumers concerned with current legislative
activity In the field of national health insurance.

Members were

requested to review current health planning at state and national
levels, the present systems of dental care delivery, utilization
of dental manpower, education and also some of the logistic factors directly related to dental health program planning.

This sutmatlon of task force deliberations addresses the Issue
from a-background of Information developed to insure an understanding of a basic practical philosophy which it is believed must
be the foundation for sound national health planntrig.

It also

describes direct program elements with recommendations designed to
reflect a sound and necessary position for dentistry in NHI planIng.

COMPOSITION OF TASK FORCE

Members of the California Task Force were selected for their Interest and expertise In various facets of health care, from a
cross section of ethnic and income groups, representing consumers,
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insurance carriers, labor, industry, government and dentistry.
HEALTH CARE AS AN ESSENTIAL
Past history shows that whether the origin of any given health
program is private or governmental,

there are seldom adequate

sources of funds to provide total health care for all.

This

has led to severe competition of priorities by those who
design health programs.

The designers are not always legisla-

tors or government officials.

They may be recipients of care

motivated by desires related to their own needs, with subsequent
communication to some collective agent, representatives In
government, or an Insurance company.

In the race to establish the priorities of health care and by
virtue o) limitation, it became necessary to define what was to
constitute the "basic essentials" of health, the base from which
all additional health care programs would pyramid as superstructure.

The base has been defined under federal law (Title XIX)

and Is the mandate to be used by states in considering the availability of federal funds in existing programs.

To date, as out-

lined in Medicaid (Title XIX) Guidelines, the federal government
has not included dentistry as a "basic essential" service.

Presently, oral health care Is defined as an elective service by
legislators and administrative officials.

Program designers

have frequently expressed the hope that sufficient funds would be
available to provide some oral health care services at the onset
of proposed health programs and that at some later date, such provisions would be expanded to include comprehensive oral

EWab&hment o6
PoAi~ktim
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health care services.

This expectation Is seldom realized; In

fact, the reverse Is true.
In California, for Instance, government sponsored dental care
has repeatedly been one of the first services to. be reduced or
omitted when budget deficits occurred.

This has been demon-

strated as recently as December, 1970 with Medl-Cal cutbacks.
At one time, only a legal technicality prevented total elimination of all dental care under the California Medicaid program.
Other "elective" services have suffered the same dilemma.
A dichotomy apparent to many in the dental profession Is that
In medicine there are electives which are included with "essentials"; In dentistry "essentials" are included with "electives".

OrLat HeaLth a an
.6.6entita SeAvice

An understanding of the dichotomy should make It apparent that
It is Impossible to virtually eliminate all oral health care
as a non-essential In regard to basic health care, or to avoid
Its vital essentiality in consideration of total health care.
Conversations in depth with governmental administrators have
demonstrated their understanding and agreement with this premise.
Therefore, for the benefit of the people who are demanding that
their right to adequate health care be honored, It Is critically
Rig ht to Oa4a
Important that they be entitled to a proper definition of essential health care.

That defintion Is faulty without the Inclusion

of oral health care.

There is no more logic to arbitrarily ruling

out the treatment of disease

of one part of the human anatomy,

I.e., the oral cavity, than there is in deciding to treat deseases
of the right arm while Ignoring the left.

Hea£th CaAe
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The long standing principle thai

dental care is -in essetS;.:t

component of total health care must be strongly reinforced.

VentcC ComponenU o6
Dental care must be on a parity with other essential health

Hcatz Progtam
care services in all public and private health programs.

The

dental components of such programs should Include diagnosis
and prevention, education and motivation, .and treatment and
maintenance.

NEED FOR DENTAL SERVICES
There are many reasons underlying the generally accepted fact
that the dental needs of our population are not being met.
These Include manpower shortage and maldistribution, economic
barriers, and lack of educational acceptance and motivation.

Incentives to attract dentists to areas of greatest need should
be provided in order to help correct the problem of maldistri-

fatdi6txLbuton o6
bution.

One method would be to establish government or privately-

Dental PanpoweA
sponsored scholarship grants and incentive loans for dental
students, tied to emphasis on location in designated need areas
upon graduation.

Designation of areas of need and numbers of

dentists required should be made by the regional comprehensive
health planning agencies.

Substantial government loans should

also be made to finance office development including remodeling,
equipment and initial supplies to those who are willing to practice In designated need areas.
Incentive loans should be interest free until graduation from

Incentive Loan6
dental school and should be forgiven on a graduated scale with
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If a dentist secures both an educational

loan and office development loan, both loans could be considered
under the forgiveness concept.
Manpower needs are not ilmited to dentists alone, but apply to
dental auxiliaries as well.

The dental profession recognizes

Its obligation to Initiate and direct programs under its con-

AuxitiaWy ManpoweA
Need

trol which will:
I.

Increase the number of auxiliaries employed by dentists.

2.

Effect better utilization of present auxiliaries under
existing laws.

3.

Review and revise dental practice acts where necessary to
encourage Involvement In expanded duties for auxiliary members of the dental health team.

EDUCATION OF DENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
Dental schools In the United States, while expanding enrollment
In existing facilities and adding to the number of teaching tn-

Dentat ManpoecA

stltutions, are not keeping pace with current population growth.

Shortage

Future projections do not show improvement in the ratio of dentists to population.

Recent figures released by the United States

Public Health Service show an estimated current shortage
of 17,800 dentists by 1980.

California licenses at least one

third of needed dental manpower from dentists trained outside
the state.

This is also true of other populous states, with

a resultant serious, net manpower loss to those states which
are unable to retain health professionals who have been trained
In their state.
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FPnding6 o6 CaAnegie.

Higher Education and the Nation's Health, released In October 1970,

Commininon

suggests a 20 percent increase in dental school enrollment by 1980
with greatly expanded educational facilliles.

It also suggests the

adoption of uniform tuition fees for health professions schools in the range
of $1,000 per year, per student.

State subsidy grants to private

health professions schools in order to avoid bankruptcy, coupled with
increased federal subsidy, Is recognized as a pressing need.

The Task

Force Is in agreement with these concepts.
At present the health professions do not show proportional represenfation of recognized minority groups.

Incentive programs consisting

Mino"

of financial assistance should be encouraged by the health professions

Students

to motivate minority individuals to enter the health professions.
Education In the health professions has always been costly, but in
recent years expenses have soared.

Dental Education is now the

Cost o6 Ventat

most expensive career to pursue from the standpoint of doctoral ex-

Education

pense, since it involves equipment and supply expenses as well as the
costs of tuition and living.

Unfortunately, government sponsored

scholarship funds have been decreasing in recent years rather than Increasing and the debt profile of students in dental schools across the
nation Is reaching critical proportions.
Recent action by the American Dental Association House of Delegates

Amvacan Ventat

has approved guidelines for more flexible curriculum development and
operation in dental schools than was previously allowed.

This should alGuide2Zne

low action by educators to improve educational opportunities related to
Increase in and better utilization of all types of dental manpower.

While

recognizing the need for manpower, this Task Force also strongly recommends that
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research In health professions institutions, especially rela+-d
to prevention, should be strongly urged and funded at arnr.-

.t,,

levels.
It seems certain that the principle of prevention, strongly implanted in students during the educational process and reinforced
Prevemtive Aeawmes
by research activity of health professions scholars, Is the only
certain way that reduction of dental needs will be met in a way
which may make It possible to meet the demand for services in the
foreseeable future.

Without this approach, ramified throughout

the profession, remedial, rehabilitative care will continue to
overburden our health manpower pool and unnecessarily drain private and governmental fiscal resources.

PREVENTION
The philosophy of prevention as a priority must be incorporated
at the Inception of national health insurance coverage, if the
objective of massive reduction of dental disease is ever to be
met.

Preventive measures in a national health program must be

effective in preventing oral disease practical for incorporation
on a large scale and combined with incentives to encourage use
of preventive measures.

Since water fluoridation is the most effective preventive dental
measure presently available, a national health insurance program

('later FuoLidaton
must encourage its use.

Incentives should be provided for those

consumers in states or areas which require fluoridation and for
patients of specified ages who take a prescribed course of preventive topical fluoride treatments.

59-661 0 - 71 - pt. 11 - 6
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It Is recognized that comprehensive dental care should be available to all persons.

However, studies have shown that a given

amount of money will provide care for more young patients than
older patients.

Money spent on the care of the young can be,

In effec+. returned to the program by eliminating
expensive procedures at a later age.

Peventive CaAe go4
the Voung

the need for

Sound dental health plan-

ning and sound fiscal planning both encourage and emphasize care
for the young recipients.

The dental profession believes that

primary emphasis of preventive dental care should apply to preschoolers through age 18.

Evidence points to the fact that there is a need for inno-vation
In dental health education, both in the dental office and other
settings adapted to meet the specific needs of particular target
populations.

Educational material presented to the patient should include Information as to where and under what conditions dental care is

Educationat fate'iat
available and how such carol will be paid for.

Information should

be provided on specific preventive techniques such as toDical
fluoride applications, plaque control, carries prevention, nutrition and diet, oral care during pregnancy, home care for the
periodontal patient, the orthodontic patient, etc.

Clearly, the dental office provides an ideal opportunity for the
dentist to educate and motivate the patient on a one-to-one basis.

Patient Education in
It is recognized that at present health education in the dental

the Dentat Oice
office is sporadic and that the dentist's time may be better utilIzed in providing care that only he is qualified to perform.
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Therefore, emphasis should be given to innovative approaches which
improve the "one-to-one" educational approach in the dental office by
utilizing auxiliaries and audiovisual methods and materials to effect productive patient education.

Established school dental health programs are also very important.

They must be continued and improved.

Any dental health

VentaZ Heatth
school program must be preventive oriented.

Present school den-

Education
tal health education, like much of the dental office education,

in the Schoots
is sporadic,with some schools providing relatively good preventive programs and others virtually no programs.

The minimum

content of a school program should include an audiovisual presentation on dental health concepts and an annual dental examination of the school children by a dentist or dental hygienist
with a report to the children's parents.

Effective follow-up

must be used to ascertain that children receive needed care.
The use of community health aides to provide follow-up and to
educate patients has proven to be quite effective, especially

Community !feafth
In low income areas.

Use of community health aides in an OEO

Aide,6
center has raised the recall utilization rate for dental service from 22% to 87%.

Funds should be provided to train com-'

munity aides for use in connection with health insurance programs where necessary.

As noted earlier, factors directly related to detailed planning
of a health program were studied in addition to consideration of
essentiality of care, need for services, manpower needs and preventive measures.

The following recommendations relate to program
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systems, quality and cost control, and cost and program dx=,
PRIORITY
This Task Force strongly believes that there is an ImmedIate and
imperative need for clear reordering of the nation's priorities;
that It Is now time for this nation to adopt as national policy,
the right of dignified access to total health care for all its
residents, unobstructed by racial, ethnic or economic'barriers.
ELIGIBILITY
in developing and Implementing a national health program, fundamental consideration must be given to providing dental care coverage, including preventive and remedial dental services, for all
residents of the United States.
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION
A National Health Insurance Program Board should be established
which will be responsible for public accountability of the total
NHI program.

Nat ona Heaett
The Board should have significant dental represen-

Insane

tation; furthermore, it would seem logical that the Board be reProgram Soard
sponsible to the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare
Department (HEW).
A National Dental Advisory Committee should also be formed, composed of members of the dental profession and of the public at

NationaZ Denta

large, In order to Insure both professional and consumer orien-

Advis6ory

tation of program development.

Committee

The Dental Advisory Committee
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would be responsible for recommending scope of benefits, standards for dentist participation, ciality control and policy guidelines regarding actual delivery of dental services.

The National Health Planning Board, with the assistance of the
Advisory Committee, should work to assure efficient administration and effective coordination of the program by using existing
private health agencies for fiscal administration.

These agen-

cies should compete for administrative contracts.

The National Health Insurance Program Board and the Dental Advisory Committee should be represented also at the regional,
state and local levels.

Such a system would assure a greater

response to the needs of the public and the providers of care.

RegLonat, State
and
Locat Repte entation

In consideration of the organization and administration of a
dental care program under a national health insurance program,
the following recommendations are emphasized:
1. The fee concept adopted for reimbursing the provider of
services must be on a parity with all health disciplines

Fee Patity

Included in the program.

2. The program should be established on a fee-for-service
basis reflecting usual, customary and reasonable charges,

Fee-for-Service"

adopting the concept of establishing individual fee pro-

Concept

files. The unique advantage of the usual, customary and
reasonable concept over other methods of reimbursement is
that It will insure wide professional acceptance of a
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eligible patients to have a meaningful choice of practitioners
when seeking dental care.

Additionally, the program should.

encourage exploration of other fee systems.

3.

The administration of the plan should provide a mechanism for
clearly determining the scope of benefits and the eligibility

Scope o6

of the recipients,

Bene.,t6

If a recipient is to make direct payment

for partial or selected services, predetermination of total
financial responsibility should be clearly outlined.

4.

Maximum care should be exercised in the overall organization
and administration system so that It does not work to the
disadvantage of dentists In lower Income areas nor place a
stigma on any recipient.

It Is recommended that existing fiscal

Intermediaries, on a competi-

tive contractual basis, establish processing centers to perform all
administrative phases of dental forms processing.

Poce6ing

These centers

Cei

should be established in locations conducive to maximum efficiency.
Personnel snould be professionally oriented to assure competence in
administering the provisions of the national health Insurance program.
The processing centers should perform the following functions:
I. Provide dentists with dental treatment planning forms; recelve and organize dental statements from dentists who
render covered services to eligible patients.

FuncYton6 o6
Ptoczzing Centea6
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-132. Determine If treatment Is within the scope of benefits
and regulations established by the National Health Insurance
Board.

3. Select cases for review by regional dental consultants, InRegonat Vcflta

cluding but not limited to the following:

Co nS uttanU
a.

Those which present Irregular treatment patterns

b.

Those involving patient complaints regarding satisfaction of services.

c.

Those randomly selected for post screening, In sufficient quantity, to assure that a high grade of
service has been performed.

Problems related to review which cannot be resolved by regional
consultants should be referred to the appropriate counselling
or review committees of the state dental association.

4.

Prepare checks for payments to dentists.

5.

Serve as distribution center for communication with dentists concerning program developments and changes under the health program.

6.

Aid In,liaison and coordination with the dental profession at the

local level.
DELIVERY SYSTEM

Since there are a variety of systems which may fit specific needs, no one
delivery system should be penalized at the expensi of another.

In a

national health insurance programthe recipient should have the right to

Free Choice
o6 VetiseAy

Syem
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At the same time,

recognition should be made of the right of the dentist, for professional reasons, to choose the patients he will treat.

It is recognized that a national health Insurance program may be
Implemented before full comparative studies of different methods
of delivery can be completed and evaluated.

Compwwative Studiez

However, such studies

should be undertaken as soon as possible in order to obtain valid
supportive data relating to positive and negative points of various
delivery systems.

I.

Studies should measure efficiency on the basis of:

Increased productivity

2. Quality of service
3. Patient utilization
4. Acceptance of the system by the public and the dental
profession
5.

Cost of operation.

QUALITY AND COST CONiROL
Quality and cost contr6l should provide mechanisms for controls within
a system of national health insurance to insure that the best possible
care is being delivered under the limitations of funding and.that care
being provided meets standards of reasonable cost.

Cost must be considered

reasonable by both the financing agency and the provider if the level of
quality Is to remain sound.
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Under any health delivery system, cosi would be considered the
dollar outlay expended by the funding agency to achieve a unit

Ve~intion o6 Cost
of treatment.

This would Include Individual payment of the pro-

vider and also associated administrative costs.

If a unit value

system Is used, It would be translated into the cost per unit
required to deliver the care to the patient-reciplent.

Although the cost of a program necessarily Includes expense for
organization and administration, these costs could outweigh the

Contot o6 Cost6

cost of the treatment provided If they are not properly controlled.
For this reason, the competitive system in the administration of
public or private programs is vitally important.

To attain optimal cost control, long range consideration must
be given to the type of treatment provided.

Preventive and

Pueventon and Eavty

early treatment, especially for children, must be emphasized

Tieainen-t o6
aS a most effective cost control measure which will

avoid

ChWitcden
costly treatment in the future, resulting in greater savings
and maximum utilization of the funds available.

For example,

It has been demonstrated that the cost of onepartial

denture

for a recipient who has been missing teeth for many years would
provide care for six children in a flue-idated area and three
children in a non-fluoridated area for one year.

Regular maintenance of oral health care as a concomitant effective
method of cost control must also be encouraged with financial
Incentive to the provider where possible.
In considering quality control In a program of health care,

PV6i.Lton o6 Qu.ttty
attention must be given to the exact definition of what is

Contoe
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Quality may be defined as a class, kind or

grade of treatment; the term itself does not denote excellence,
I.e., quality may be excellent, good, fair, acceptable, rn','
or unacceptable.

To be effective, quality standards of dental care must be controlled by

Evatuation

the dental profession, with guidelines set by the profession itself.

ald ContutoZ o4

Evaluation of quality should be provided through peer review, using

QuatZty

random sampling techniques for selection of consumer and provider participants, in addition to review Initiated through complaint.

The possible

problem of lack of interest *inparticipation, especially by the satisfied
consumer, would be avoided by clearly stipulating that both provider and
consumer be required, as program participants, to accept random sampling
evaluations if selected.
PEER REVIEW:

AN ESSENTIAL FACTOR OF QUALITY AND COST CONTROL

A challenge was issued to dentists and physicians In the July, 1969 "WhIte
House Report on Health Care Needs", which declared:

"We will ask and

challenge the physicians, dentists and other practitioners of the nation

W(fhte Howse
Report

through their national Societies and through the County Associations to
establish procedures to review the utilization by their members...and to
discipline those who are involved in abuses."

In November of 1967, the National Committee on Health Manpower recommended
that professional societies, health Insurance organizations and government

PeeA Reuiew

extend the development and effective use of a variety of peer procedures in Poceduue,.
maintaining high quality health care.

The Task Force believes these pro-

cedures should Incorporate the following principles:
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1. Peer review should be performed at the local level with
professional societies acting as sponsors and supervisors.
Consumers of health care should also be represented on

power review committees.

2.

Assurance must be provided that evaluation groups perform
their tasks In an impartial and effective manner.

3.

Emphasis must be placed on assuring high quality performance
and on discovering and preventing unsatisfactory performance.

A peer review committee should have responsibility for quality
evaluation, determining utilization and evaluation of cost/unit

QuatLty Evatuation

patterns to assure the highest level of care possible at reason-

Pkocedue

able cost to a program.

When a peer committee determines that

care provided by an individual is below the acceptable level

it

must have the authority and wisdom to properly discipline that
individual.

Such discipline should, if necessary, extend to ex-

clusion of the provider from the program.

'In addition, the com-

mittee should encourage better standards of care by requiring
further training or post graduate study if necessary.

A bipartite peer review system with consumer representation that is
included in any dental

insurance program is invaluable in demonstrat-

ing to the public that the dental profession will not white-wash
abuses and that those few men who violate their professional trust
will be disciplined by their peers.
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The Task Force recognizes the conflict between optimum desirable services
and available funds.

In this regard, 1he Task force recommends thai the

concept of patient copayment should be utilized, where necessary, as a
device to (a)broaden the scope of services and (b)to control program utilization and cost.

However, the Task Force recommends that the copayment

concept should be avoided In the case of (a)emergency care for aJl participants

and (b)with respect to preventive care for children., Copayment

should also be held to a minimum with respect to other children's services
through age 18.
As stated, the Task Force emphasizes the need for comprehensive care for
all residents of the U.S,; it also recognizes that certain areas of dental
care may remain outside the scope of the initial national health insurance
program because of fund limitations.

This fact may require that program

designers know what specific services can be obtained according to the
amount of money available.

The Task Force therefore recommends six plans

which delineate services relative to scope of benefits and cost.

The pro-

posed level of benefits is summarized as follows:
PLAN I:

COMPREHENSIVE:

This Plan provides for:

a)

Preventive & Diagnostic

b)

Basic
--Op6rative
--Oral Surgery
--Periodontics
--Endodontlcs

c)

Prosthodontics

d)

Crthodontics

PLAN II:

Inz.tudes the same benefits as Plan I except for (d) Orthod ,ntics.

PLAN III:

Inzluoes the same benefits as Plan I except for (c)
Prosthodontlcs and (d) Orthodontics.

PLAN IV:

EMERGENCY ONLY
Provides for elimination of pain and acute infection.
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PLAN V:
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CHILDREN'S PROGRAM TO APE 18 - This Plan provides for:

PLAN VI:

a)

Prevonlive & Diagnostic (Including spaco malnIai r'eIs)

b)

Operative (amalgam, sillcate and plastic restorations)--stainless sleel crowns and crowns
for fractured anteriors.

c)

Endodontics

d)

Oral Surgery

Combines Plan IV for adults and Plan V for children.

The estimated cost of each plan can be expressed in units with Plan I being
designated as a base of 100.
Plan I

100

Plan II

90 to 95 percent of Plan I

Plan III =

64 to 69 percent of Plan I

Plan IV

=

5 to

7 percent of Plan I

Plan V

22 to 26 percent of Plan I

Plan VI

28 to 32 percent of Plan I

If Plan I for optimum care cannot be funded immediately under NHI, the Task
Force urges that funding be attained wi thin five years from the initiation of
a national health insurance program.

With respect to those services not included In the initial national program,
the Task Force recommnends that existing private plans continue to provide dental care coverage at a level which In no way reduces the amount of coverage
provided prior to the advent of the national program.

Further, any savings

realized by existing programs through benefits provided under NHI should be
utilized to improve the overall level of care in conjunction with the national
program.
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contain recommendations for several methods of fInancIng, whIch generally
Include the following:
I. Employee contribution through social security taxes.
2.

Employer contribution through payroll tax.

3. Government subsidy from general revenues.
4.

Tax credit.

5.

A combination of the above.

Irrespective of the method of financing a national health Insurance program,
comprehensive dental care must receive the same priority as other essential
health services.
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Senator KENNEDY. We are going to have to recess the hearing-but
before we do, if there are others who would like to comment we ask
them to send us their comments and we will include them in the record.
We will keep the record open for 10 days.
And also, if you want to write to me in care of the Health Subcommittee of the Senate-we value that.
Again, I want to thank the school administration for their kindness,
and to thank all of you-you have been enormously attentive and interested and I think it has been a very worthwhile 'and valuable hearing-and in terms of the total record to the Senate-I am sure it is
going to give all of us in Congress a much better insight into the prob-ems, in human terms, that are affecting so many people.
I want to thank all of you for your attention and your kindness
in being with us today.
(The material referred to follows:)
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Although a previously scheduled meeting prevents my attending
this hearing, California Blue Shield welcomes the opportunity to submit this
statement for the committee's consideration.
California Blue Shield began in 1939, the nation's first statewide
nonprofit medical care plan.

During the succeeding thirty two years we have

matured into an organization that now serves 5,422,000 Californians (about 28%
of the state population) through our regular Blue Shield programs and the three
government programs where we act as intermediary or carrier -- Medicaid
(called Medi-Cal in California); Medicare; and the Civilian Health and Medical
Program of the Uniformed Services, popularly termed CHAMPUS.
During 1970 a total of 43 million claims were paid for benefits
provided to beneficiaries by physicians and allied health care professionals
participating in these four programs.
was $680 million.

The total value of the benefits received

The overwhelming majority of physicians in private practice

in this state are Physician Members of California Blue Shield. As of now, such
membership totals over 19,000 physicians, who have entered into agreements
with Blue Shield to provide service benefits to subscribers.

Throughout the

state we employ 3,000 persons in the administration of these claims for medical
care benefits.
Attached to this statement are pages showing the operating highlights
for the Medi-Cal and Medicare programs in the years 1967 through 1970. In
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this statement I would like to direct the Committee's attention to
(1) the Utilization and Peer Review programs now operating
for all our programs, including Medicare and Medi-Cal,
(2)

our network of local and regional operations, and

(3) our concerns about utilization of services.
Utilization and Peer Review
California Blue Shield -- in cooperation with the California Medical
Association, its component local medical societies, the Foundations for Medical
Care and other associations whose members provide services within Blue Shield
administered programs -- has developed a comprehensive system for utilization
review.

The purpose of this review system is to measure the quality of care and

the frequency of use.

The emphasis is corrective and educational -- not punitive.

The system seeks to control cost and quality with equity for the patient, the
provider, and the purchaser.
From a system where medical advisors reviewed problem claims and
cases individually, with the advisor exercising his best judgment to determine
unnecessary services, it has evolved into a sophisticated program where primary
utilization auditing is done by computer.

First, area "norms" for physician

performance are established through computer stored data.

Against these norms

the individual performance of each member of the group can be compared.

Computer

generated reports of providers whose pattern of practice differs from the norms are
printed out for medical review. Any other related data about the physician is

-2-
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collected and the "case" is forwarded for review by a Blue Shield medical advisor
in the provider's specialty.

This is the first level of peer review.

Where the medical advisor finds unacceptable practice he may
handle the matter himself, working with the provider.

Failing resolution of

the problems, he will refer the case to the local county peer review committee
serving the provider's county.

This is the second level of peer review.

The review committee reviews the "case" and makes a determination -upholding Blue Shield's findings or not.

Additionally, in cases that appear to

involve fraud, the matter is referred to the proper authorities.

This is the

third level of peer review.

As a final level of peer review, in the event either party continues to
disagree with the decision, provision is made for appeal to the California Medical
Association or, in the case of a non-physician provider, his allied health field
association.

More detailed information about this sytem is included in the exhibits.

In 1970 estimated reductions in physicians' billed charges resulting from
medical advisor performance totalled $12, 567, 000.

In addition, estimated reductions

resulting from committee and Utilization Audit Review staff performance amounted
to $520, 000.

This review activity, together with the application of our Profile

System and the application of program percentiles, produced estimated reductions
in physicians' billed charges totalling $66 million in 1970.

-3-

The detail of these
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estimated reductions is set forth in Exhibit II.

Regional Operations
Through a series of contracts and subcontracts with 17 county Foundations
for Medical Care and Medical Societies claims in 31 of California's 58 counties are
reviewed locally before being transmitted to the central office for payment and record
maintenance.

(Sample subcontracts are included as exhibits.)

This localized claims

review provides for on the spot resolution of incorrect or incomplete claims, it
provides local examination of claims for both charge and utilization patterns, and
it facilitates local peer review.

Local peer review, pioneered under this system as an integral claims
processing function, now is achieving national recognition as an essential ingredient
in utilization and quality control.

It is important that this local review is

accomplished while the significant advantages of a statewide information bank
and payment procedure are retained.

Our most recent local claims processing operation began in April 1970
in Compton, the southeast area of Los Angeles County.

Because of the high welfare

population -- Los Angeles County produces about 40% of the total statewide volume
of Medi-Cal claims -- the Compton office was set up to process claims for physicians'
services rendered to Medi-Cal patients in the area.

Medical review of the claims

is performed by Medical Advisors recruited from the communities served.

As an

example of the smoothing out of claims processing that can be accomplished through
localization, when the office was first set up, 4% of all claims required review.
Now only 1%require review.

During the first four months of 1971, claims processed

through this office are averaging 55,000 per month.
-4
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Regional claim processing and review has progressed steadily in
California in recent years.

This approach will be expanded to new geographical

areas and provider groL os whenever local capabilities mature to the point
where significant advantages will accrue to both the programs and the people
being served by these programs.

Utilization Concerns
For the information and record of the Committee, I have submitted
several exhibits which illustrate some of the administrative and professional
practices in utilization control.

Included are a description of computerized Peer

Group Norms and a sample subcontract between Blue Shield and Foundations for
Medical Care.

Our experience in administering health care programs has verified that
abuse or misuse is centered in a relatively small number of providers of health
care services.

The medical profession in California hasbeen most willing to

discipline and educate physicians who misuse or abuse the programs.

Our emphasis in utilization thus far has been almost exclusively aimed
at over utilization.

The reductions that are being made In,billed charges

--

$66 million during 1970 -- clearly demonstrate the conservation of the tax
dollars and the private dollars paid for health care.

Our next proper concern

In utilization is that of under utilization of services.

Here we are talking about

needed services not being supplied for one reason or another.

We are already

experiencing the squeeze on state and federal budgets that require cut-backs in

-5-
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Medi-Cal and greater patient participation in the cost of Medicare benefits.

We

can anticipate that introduction of Health Maintenance Organizations and the spread
of capitation payment programs may sharpen the concern over the potential for
under utilization because of the incentives to reduce services in order to stay
within the capitation payments.

Clearly, an effort in the direction of under utilization will not be based
upon the conservation of dollars.

However, as new systems are developed, there

must continue to be concern for both the dollars involved and the quality of services,
and for both over utilization and under utilization.

-6-
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Exhibit I (a)
MEDI- CAL HIGHLIGHTS
1967 - 1970

1967

1968

1969
1969

1,407,739

1,541,391

1,774,336

Claims Received

19, 903, 000

21,551,000

28,761,000

34,573,000

Claims Processed

19, 975,000

20, 762,000

29,648,000

34,446,000

$225,858,000

$228,443,000

$313, 450, 000

$389,946,000

$ 92.65
16.17
21,41
30.18
$160.41

$ 81.99
15,42
20.13
30.70
$148.24

$ 94.01
21.08
23.26
38.34
$176,69

$ 93.87
20,87
25,69
38,95
$179.37

$.45

$.50

$. 50

$,56

3.9%

4,4%

4.6%

4.7%

Eligibles ./

Benefits Paid

1970
1970

2,174,486.v

Average Benefit per
Eligible by Provider
Type:
Physician
Other Medical
Dental
Drug
Total Benefit per Eligible
Operating Expense Average
per Claim Processed
Operating Expense as a
Percent of Total Program
Costs
Average Daily Claims
Processed

/ Monthly Average
I/ Preliminary
11 Based upon September-November 1970
Source: California Department of health Cnre Services Reports
California Blue Shield
Prepared by:
Corporate Planning and Research
California Blue Shield
May, 1971

139, 338Y'
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Exhibit I (b)
MEDICARE HIGHLIGHTS
1970

1967-

1967
1967

1968

1969

1,048,500

1,110, 500

1,140,250

Claims Received

3,669,000

4,265,000

4,800,000

4,890,000

Claims Processed

3,410,000

4,160,000

4,877,000

4,976,000

$115,085,000

$129,747,000

$148,268,000

$137, 898, 000

Average Benefit per
Eligible

$109.76

$116.84

$130.03

$146.36

Operating Expense
Average per Claim
Processed

$2.11

$2.39

$3.32

$3.19

Eligibles

Y/

Benefits Paid

Operating Expense as
Percent of Total
Program Cost

5,9%

Average Daily Claims
Processed
/ Annual Average
J/ Estimated
.F/ Based upon September- November 1970
Source: Social Security Administrative Reports
California Blue Shield

Prepared by:
Corporate Planning & Research
California Blue Shield
May, 1971

7.1%

9.8%

I

1970
/

942,200Y

10.3%

18, 153Y

/
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ADDENDUM
September 1, 1970

The Utilization Review and Control Program, explained in some detail
In tho following pages, remains essentially as reported, with the following
changes and update of performance data:
1.

The early computer casefinding system referred to in the
original document has been completely replaced by the new
Peer Group Norm Comparison technique -- also described
in detail In the original document. Peer Grou) Norm
Comparison provides a 100% audit of all providers and each
procure prformedjfurnishing an exception listing of all
providers exceeding any one norm.

2.

California Blue Shield currently employs 170 Medical'and
Allied Health Field Advisors.

:1.

California Medicine and Paramedical Associations provide
117 local peer review committees consisting of more than
1, 600 private practitioners who donate in excess of 100, 000
man hours per year to the review of utilization cases arising
out of the three governmental programs administered by
Blue Shield.

Updated Performance Data
1969 Titie XVill (Medicare) Performance.
1K, 642
290
$488, 065
2

Individual clais
reviewed l)y Advisors.
Major Utilization cases closed.
Vrogram Savings from review activity.
Slxelal Studlof- (including audit and review
of all claims sulbmilttod by 65 providers who
earned $25, 001 or more in the Medicare
Program during 1968).
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1969 Title XIX (Modi-Cal) Performance.
326,584 Individual claims reviewed by Advisors.
830 Major UItilization cases'losed.
$1 I,3;3:, 983 Program S:vings from roviow activities.

California Iluo Shield formalized its 11tilizittion Review activities in
February of 1967 with the creation of the Provider Review Division. Since
that time, through July 1970, it has recorded the following performance.
individual claims roviewo((
1, 597, 692
cases (108e(d
7,302
I)visiotni savings
$28, 831, 131
suspension front Mdi -Cal rocomnended
38
(Action by director , DliCS)
9
revocation of licenses
6
(Action by lid. of Medical Examiners)
Total criminal investigations
15
Total continuous "corrective reviews" by Medical
Advisors(o ordered by Peer Review Committees)
190
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
'Total
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At canrorni:i mue sitivi(i (fit, voltmic of chims handled (150. 000 dail ,v) and
Ilw mimbor of provitivrs (78, 000) dickie that mistise,
and frills
olvase filldifil"', bc vmill )III cl'i ZCd M)d .111L'I*I*VCIiVV I':DP SYSIVIII IW VIIII)IO.N-od
Ito 1.4-vord llfiliz:llioll
Will. Shil-ld Ims devvIopi'd :I colliIIII(crim-41 stand:11-d Illiliz,.11ioll
hase".
identical ill :111 tIlc programs it administers --- its (mn st.indard prograni-.4,
I-'vdvr:iI Employees, CIIAMPUS, Titiv NIN and Niedicniv.
The "base" lakes the form of :I calt'lld.11Of
bV COMAN',
within Lhe county
by provider, and withill the provider ---- bY patient.
The data is recol-dod oll Illicrol'ilill fill-ough .1 machilic (10MVI'SiOll from
filagliclic I.1pv. Each Illicrolillil rcpresellf-, 111v clitirc practice, pattern oI'
1.11v1)1-()Vi(l(-I- [(,I- Ille recorded quarter wifilill oilo prog-1-mll; :111d bec;luse
identic:11 1,411.111AS an. 11.,.wd ill all prograllis. the clifire practice of the providt.l. (handled by 1011v Shield) call he merged and visludly disphyt'd via
1111crol'ilill viewilig 111.1chilit.s.

The (111.11.1cl-ly microhlill prisvides C.11iforni.1 Mile Shield willi ;ill evergrowing
11hr:11, ,%/of "prit-tive 11:11(criis" of vach provider. 11 includes provide winle.
Idd Iv -;.S.
primal. ,v specialty, sccomhl. Spec il It ,v. pativilt's
11.1111c'. i(Iclitil'.ving lltlfllhvr , fh;1glIosi.s, procedill.t. or I rontillent. d;ItV Of Set'Vice. amomil paid, documcnI miniber and check number.
Since Ow ill(.(.I)lioIl of dli,, (11wrlerly microfilm program. late ill 1966, Blue
Shield Im:-; condtic(ed
4indi ng" to,v 1*111111ing against Illis arra ,v of Iltilizalioll (1:11;1, .1
1111111bol. ol "ill(lik'Morstl of. SvIccted Irocedures (chosell 1)
Nit-dical Advisors) for their "..ilitusc potential" (a list of Ow proveduro"; and
1-:1titni list.d. (to (1,1N., ;If.(.
ill ApIwildix IV).
indicator 1.1111
:1g:1illsl ific tl;l(:i
prodilevs .1 prilliold (oil ImIchilic n-cord paper) of' thc
ovel-:111 pAlel-11 (if 114.11:1vilw of .111prt'vidi-1.8 alid OcIllifit-s :I pl-c-selcoWd
w illi Ilic
for fill-111i'l.
s ,:14.111 fit fl;1.1mi(Ifilldill"". .1111141tigh
(1111-ing Ow illifiA
of 10114. Shichl's 111iliz,11ioll 1-t-viow progrkill, 11:1s 1wo majol,
ccomings (1) it
Ihv
ioll (A provedtil-c's or vollibilmliolls of'
procedill-es Ito hc
.111d ('!) it illillo..-w.s .1 1; 14) !) months (IvI.1%, if)
III(. indic.11411-s cmi he rtill
111c
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(Ai or btforc Wvcnilwr 1. ISM, Calillirnia Blue Shicki "111 lAnce in openrion
uld improvi'd mcillod of compliter casclindill" baswd upon lilt,
-111villirely IIL'%%cons(ructioll of, Praclick- Pattern Norms for a pecr grotip of' physicialls or
"Pecl. grollp" ill this instance is defined to bt, (110 physiciall"; of I
slqqAievs.
Specially lict'd -)Ill ,v be (10,int'd as tilt'
vollip'll-able spi.-cially within a locally.
as opposed to requiring boami
arva in Which a doclol. dirt-cls his
lmcali( should provide, :I I-clevallf S11-110111-v for practicing
cerlihi.-atioll.
policies and grollp Ill-ball, subill-1):61 and I-tival prat-lice.s.
s%-slem is dv.,wribvd below:
A del-ailed cmilim, of Ilic Ili-%%Ilorills are devi'lopcd fill. vat'll Ivel. group
Pi-m-lict.
1), 1i's
Imsed topoll ralio :111.11%,Sis DOphysician groups. Ench plly.- ivinn is Subjectcd
vach provedurv.
1,411.
h) If)(- r(IIIII)I11:11iffil fol,
pcr 111111,11-vd 11:10cills.
('#)Illl DillI'll :I::
Timber 44 I'mics Priwi-thirc 11criorined
11.1tivills
This

X l(m

illdil-:11cs Ow I I-cqIlcIIcv (If perlormalwO ill' :1 protective oil a
:111d 111:1%
illdit-:11c twel-kilili/'atioll.

Vm, example.: la-I lj: ;Issimic Ilml Poolor A is I genvi-A physician opel-.ating
11c
Scell 1,*.) Nit-di-C.11 Imlit-Ills ill lile linle period
Ill :I 1.11-g.c Ill-ball
3"W I-onfille
isi(s. When we com1111414-1. cvImill.11i6l) and has billed 1*411.
111114.
his m-4.111.1-clice per 111111dred palicill.-: 1-.1lio wc
N 100

:V)0
175
ill lilt- ill.11cl.

:!0 Imedi Cal Imlit-IIIN 'Ind

(wh() is ill

:!00. 0

AIs peol. ".1-ollp) has scon only

pl-l-hormed 70 I-I)IIII11v olhOv visits.

1114.:11)OVc VVIIII111c,

Ilis occul-I.-

it beciollics Ipp:1I-vIII 111:11clDillp.11-isoll (.:Ill bt,
Iml-Ill
pl-ol-1-dill-c withill .1 pevi.
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Ily devvI(wing this IlOrm ll liver 'vollp, Wt, rcmtko thsk'mion Viny"I "Pon
F(w exallipIc. Isstillit, I"(1clot, k' i 4 .1
pravtive speciolly.
dic
ill :I 11"spital. Ito
(4,11cril Stir."col Mli) perhil-im4 Illost (11,his
-d on Iy 2 rim *me (411 ce \ is.i t.s.
pel-I'm
-11 pativll(. ;. hut
20 Mcdi
)c c I11,1-t 1) 4 )c I ItIII(II-t' (I p: II i v IIt 1'.11i c o IIIIIIIIc s
2 N 100
20

10.00

to) (he (4-neral Practive llzitim computed above
Sevin to bc very much dill't'rolit whell. in
pl-m-lice
lhe 8111-Pvim's
(ills in hi,; locAity.
rvality, he is pl-m-licing §( almill Ibc lim-111 fill. all sit
if (his ralk) well.

Ahimrmalilic,4 (ir dvvi.ihims fr()m Iho n(win withill I pcer grmtp could indi-

pvt4m.111ing :I givell 1)roll -(All rv till .111inordinate
.1 physiciall
c:lIc (11:11
Ill- :I calldid:dc for casc Imestigatioll.
'Alwild
alld
polien(s
11111111m.l. (d
()ccllll-(!l)vvs per 100 Services.
C ()till lilt cd :ls:
1)0

C()11111 44,
T()1.kI

Ntimber 4)1 .1-wrOccs

r:lH4) 1)1.tlvi(ks the Divishin with a meastirc (it' litilivmitm based
svrvhq-s 1wrGinilvd, 1%is inliou when vonqmrcd to nornm withk a
pecl. grmill, 111,1Y docrillille it* .1 pl-ocedure has been performed in inot-dinate
ill tittles "COrdless ill patient (-(*in(.
MHOI

I'vi its :Isstillic that Doctor N. Ill'(4ogist. ()11('I-.Itiilg in ill Ill-ball
billed [()" 3 diagimstic oystosc()pics ind 25 v 'ystoscopies with
Ife 11;18 perfm-liled 75 services ill all ft)r tilt, tinjo
1)4-1.1(xl in qllc: Iioll.
Ftll example:

jWl' hllll(Il'Vd SVl'\iCVS 1-:11i(l %vi)jlI(IAj(i\%-:

(11 Iliv
_At N too
75
25
75

N 100

-1.0
ic)
33. :t

(111-civral cathetcrizati(m)

essentially 'N.sh()%k' ille revi'l-st, of this
praf-livilig pallcril, wilh 11141st (11,Ilic ch.11.1"e., bvilig Im. (11v diagimstic pl-I)c(Alliv,
of c()mv.,; :11)11:11.t.lll that ;I c(Ollip'll'i"(111 1.) (Ilt lull"m will isilla(c (ills illdividlial
1111-ther inveslig:11i4m.
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Peer CrouLp Priactice Plattern Norm~s
Chive (lie rt'aIio ann I 'sis is dIon, Colr each j) iov idea'. cc rcainl F cuee
cn
('51:1b)1islted (Coi l.
iirotcdittc w ithin .1 PV1r 9t',01t11. ['or examlple. usilo the
MICco aenc ))e1t'
wI ltiuI ed 11a1 lnt s ratIio, let us as si mle ha.1tI heklollI owing i rot its
e xis.'t with iii a pie' group for vxetIldvl off ice vi sits:

I oclor A . . . . . . . . I.. . . . .. 75
IDoelor It ...............................
75
D~~o oI' C'
..... . .
. 9W
I h)
1.o1) .*
$5
Doctor I;.. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12 5
... .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. 35
D octor I .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
l~wol r I.I

. . . . . ...
. .

. . . .. 50)
50)

Doctor 1 .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .

It I 'eic-4tti'ivi
''i' J!
in1tg.: .

Not. A itl.
I5
Tii'' v(rl(

Nto. A ml.
4
501

t'Cv('stalishel

No. Atnilt.
75

for this procedure with in the peer g rouip

No. Amnt.
I
85

No. Aniti
1
DO
t

No.

%Imt.
15

of Ihlis list riltutionl is 6;8. 5.

lhjvton sk ,
LIi'.IrgC Of t( is g i'' tupinlg IS (lt' n11o1 (i'dOL'S
(.111!
no01 p mvide the
( ied r'esulIt ci p inpjoitin
tg those phYsic i :tn- withi the most abntor malI pa tie e.
Somte mewastiri' tif ('viati on fromn the nican mii sl he est ablished as a norm11 I o
a1lt w for fli xihi lity in i so ti tinvg()I
'tt l ii se pt'ciideris who grossly deviate f rom

III
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-
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In reality, however, most curves plotted for -.ti d
(ist 'ihut ion N ill l1 ' of H
different shape (i.e. skewed left or right), hence it is difficult to ple
.1
'norm'l on the curve and state that any' provider who excecds the 'norm'*
for that procedure is a possible offender. In Somev cases the grouping
may be so tight that there are no real 'offenders'.
Iii m-'(ICr to establ)1ish 'tio)rm s' that 'ar'rvwithin the t vpe ol cutrye being
e'xamninedt, IBliue Si~
Im(1hs
c-hosen sta:nda rd devi action :ko the. ha'dis I
lint 1: "Ill InI -l.
Standar1 id dctvi ati oat a I oti', htoweve r, p roy itt' S 0111it' it
Hi inc pro ii ilis
(he :ivi' i'H-( (oir meanl) conceptreen
In using a sI :tn (1:1rotfW'vi:1i on tI'loit the mv.o':i it mtay' 1v titat grvioupinigs will prodt'
tn
(4t4-ii4-1r8 or, iC01inversly, no ot1'ldvirS. Other facttorls enltering into' thi6
IiroiIJloill i111110 (Ito' olivisioit woii'lo.14 and lite calahiliitv and nvailat1il its'
4A trained stalli. lot' these reasons, it was 1'elt that a flexihic oiumber. of*
st :liida ro le via Ii (ins roli inle Inca ii sho i 1 be used to dti'm
lIline the( atorut11
W-iti11-11ing to mtil. ('xaivii, we ('it

A

Mean
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t

plot fthe en ivt' indicated below:
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f3comM stan(la tOcIvviatAon is conquit6d IMS"ll un", oath oujo O's WK
"At'll ' 'I-OtVdvrc,
WSM
its variability wiN ifflow VaNC4
For exallipiv. Curvo A below showl; I Ijo-h( ,gvoupfii'i around the nio.vl.
wht.-rens Curve 11 shows'a nitich-looser grouping.

100

Ciii-vi- A
111-11(.4-dtliv 1.
x1vall
I'll)
S.D.
20

1:210

1-10

160

180

200

CIII've I"

Procedure 2
1).

Go

1:1 14W #d I-0 WC al-Vive :11 1whil A for the 1101*111 Ol) Oat'll vMWO.
Noto (hat
ill 1110.11)(11-c ligh(IV 9,I)tIlwd Curve A a v pointed ow as readily, as III()Sc
f)VI-1. thc CIII've It flol-Ill.
I'llo Ifsv Ill 11.111cl-lis
M illill a
11111-v:, :111fl.

griollp lllosl pr(witicl-S "ill
ille s:11114, prorc11%411*
N
#A lil)lc, :lI)pl.1lxilIl:l(vIy fliv
111111111cr. Providi.r.s
fliese. polivrils'slignild ho revivki-11 l4w possildt,
floll f11,1114, 111-80J."raliv.
i.,; flol NO
111:11:111 ovel-lifilizers will offend Ow
flor Illal all liol-Ill
I)IN-liders will hv owl-tit'ilizi-i-s.
It iiic:ins siinply Ilwt 1)), voiiiporiiig a providcl-'s
pricliving
14) Ifull of him lnvrs eprMin ribliormal praclWhig trouls timy he
.111#1spocifivirl for 6irther invesligatioii and aclvi 4or and voiniiii(Ice review
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PIi' )LC(IU I'r Weighting,'

heen'M.% M' i in ta'i
terOLCdIu
0ic (11
aI1
[hse\eghinfrtor:i
applied to thle providers' Whlt are iag
applied to thie provided rs who are flagged. iThose w eight ing factorsSc3a eS11 plied by tile Provider lleview [Division for all proedu res with a high proba bil ity of misutilization. Ilhu total weighting factor is accumulated for- a prvovideri and those providers wilh the highest. total weight arc subjected to casc
ox
Afte r itsofa ilig eccpt lonS 101

-11-C
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The provedill-v is permed III flit- follo%%illg 111.111iler:
4111101111nating :I pro%lilt' r .1s 1 4 111411d.l:%.

All), :Ithisol- 11:1.- Ow
for

Wilell one of, (he 100 1-t-view positions hevollit's available. Medit-111 Rovit,\\
stippor( tinif (it' flit, Advisor Dvimi'lilit ill)
Adilifilish-Mioll DvpII.IIllcII( (lilt,
11111ifiv:4 (It(. provider -i-nildidale (it' flic scheduled vcviv\% mid :tsks him to Immilt,
alld 111.10 fill-Ill to .1 spvvi.II :141(fross.
Ills claillis I'm, olle 1114)11111
Ili Ihv I-eviowing advisor.

Illv challis .11-c

:1.

11poll 1.4-vvillf,

.1.

Allvi, review, Iliv 'ItIvisol. I,alivs Illit. of fill.vv It-Holls:
(a)

(11)
prilgraill
Ifull. the

Irv villvi-vil iWo fliv paYment

VIII(ling Ill) Illislosv Ill- abilse. Ille

'Sy-ilvill .11111 Ille

i: ; rele:lsed

provillt.l.

review.

from

,:

I.,jildilig
will)

IIIv provider,

siltiatioll

Ilas

adjIusting

lict'll corrected,

colldtlcls

flit, advisor

claim

as

illdit-mcd,
file provider

relvast's

.111 ecluca(iolial
and wilvil
from

satisfied
roviow.

wIwII Illc advisor review disvlmwsgross Illismw and abust, wol-111Y. of
PI
liver I-evid-t% hv comilli(lev, Ow claims :Irv forwirded (o (lit, Utilization Rc\
Dvil.11,1111cill for 1,111-11wr illvesligalioll, preparallioll, and prost'litatioll to tile
appropriah. liver I(evivw GI-41111).
Ill addifilill 11) Ow 111(willfivil pre .1myllicill review ollililit'd ;lbove. div I'liliz.11ioll
Amlil mid lict iew Dep.i rl mew vomkich-; ;I rolling r.intlom svIct-lion mitli( of' 50
, Eavh 1111.11-111"Ic v is :I'slivd (o lorw.lrd oIlV 11101101's cklillls
III-Ilg.
val-11 1114)11111.
lit flit- IIAU Departmcoil for review bY Ilw
reviviver.
HIler still 1.1-cs lit vascs im-lude
ints alld illf,01*111.11 ioll from IllallY individual
Stalrevs :'Is 'well as special I-viltiesIs I'voill HEW, MIC40, alld"the State Legisloture.
CASE DEVELOPAIENT-AND

Ing .:I

Ill-111wr

I?EV II-AV

is'lliv lit-gilliving (11' Illv review procclss.
Tile :.:ccolld sloll is collilactim-4-sligaliOll lit 1110'Plels alld
#-ing .1 v.istl for presvillatioll to

IW%it-W C(pill Ill it 14-v (sell,
copY lit' Illotlel vase, - Al;IwIldix V).
Nvl is
p$vsvhI:lII1jIl Ill .0 Itevir%%(
i I Ivv fill-Scrillk-d Ill 410:61, .164W41). .0141
disI)w-1111111
Illc.lI Ilf.l.l. ret Ic\%
hvvII fill- :14-c4 -111
vil !Ili( i Ill )d of evallullioil .111d,
otli'vi-1-11,111 lit C.A0411-11cl 1411. -wvral
Alld M 41111*opillioll, Ille ImlY wI) it)
aI'll 1.41:14-10111111Y.Affm f-411111.111.
Tllc 111114.Silit-141 SY. Ivlll is' III)l 111111ifivv, hill rather
lillf-Ildt-41 it) lic clirriclive ;11141

Tilt, lilt-1-11:111i.ml tl.wd most ollell by
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Exhibit nl (b)

In the Forfront.

Utilization and Peer Review
Medicine's Privilege and Responsibility
1

it1t11i1 W. SCInAF.FAHZJ:K. Mi.D. AND) I lAit11Y.j. i ARiE.&I
tIi

Cis('(

Pee'r reviewi affords ai priv~ilege for inediciti fI' participate in f/ie
shaping of ifs future. As a corollary~, however, medicine minsftacept
the retsponsibility of sptvardshiip which attends this privilege. P/nysir'iis mius't lie willing o participate even1 ifoi' aIctivelyf ill pee'r reiewl(L.
Properly. titilization ic uetv of professionally inedica!servires can be
pwrforliwd only 1)y p/njsiritiis. Tlhey ,my he (Issi.vft d by, inf 'ritut lay
personiinil a1nd( by; coinputr-/eiii'c l 1(. /itn o insidnee. hut cever,
should Judgment of medical necess;-ity 1w! rendered bit comii-i- a/pit'.
Althong/h ani imtpoitantf funcrtion oif perl IeVilti is the control of
of care provided the consnonerv--onr patients.
"Dute process" muist be anl integral features of pel reriviv.. Any
provider must he given the oppt'rtntniti; to disc'nss hlis%paIttern of prac-

t'it/i his peei's, and anlappellate inechaiiism niust ber available.
Prospect ive, rat her' than ret rospectivc' rc Vie isY prec'rable. although hot/h approaches are( iieccssary.
licer

Ariucit

ve,:it ituxw'Ess has b)44n ;t reoglize'(
fit ( alifontia inedicjue for inans
years, wily states still hav'e only ru(1imn(ntarn'
forlms of pe-er r('vi'w-or none at' all. This oh.-

eot'eliais

p)ONIilt
014C. Ill Aiitgitst
1969, fti,Chief hiedical
Officer (of lilt- lMirittai of I lvalth imilranc(4 ( Bill)

st('rvatioll was nlladec
alppare'nt chinilg .1 ConIf'r('111 Spiisort'd by thi' (.ouIm(il on1 Mfedical

of thie Soeiai Seviirity Adiministration convencel
-inad luse volitnit
te'(
of invdival represl'ntatis
110111several Mawlls to aist 0
1ilih
development
of nlitionli gioo'iiiies coOO'riilig itiiliatioi . At
the' meeting tihe ditrector of' the MR11. wsho had
juist (omtil-tlt tt'simoit %-hfome the Seoate jFi.

Services of' thc Ame'rican Mofc'al Association inl
November, 1969. 'The eimetinvit of'Public Laws
819-97 (The "Medivare' Law~) fin 1965 providied
stitmilis for ficreisilig ill', ilvol~1k'flt of' Jpllysi('iais in cotrollig ltiili/ititn
mill vog~s If healthl
('art'services. mris stiiiiiis vflhiiiiito
inlw'

libi ;

Vice l','Iu,414i
4lAnm' ll
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11.111ceC'
omlnitec
toe.1dlaloito discouiraginig state111011thait, accornlg to ft(' wm'~i)r olf the Semlato'
Finanev Commiltle.
(
"the period of' aconuodatill
is m-et.-al
iolt(10 ill its Vie-w iiediiie
had
ilOtll gulli ;iIll oip portunlity t) ores
ef.ot
thait1lliless
511104'IllorI'
4-'ot-tiv'o
s(lflcnlol ('(1111
lit ox'rcistll. it xv mild be1
1)0'
ll'C5.'
esar
or tile'Socil
So(lrity Adinilis l"Iltioll to1 fonla11t(' retitive
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regulations. Since that time, the Senate Finance
Committee and otlhr ,\'govt-nililtlal
agencit's.
both at the federal and statele vvel, have been
seeking ways to contain the rapidly escalating
cost of health care. Subs(quently in May 1970

Representative Wilbur Mills (1)-Ark.) chairman
of the House WNays and Means Committee. responded to a question raised by Representative
Jerry Pettis (R-Calif.) by stating that the task of
reviewing physicians' fees and serviees "
will
have to be'ly his peers. It has to he a doctor
who is a peer of a doctor.",
If physicians are to preserve their franchise. it
becomes imperative that they he increasingly involved in peer review. If the concept of "usual,
(tistoarv or reasonaithle" is to prevail over that
of fixed t( schedules and pre'ribcd limitations
of i)roft-ssional services, physicians ot ist acknovledge the resmn.slbifit which attends tht privi/e.(e anid ibeswilling to participate aggressively iin
ptvr review, Otherwise there is considerable
€langvr that this responsibility and privilege will
be abdicated to governmental agencies.
The primary aim of peer review and utilization
audit is dircted at the quality of health care
liv-ing provided ai tl at cost control, Cost coiltrol is often tite nre stressed, hut tIiiality is
equally important. This observation cannot be
emphasized strongly enough; for, in the last analysis, all of onir efforts should be directed toward
the Ihn-infit of our patients, and the ultimate
hetieficiary, of pecr revihv is the consumir. or

patient.
Thtr(. are various lvels olf pier review. The,
first uf these, of course, is tht physician's own
action svhen rendering medical (are or prescribing services in or oit of tie hospital setting. The
second level of p-er review is performed Iy a
\,ariet of hospital eoinmittees such as tisslue,
mecdi(:a reord and utilizatio e.,olinittes. Th(
third veI of review may oc(ir at tli( county
medical society in ntediatim comnnittc(,s. 1in

California, in additioti, decisions of a cuitv
medical society coilinittee which have heeu dispthd lv a provider, itpaitinlt or a carrier iiay
Ie heard by at Califiriia Medical Associatitat
appeals ,ollnllitte.
Ill ilistal(,t's of M (li(I
(Titih. XIX) (lisplltet,, filrthier appeal niav Ie
math, to the t)epart m-nlitof Ihialtlh (:are Sirsi('S. Finally,
is a List ri-sill, .
cawi-Iiliav he
sl|bmitted to tl-( civil (.orlts. This provision of
(Ifwts isof piiloillitn
iliportalic,
for the

protection of all prtics omulcerned. Additional
pt-ilri- t0sV iiitvlit' providt-d in certain group
p,'actti
sititatiouls, illoundatiiiis for medical

cart, and 1v such specialty organizations as the
California Societ' for littrunal Mieicite and its
m on ltlt membl'er suci-ties.
Cilifornia Blue Shield and
Peer Review
With impleuentatioti in California of Title
XIX of the Medicare Act in March 1966, and
Title XVIII in June 1966, California Blue Shield
ctmitractt-d to serse ;is aicarrier for these massive
proigriulls. Siict thil tiut-, a' .ompreht-nsive and
it tetive tehni iii- filr ,uilization revi-si-s has
v-slsvd is i
int i-ntir- of California hitShilId, tilt Calitoriia Medical Association, its
titiptllint societies., ile foitdititillis for medical
car. atud tIh( ittelir association that pro-id- sers ices within fiit- Shi-hl adnlilistrd pogra illls.

This has develtped, over tli past toir vt-ars,
into ai v tilhilr- iipliviig ilt' fiill-till sel'victs
off a Blue, Shiild stall of 91 perlsonis, li pilliit-services of 6's llOmti-dal alldalli-tl lialth
advisors, and 117 local Its\it-st tonmit ti-is. c(lisisting of lOt) private pratitiig piil-m hrs itt
cairs'l, tho(hevitit cli-ctiv-l\' lliia'- than I(XI(K)(
inan liirs anuiall tio
rcvit,\ii
the tilizationi
practice-s of thtu
itliagi-s .it ail o'crall cost
f $2 million itstir.
"rh- ptirpost, of tI svs't-it is to ntiasuire qujluaif care andiric(lctiiu'v it ist-, atl iiist comlsitnits'
nitrlns
hi tlih Ilhi Shield's stitdard iisiit-ss and ili tlie- gltivitill-tit sponsored progranis

its'

adlinistertd l)\ Ilett Shit-Id. Its main pripostis corrective ailld u-Itlictititiial, tot plilitive. Its
goal is cost and qitlitv control with e(tiity for
p)rovider, pait-tut and thihtpirchasers of ht-alth
cill. T'lt Calitoltia sstilll is today l'tst hliopi
for quality cart-( at rt-asoiale costs. Pt-er rvviesv
is tht kes'stllit of tlitr svstll.
Primary itili/atii ii iilditilig is acc-i.ilplishtd
Ibs- tiiiiplitt-i. lirst. "plti gripilirns al stalished, antd thc individiual
ifft'ttrtnanct
t;ih iiiliti if l t grIoll is tilililItf switth litlilp ill(rill, r\ i.ls
\hist,
pai rit l
pratic
differ's b\ Ililori' Il(Ill ai pri'diI'liiilt-d liioiliill
;il'4.
0i ,culiit-ld,
aliidailist illtlhvir lI lriii
i'is
pi' i(lli o il o l' il(- r'om ill'hT ,il
it\\ h fill- gri llt
lill lls. IFat-'h "ptv'li' o loilp" c'lilt;il
.ill iIh1l, ul
r .
vi thlrSillf. ivi
, l;tt.t.i.ill
a
'i ii g ill onlir hiocalil.\ -.
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for

c\allipl".

gvllcral

all

vrat-litiolwl .s

Ili

Sall

Vrallcisco Colilliv I r all licilrosill-gcolls ill North.
sizi, of, dic locafit,\ is collVI'll Califorilia.
strilett-d to provide it'solfivivilt 1111111ber of flic
Spivialt\ from similar
S311)(1
it,-**
to provide. ;Ivillid 1wer groul). Tllv "tillic 1*1',
Illoliths. The dalil
Ilscd is ille most cill-relit
liscd arl. all Im 111"Ilts Illadc (1111-ilig t1lat filliv
I'l-allic rcg;IrdI1-.SN of Ow dalf. of selvict., 'I'lle -p4wr
fill. cach procc(IIII.I. lised

gromp Ilovill"
1) \

grool) is

(be

(114, Illatlivillid it -ill locally

(or 11-cf1liclic N of' its(,)

of

ill occon-clices 1wr

IN)

rclict.

1)I-c schch-41
%iat if )I is,

1111111bru or fractioll

occill.

Illat pvoccdorc
ImtivIIIN. I)IIIS a
411, stalld.1rd Ih.

'I'll(, member of times oach

provider lit

grooll pvc(orills; .1givco proct-dort. pvr i(m) of
Ills pilticills is tcSIvd agaillst tllt- pecr grollp norm
( Illvall pIII%stalitlard deviatiolls ). alld providt-us
\ of list- weeds the norill arc
wbosc
liswil alld Illecomph-tv detail of, Illeir practice is
Ill-ilife'd olif for Iv\ iew.
..\11 raw ditta Ill-illicd old of' thc
compliter ill*(.
ri-vivwed alld 14mcd for \illidity Im it grollp of
will liksiviull allal.\Nts who vcIA.\ stIvIl i(vitis 'IN
IfIllfchicss of, spccialtY clilsilicalioll and
Im\ of illl)lll daLl. The allah sis lillit 1.4-cm-cl-S .11)
11111.
In-milli-CS cl;fillls that \\11111V
illclilded ill Illc
from
CIIIJIVIder ..pecl. grollp florill colopill-isoll I-1111"
storagf.. Thc allill *vsis lillit collstrilcts
gr;lpllic chill-Is loi- vilch ploccdow ill wIlich ille
Iwovider Inks ewectled Ilis grollp llorill, 414-mollSIO-Milig Ow (list riblit ioll of' fic(loullf., ,x per IW
Ilativilts of the glollp alld Ole Illagilittuh. of Ow
provider's deviatioll from Ow Ilorm of Off- grollp.
flit,

After vali(Litioll 11V Ill(' ilhill VSiN lillit, I'llf,
cllarls

graplis alld

t1w

colliplitcl.

lu-ilitolit

art.

I'll"It'd ovvI Io Ilic (Ifilizatitin Aodit Depadoicol
for developlovill it%a titili"'Miolk c.va., Tllv (14-velolsim-M of 1111."case" illclildes collvdion III ill
available dala Aloill fliv proviot-l's 1w.1clitc am)
billilig palli-ros:
lltll)i(.Il
alld offic'.
11-cor(IN. olltvrIli\ 4, I-f-Polls.
ImA 4lilhils Ilisfor , , (111-1-4.111
billilig
pral-lict-N, Iot;II iolloillif billed. 10.11
paid.
1111111114-1of 11:11icills. I-Mio of sVIVWv% PI-1, palicial,
Mill oflicr sliell ilvI11%.All Ilw (LILI ;Irc Own coI
lalcd illid arrallgf-d Ill logical oldri" all
pro\i(Ivd mw paticill ill 41,11v
ordt.l. all pAit-IIIS
ill file. sallic hollih ,roollcd logf-Illf-1, This arr l\
Of data is tII:,II rf-%_w\%vd It\ Irallwil ofili/atioll aild ;IS1111111NIO
Of Ow
I%ple
parvil alld forwarolvd, alollif with j rolllplvjj St.[
411,claillis mid other dala. lot a liti-flic;1I ml%ism, ill
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flit- provider's %picialt.N for his rt'vit-W Mid I'VC0111This advising rc%icw cowitittites the Airst 10-VI-

, If the provide bi-im, rcs-itwcd
it,%%
poer I,(,%
,krea
Frillivisco
or ill flit, ].its Anl. clvs Area, this "first Ievvl rcvivw- is 1wrl'ol-IIII'd bY it CvIltrill Advisor-olit.
Nlio works at flit- Bloc Shicid offict- ill either San
Fraw-isco or Los Angelt-s If flit- providvir pratticcs Ili ,Ili arva other fluto Los Ao9v1cs or San
illi Arua AdI)%.
jlj( (..its is
visor ill his locillit N Thc revicNving advisor makes
.1determil lilt ioll of, acceptablee" or "111lacceptable"
prilcticv-ba%vtl Ilpoll vollillitillity Stalidards of
quality N.alld Ilse.r It' 114,fields t1u:doclilliviltation
r"pivsclits it Illedicall ,N.acceptable practice, the
vase is closed withotit fill-ther I-eview. If his findi'itg is Ili "imacccl)table practice,'* he ma 'v procced ill mw of two fashions-limidle the matter
himscif, ()I-refer thc case to tht, 1()(:itl peer review
(10111111ittev scil-ing Ow providill, S cOllipolit-lit SO(JvI ,v arvil. Ill tliv vas( 11111jorit ,N.of vases, aild alMost alwaYs with "first Ill lacceptables," tht- re%,i(.%v advisol. attempts to I-csoh-v the I)II-Ittor priof

vately with Ow provider throligh a series of -vd-

livational ilitcl-vivws" and an ongoilig -correctivv
review" of' all Ili(- provider's claims Mitch for ;I
timc are siihimued dircol v to thc advisor rather
thaii throtigh flit, normal vlaillis procc-'silig systelo,
Duritig flic liwervivws mid costing corrcctivc
ri-vicw, Ili imcoipf is madv to improve fit(- providt-l-'s gclocrill quality N of carc alld litilizatioll
that olvels flit- collillitillit N
pl-m-tice to it
standards. NIvdic;IIIv IItIIIvccS., iIrv m-l-vit-CS ;Irtl (IC.
le(tid from (It(- pr( widvr's clam is, ;md recover v
of 111olic,\ paid for IIIlIIcuvSar.\ Servit-cs doctl_
IIIvIItcd ill flit- original casc is institilted. I'lle
providur listialk I-climills ill "correviko rvVIc\%1fill. scvclal loollills. WIII'll fill- lj,%ri(,\%.iIIg
issittislicd flial flit- providi-s-'s Imicti(vemisiswial v
lilects
vicw- plocc%% is discoolillovd. illid the Iwovidcl.
ilgaill sobillifs Im"chillis dirt-Oh into flit- liorillill
chills

proct's.silig s%stell).

Ill Ow cilsc of

V IIII IN IIIf If ft - 111 114.111aN lot
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"
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ESTIMATED REDUCTIONS FROM PHYSICIANS' BILLED CHARGES
GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS, 1970

During 1970, the claims review operations of California Blue Shield and the
Foundations resulted in reductions of $66, 211, 000 from the amounts billed by
physicians* in the three government programs. These reductions amounted
to 12.1 percent of the total amounts billed.
Of the total reductions of $66,211, 000; nearly 20 percent, or $13, 087, 000 Is
accounted for by the operation of MRAD and UAR and 80 percent or $53, 124, 000
by the routine claims review of California Blue Shield and all claims review
activities of the Foundations.
Total reductions from billed charges for each of the government programs
separately for the year 1970 are given in Table 1. Reductions in each quarter
of the year for all programs combined are presented in Table 2 and for the
individual programs in Table 3, 4 and 5.
MRAD and UAR reductions are shown in Table 6 and Table 7 gives the percentage
distribution of the reductions by source of reduction.

*

In the case of the Medi- Cal program, it appears that the figures related to all
"medical" vendors and not to physicians alone.
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TABLE 1

ESTIMATED TOTAL REDUCTIONS FROM PHYSICIANS' BILLED CHARGES,
GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS
1970
(000 omitted)

Reduction

Amount
Billed

Amount
Allowed*

Amount

$289, 303

$249,439

$39,864**

Medicare

222,080

199,206

22,874

CHAMPUS

35,808

32,335

3,473

Total

$547,191

$480,980

$66,211

Program
Medl- Calya

Percent
13.8
10.3
9.7
12.1

9/

The amounts for Medi- Cal appear to include "medical" vendors other than
Physicians.

*

Before deductions for deductibles, coinsurance, etc.,
as noted below.

**

Includes deductions for deductibles and coinsurance for Group II Medi- Cal
beneficiaries -- approximately 8% of all Medi- Cal beneficiaries.

except for Medl- Cal
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TABLE 2

ESTIMATED TOTAL REDUCTIONS FROM PHlYSICIANS' BILLED Cl1 ARG ES
GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS COMBINED
1970
(000 omitted)

Quarter

Amount
Billed

Amount
Allowed

Reduction
Percent
Amount

First Quarter

$138,733

$121,413

$17,320

12.5

Second Quarter

130,720

116,906

13,814

10.6

Third Quarter

134,540

118,167

16,373

12.2

Fourth Quarter

143, 198

124,494

18,704

13.1

$547,191

$480,980

$66,211

12.1

Total
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MEDI- CAL
ESTIMATED REDUCTIONS FROM PHYSICIANS' BILLED CHARGES
1970
(000 omitted)

Quarter

Reduction**
Amount
Percent

Billed*

Paid*

$ 61,542

$ 54,152

$ 7,390

12.0

Second

71,457

62,474

8,983

12.6

Third

73,126

62,600

10,526

14.4

Fourth

83,178

70,213

12,965

15.6

$289,303

$249,439

$39, 864

13.8

First

Total&/

M

The totals given in the source for these figures appear to Include vendors
other than physicians such as optometrists, podiatrists, chiropractors,
home health agencies, x-ray, laboratory and other vendors classified as
"medical".
Assumes paid amount on overlap claims is equivalent to billed amount.

**

Note: These reductions include certain deductions for deductibles and
coinsurance for Group II Medl- Cal beneficiaries. In the first quarter
of 1970 such beneficiaries represented 8 percent of all Med- Cal eligibles.

Source: Quarterly Billed vs. Paid Input Report
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TABLE 4

MEDICARE
ESTIMATED REDUCTIONS FROM PHYSICIANS' BILLED CHARGES
1970
(000 omitted)

Billed

Allowed

Reduction*
Amount
Percent

$ 70,616

$ 61,325

$ 9,291

Second

52,362

48,249

4,113

'1.9

Third

49,170

44, 618

4,552

9.3

Fourth

49, 932

45,014

4,918

9.8

$222,080

$199, 206

$22,874

10,3

Quarter
First

Total

*

Reductions before deductions for deductibles and coinsurance

Source: Quarterly Billed vs. Paid Input Report

13.2
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TABLE 5

CHAMPUS
ESTIMATED REDUCTIONS FROM PHYSICIANS' BILLED.CHARGES
1970
(000 omitted)

Reduction*
Quarter

Billed

Allowed

Amount

First (est.)

$ 6,575

$ 5,936

$

Second

6,901

Third
Fourth
Total

Percent

639

9.7

6,183

718

10.4

12,244

10,949

1,295

10.6

10,088

9,267

821

8.1

$35,808

$32,335

$3,473

9.7

Before deductions for deductibles and coinsurance
First Quarter -- Estimated on basis of amount paid during this quarter.

Source: Second, third and fourth quarters

--

Billed vs. Paid Input Reports
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TABLE 6

REDUCTIONS RESULTING FROM OPERATIONS OF
MEDICAL ADVISORS AND UTILIZATION AND AUDIT REVIEW
GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS
1970
(000 omitted)

Program

Medical
advisorss*

Medi- Cal

$11,209

$380

$11,589

Medicare

1,115

80

1,195

243

60

303

$12,567

$520

$13,087

-IAMPUS
Total

*

Includes reductions to profile limitations

Source: Provider Review Annual Report

Utilization and
Audit Review

Total
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TABLE 7

DISTRIBUTION OF REDUCTIONS FROM PHYSICIANS' BILLED CHARGES
GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS
1970
(000 omitted)

Total Reduction

MRAD and
Utilization
Audit Review

California Blue Shield
Routine Claims Review
and Foundation Claims
Review

Amount

Percent

Amount

Percent

Amount

Percent

Medi- Cal

$39,864

100.0

$11,589

29.1

$28,275

70.9

Medicare

22,874

100.0

1,195

5.2

21,679

94.8

100.0

303

8.7

3,170

91.3

100.0

$13,087

19.8

$53,124

80.2

CHAMPUS
Total

$66,211

Source: Derived from Tables 1 and 2.
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ExhIOL IV

AGILLILNT

TlS A(iRLELILNT, made and entered into this
191U, at Lounty of

.

.15th

day of

_

1j \.

State of California, by and between California

Physicians' Service, dba California Blue Shield, hereinafter called
the Contractor and the Foundation for Medical Care of

=

County

hereinafter called the Foundation provides:
A.

Recitals
1.

The State of California, hereinafter known as the State,
pursuant to the Agreement, hereinafter known as the
Contract, entered into on the 19th day of February, 1966,
with Contractor, has agreed that the Contractor shall
perform enumerated duties which it is qualified to
perform with respect to the California Medical Assistance
Program, hereinafter known as Medi-Cal.

2.

The Contractor with the prior written consent of the
Director of the Department of Health Care Services has
the authority to subcontract to, or agree with, other
qualified organizations to perform a part of the services
to be provided by it

under its Contract with the State.
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3.

The Foundation is exoerienced in nrncessino hills.
iiivoices and statements.
claims,

he'reinji ter known a-

and in reviewinn same to (letevinine the

reasonableness of charges and in reviewing the
quality of medical care rendered and the degree
of utilization.
4.

Services to he rendered by Foundation may include
the following, as hereinafter provided:
a.

Receive and organize claims from providers
who have rendered covered services to eligible
persons, known hereinafter as Beneficiaries.

b.

Determine whether claims received are in
compliance with applicable Medi-Cal regulations
and rulings and with such administrative guidelines, medical policy and fee directives as may
be provided the Foundation by the Contractor.

C.

Determine under applicable administrative regulations whether prior authorization is required
for care given and, if needed, whether such
authorization was obtained.

If it was not obtained,

the Foundation agrees to notify the provider and to
enclose appropriate instructions when returning
such claims to such provider.
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d.

Install and irinler:ent ,oprorriite procedures:
I.

To reject all claims not payble under anolicable
laws, regulations, and medical nolicy guidelines
and

2.

To notify thp provider subinittinn the claims of
their rejPction and the reasons therefor.

e.

Approve claims for payment pursuant to the ioplicable
laws, regulations and guidelines

ind forward same to

the Contractor for further procession and payment as
warranted.
f.

Furnish to the Contractor and the State of California
Departnwent of Health Care Services on written request
such timely necessary information and renorts as may
be requested in writin.

(I.

Maintain such records and afford such access thereto
as the Contractor and the State of California Department
of Health Care Services, by written request,

finds

necessary to assure the correctness and verification
of the information and reports which may be required
of the Contractor pursuant to the Medical Care Law.
h.

In conjunction with the Contractor, provide liaison and
coordination with providers, with groups and organizations
representinq such providers and with other interested
groups, committees and similar bodies.
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i.

In conjunction with the Contractnr, assist oroviders in
the develonnvent nf nrocedures relating to utilization
pra rtic,

J

Assist in the application of safenitards, through the use
.of review and evaluation mechanisms acceptable to the
Contractor and the State of California Department of
Health Care Services, against unnecessary utilization
of the provisions for care and services by providers,
Beneficiaries and others, and recommend to the
Contractor and the State of California Denartment of
Health Care Services such action as appears warranted
in cases of unnecessary utilization.

k.

Assist in the application of safeguards related to fraud
or abuse byproviders, Beneficiaries and others, which
shall include written notification to the Contractor and
the State of California Department of Health Care Services
on suspected fraud or abuse situations.

1.

Develop and revise as necessary, manuals orp rocedural
delineations governing the Foundation's operations
hereunder.
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Ill.

In conjunction with the Contractor, i''le,:ient rroceeures
enabligq providers to utili:z

other soorcesof

Carry Worknwn's Comipensation and liability

n.

avnent.

insurance,

as an independent contractor, in such coveraqe and amounts
as the law may require or otherwise as the Contractor may
require and report such coverage and amounts to the
Contractor.
5.

The specific services which Foundation shall provide shall be
described in such addenda to this Aareeuent as shall be executed
from time to time by the parties hereto.

Bv such addenda, or

any addendum, the scope of Foundation's duties hereunder may
from time to time he increased or reduced, as the efficient
administration of the Contract may require.

B.

Terms and Conditions

NOW, THEREFORE, the parties do aqree as
I.

follows.

Foundation agrees to provide any or all of the particular
services described in paragraph A(4) of this Agreement, as
required by any addendum to this Anreenient executed by the
parties,

and to he hound by this Aqreempnt

conditions of the Contract,

and the terms and

which bv this reference is made a

part hereof and is incorporated herein.
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2.

The

ontrictor an rees the- Foundation

for a(hIini,. I rtive cosT,. inc'urrek

unnn tle' h,,i;

i l it,.

nrov iltd in the Contract .

iusc,

,

'r

,

,rin

It

is th

intent of the

parties that such reimbursement conform to the no-nrofit, nolnss principle set forth in Section B18of the Contract.
[ffPrtive Date and Penewal

3.

This Aonroeont shall lieeffective

oin Nl:tNI.i.)

and shill. rewain ,in effect on a month to ,enth

hasis.

Should

the Conr.tract Ibetw-en the State and the Contractor N' terminated.
the Anrne-:ent ',etw'en the Contractor ond the Foundation will
not he !xtendod hoyond the date of COntrict

er-iinatinn.

ithor the (ntractor or the Foundation 'av terminate this
A,;reemen* hv nntifylnq the other nirtv in writina at least thirty
(3())davs priorto termination that the 'inreeient shall be
terminated unon a specified date, which must be the last, day
of a, month.

Any termination of the !Aqreernent for whatever,

cause shall be subject to the Linuidation conditions set forth,
in Section 4 below,

A.

Li.qptidation
;.

Following termination of this Agreement.

it

shall cease

to anply to services rendered by providers to eligible

2530

persons subsev dent

to the ter

I'a ioi'

remain in effect an(. hindin" cn

!,,

. at,,

:',t s,.l

Fou.dati,,

I

for

ournoses of processing clais for services rt',terO,4
to eliqihle, persons prior to tm terimination date ind
for such other duties related tlnreto as the Foundation
has agreed to provide under this Aqreement.
b.

The Foundation shill be comnensated for such services
provided and duties performed during the liquidation
neriod in the same manner provided for services rendered
and duties perfonned prior to the teriiination date.

C_ fiance with _Re3j a ti ons
All services under this Aqreement shall be performed in accordance with the applicable law, regulations and administrative
directives in effect at the 'time of performance.
shall keep the Foundation informed renardin
directives, or' any changes thereto.

Ihe Contractor

law, regulations or

The Contractor will provide

the Foundation with current information rerardinq providers
whose services under the Medical Care Law have been lawfully
terminated, suspended or restricted.
.

ho ks and Pecords
The Foundation shall maintain books, records, documents and
other PvidencP pertaining to administrative costs and expenses

2531

inctirre'
a Iha
ll

ilgi'r tO is

Ar e-en t to the ,\''it

nro Irlv r. fl,'ct all cost,

in.

I

ICe
I

,

.tii

di,-tct 'rln a(I Crti,'nC.

am(' othor costs and expenses of whbtover nature fol- .-)hich
reiiiburseienL is claimed under the orovisions of this Aoreemiont.

The Fnundation's accounting nrocpflures and practices

shall conform to nenerally acceptable accounting nractic,.s
and the costs properly annlicable to this Areement shall be
reatdilv ascortainable therefrom.

The Foundation thall submit

its statements ot costs and other expenses

on i' nwnthly basis no later than the

to the Contractor

!,th day of the month

suhsenuent to thn month for which ,uch accounting is submitted
and shall he in such order and form, as the Contract,specify.

riay

The Contractor shall reimburse the Foundation for

its administrative charoes no later than the end of the month
in which they are submitted.

The Foundation anrees to make all cost and expense records
available

.o the Contractor, the State and the United States

at its offices at all reasonable times for inspection, audit or
reproduction by any representative authorized by the Contractor,
State or the United States.

This Aqreemnent i. not assignable by the Foundation either in
whole or in part.

59-661 0 - 71 - pt. 11 - 10
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S..

4'nendments

,

This Avrooient maV ho

',endeJ by written anree,'e,,,

executed fly the (ontractor and tii Founi t ion.

!

Cu!v

is mutual ly

understood and anreed that no alteration or variation in the
terms of this Anreement shall be vali( and binding unon the
parties hereto unless nade in writinr and sinned by them.
9.

Communications
The parties to this Aqreelient will each annnint an individual
havinq primary responsibility for the conmunications
essential for the effectiveness of their mutual performance.

1o.

Fair rinloviimont Practices

rhe Foundation agrees to he bound by 4in,to comnly with:
a.

Standard Formy 3, Fair Employment Practices /ddendum,
a cony of which is attached to, and by this reference made
a part of this Aqreement, and

b.

Regulations and requirements in the field of Ion-discrimination in Fmoloyment imposed by the rCovernment of the
United States upon nersons or corporations performing
thp functions undertaken by the Foundation under this
Agreement.
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IN WITNPS WIIERLoF, This Aqreement has been executed. ii

quatdruplicate.

by dnd Oil telt Of the parties hereto.

_3...2_7 _7
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Sec 14pa ry

11 tle
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-may
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APPLNIOIM 1I TO
AGEMENT 4[WE[N
CALIFORNIA PHYSICIANS' SERVICE (CONTrACTOR)
AND
FOUNDATION FOR MEDICAL CARE OF

COUNTY

This Addendum shall supplement the Agreement dated Alo% i ,. 19.-0
1970, between said Contractor and said Foundation pursuant to the
terms thereof.

Effective

IiY 1i,,

IJ,1

the Foundation in accordance with the

terms of the Agreement shall:
a.

Process from receipt through keytaping all claims relating
to care of Medi-Cal beneficiaries provided by physicians
practicing in

iCountles,

State of California,

except that such claims shall not include those relating to care
of Medi-Cal beneficiaries who are also entitled to benefits under
the Medicare Program (Title XVIII, the Social Security Act of

1965.)
b.

Identify in claims processed any potential or actual third party
liability case and forward to the Contractor for his disposition
such case data related thereto as the Contractor may require.

c.

Process claims for payment so as not to exceed the maximum
fees allowable under the Medi-Cal payment system in effect
for the county at the time services are rendered.

2535

3 f.
Et!c t i y
the ter
n.
a.

\I.\I.-.19,0

the Contrac tor ,

n 3ccOldanC

V..th

of the Aqreement, shall 1:

Receive key tap(, claims data from the Foundation and process
such data ,;o as to effect the payment of the physicians involved.

h.

Receive and process for payment the Medi-Cal portion of any
claim submitted by a physician practicing in
Counties for services to a beneficiary entitled to the benefits

of
.

bnth tin Medi- Ca1 and Mcdicare Proqrais.

Provide l, lundall.ion.with microfilm pid cidims history on
a timiely ha)i, a,, f ollows;:

1.

In provider sequence, data on claims processed by tle
Foundation.

2.

In beneficiary sequence, data on claims processed for
Counties beneficiaries regardless of
the place of service.

3.

In provider sequence, data on claims processed for
beneficiaries of both Medicare and Medi-Cdl receiving
-,orvice- fromu
physicians practicing in
( nunti ,s.

2536

d.

Fon,ard to the Foundation for processing:
I.

Any Medi-Cal claims for services provided by affected
physicians sent directly to the Contractor.

2.

Any claims for services provided by these ohysicians
which relate to beneficiaries of both Medi-Caland
.Medicare and which are rejected by Mtedicare as a non-benefit.

Handle all matters pertaining to third party liability cases, Dotential

,e.

or actual, based upon information to be provided by the Foundation
as required by the Contractor.
f.

Conduct reviews and claim audits on an onooina basis to insure
adequate quality control.

4.

The Foundation shall continue to provide all other services as required
by said Aqreement and any prior Addendum not heretofore modified or
revoked.

5.

To the extent that this Addendum makes provision for,' seqrVices which
relate to the processing of individual claims, it shall be applicable only
as to the claims received on or after the effective date soecified herein.

DATED:

3- Al"

7 0

)ATIE I):

.\p'il 1.

1970

FOIINDATION FOR MEDICACL.CARE

OFC

CALIFORNIA PHYSICIANS' SERVICE

COUNTY

Bly
...

.

By

1 t
( itle1*-,d(Q
l
Title

Title

APPPOVEh:
DATE)

May 14, 1970
STATE OF CALIFnRJIA

DEPA@ ENT F

EFCAP

01 RFCTOI?

VICES
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,V i 'IF.I
:

ET':
IL:
SFPVICE (CQOTpNCTPC'

(UI.MFP'1%TP PI'YST-IA, '
W

P '.1[il
U "I C.AP
1.0! MC!"It,"TY
F(II II I 1PV Ff)

ll q'! ut i
Ih-", Ad 11,11,i', ';hall ',"'ha

saii

IO7(), lictA.wcE(
tpr ,s

(te A rpr'inOlit

(

'lt!
Nl:,\ I.),[!1,'(

Ntra(Ior aind said Fotin(latioin nurs uant to the

Ol

thereof.

hlv 1, 11,0
I'

lffpctiv

the Foundation in accordance with the

tercr, ni the Anrpeen t shaIll:
3.

-,

Proc(e

frl,' r,.ceint throunh kevtoninn all claims relating

to cirf

of 1'edi-Cal beneficiaries

provided bv dentists
Counties, State of California,

nricticinq in

ex(,.utt that such clais shall not Include those relating to care
of "l-li-Cal t-,e.eficiaries who 'are also entitled to benefits under
tht, i'e"licarn Pronriw (Title

b.

Identify

XVIII.

the Social Security Act of

in clair-, processed any potential or actual third party

lia ability case and forward to the Contractor for his disoosition
siuh case dlata related thereto as the Contractor may require.
C.

Process claims for na ient so as not to excoPo

the maximum

fpe, all(wable under the Medi-Cal naympnt system in effect
for the county at the time service,

are rendered.
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.f It LIVe

il

. I,9 i

the terms of the Agreowent
a.

IW ACCO'. .110cc I.ith

shall:

Roceive lay tape cIa i ms daat4 from the Foumdat i6n and process
-',ih data

1).

the Contlrak toi

,

to0

effect,.

l,1.1:Iv,11d pi'mo)

lle payments ot Hthe dentists involved.

for. l,,ymenit the Medi -CA portioim of any

SIII sumilt ted by a deitist prdcticil00

ill

oijntie. for services to i beef iciory enti tled to the benefits
(f" ho lh
c.

lhe Mdi-C(al and Medicare Programs.

Provide the Foundation with microfilm paid claims history on
a timely basis as follows:
1.

In provider sequence, data on claims processed by the
Foundat ion.

2

In hvn(fficmary sequence, data on claims processed for
Cominties beneficiaries regardless of
the place of service.

A.

in provider sequence, data on claims processed for

beneficiaries of both Medicare and Medi-Cal receiving
services from physicians practicing in
Counties.
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For.-ard to tfleFoundation for processing:

d.

1.

Anv Mei-Cal claims for services Provided bY affected
dentists sent directly to the Contractor.

2.

Anv claims for services provided by these dentists
which r,'lt; to beneficiaries of both 'e(;i-Cal and
Medicare, and which are rejected by Medicare as a non-benefit.

handle all matters pertainin(i to third party liability cases, potential

e.

or actual, chased upon information to be provided by the Foundation
a,.required by the Contractor.
Conduct reviews and claim audits on an onqoinn basis to insure

f.

adequate quality control.
4.

The Foundation shall continue to provide all other services as required
and any prior Addendum not heretofore modified or

by sai! Aqreemient
revokd.
5.

To the extent that this Addendum makes provision for services which
relate to the processing of individual claims, it shall be applicable only
as to thi

claim

,

received on or after the effective date specified herein.
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FAIR

IPLUY!ENT PRACTICES ACLEN,.UM

I.
In the perfoo'ranct, of this contract, the Contractor will not discriminate
against any employee ur ipplicant for employment because of race, color, reliqion, ancestry, or national origin. ihe Contractor will take affinnative action
to eiisure thdt applicants tire employed, and that employees are treated during
employment, without reldrd to their race, color, religion, ancestry, or national
origin. Such dctioni shall include, hut not be limited to, the following: -employment,
upgradinq, uemotion or transfer: recruitment or recruitment advertising; lay off
or termination: rates of pay or other forms of compensation: and selection for
training, including apprenticeship. The Contractor shall post in conspicuous places,
available' to employees and applicants for employment, notices to be provided by
the State setting forth the provisions of this Fair Employment Practices section.
2.
The Contractor will permit access to his records of employment, employment advertisements, applicdtion forms, and otner pertinent niata and records by
the State Fair LmploymenL Practice Comnission, or any other agency of the State
of (alifornia designated by the awarding authority, for the purposes of investigation
to ascertain compliance with the Fair Employment Practices section of this contract.
3.

Ilemedies for Willful Violation:
(a) ihe State may determine a willful violation of the Fair
Employment Prdctices provision to have occurred upon
receipt of t final judgment having that effect from a
court in an action to which Contractor was a party, or
upon receipt of a written notice from the Fair Employment Practices Commission that it has investigated and
determined that the Contractor has violated the Fair
Employment Practices Act and has issued an order,
under Labor Code Section 1426, which has become final,
or obtained an injunction under Labor Code Section 1429.
(b) For willful violation of this Fair Employment Practices
provision, the State shall have the right to terminate this
contract either in whole or in part, and any loss or damage
sustained by the State in securing the goods or services
hereunder shall be borne and paid for by the Contractor
and oy his ,urety under the performance bond, if any, and
the State hi-iy
deduct fromt any moneys due or that tereafter
may become due to the Contractor, the difference between
the price nn,,nwed in the contract and the actual.cost thereofto tineStar..

STU. FORM 3 (4/65)
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'UFl131 OF ALLOIJ'$LE AWINISIPATIVL C'),.IS

TP followinof schdiuls, of administrative expenses shall be charaeable at
actual rates pdid in accortance with the Contractor's
sation and actual cost,.
rvasonabl#, e'tiwat',

For the pnrnms,

usual scale of comoen-

In cases where it is necessary to prorate costs,

shall b

ac(pntahip.

of this contract,

administrative costs shall fall in two cate-

qories -- Oirr'ct Charqe,; and Apportioned Charnes.

Direct Char-e, %hall
Is,

th(s,, costs which ar, incurred and chargeable to the

program as set forth in Schedule 1.

Apportioned Charqes shall bhe those costs that are incurred and chargeable to
the program on a prorated basis as set forth in Schedule IT.
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SCHEDULE I
A.WItISTPATIV[ EXPENSE CONTRACT
DIRECT CHARGES

CLAS J ICAI I N

EXPL ANAT ION

Salaries (includin salaries
paid in form of Annual Service
Reconni tion):

Based on actual rates aoolicable to the
program and consistent with Contractor's
other activities.

Overtime:

Overtime necessary to the program consistent with Contractor's other activities.

Accrued f.mplovee Benefits
and (ther Payroll expenses :

(A) Workmen's Comnensation - orevailinn rates for salaries charqed.
()

FICA (Social Security) - prevailing
rate for salaries charged.

(C) SUI and FUI - prevailing rates for
salaries charged.
(D)

Pension costs - Prnrate of pension
plan contribution computed as follows:
The ratio of salaries charged above
as it relates to the total of all salaries
charqed for all Proorams. The resultInq nercentaie to be applied to program
salaries to arrive at the pension costs

charqeable to the nroaram.
(F) Payment of e.ninloyees' cost of aroup and
other benefits consistent with Contractor's
other activities.
(F)

Sick and vacation charges as used.

(6) Other related payroll expenses.
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Cl.AS FICA I I.'.

EXPL ANAT ION

Forms & Printed Matter:

Charges to be based upon actual cost of
items purchdsec! spPv fical iv for the proaram. Withdrawal fro' general stock
to be charQed on in actual basis, to Include
frplnht charge% when anolicable.

Office Supplips:

Same as above

Other Materials & Supplies:

Same as above

Travel & Related Expenses:

Cost of travel within the State and to contiguous areas where care under the program is
rendered, and related expenses of personnel
enqaqed with program activities. Such costs
to be on an actual basis for personnel engaged
in the program.

Telephone & Telearaph:

Chares for installation or disconnection of
phone units. Charges as necessary for phone
usage to be as follows:

Postage, Mailinq Expense
and Shioninq Cost:

(A)

Direct Lines

(S)

Trunk Lines - Prorate share of total
cost of main trunk line based on weighted
average of (1) phone units oer department to total trunk line units, (2)
weiahted by experience on long distance
phone usacie.

-

100% to the program

Postae to be charged for actual cost for outgoinq mail as reflected bv meter readings
and shipoino costs.

Maintenance & Service
Contracts:
Utilities:

Actual charges for maintenance and repairs
for equipment used in connection with program.
Prorated based on square footage or actual
cost.
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3 -

CLASSIC FICATION

EXPLANAT ION

Conference, Meetinos &
Sundry expense:

Expenses incurred for confere?'e ,
an.!
meetings within the State. an, to include
sundry expenses incidental thereto.

Freight:

Charged when anolicable to the program.

Other General Expense:

(A) [xnenrses applicable to the program
not covered in other expense classifications.
()

Rentals and other expenses borne by
the Contractor which are incurred
by him to obtain an overall fiscal
benefit for the orooram; subject to
prior written consent of the State.

Equipment Rental other than
EDP or ADP:

Rental of equipment necessary.

Use of Space:

Based on direct rental expense or oro-rata
based on square footane. To include amortization of any unexpired term lease or of
penalty costs connected therewith, with the
express proviso that all leases in excess of.
one year must be annroved in writing by the
State.

Professional Fees:

Leval, auditinn, and other professional
services required by the oroorar.

Furniture & Equipment:

(A) Furniture and euipnment as and when
purchased by the Contractor, such
furniture and equipment to be of the
sane general qulitv as Contractor's
neneral furniture and equipment.
NOTL:

Items or a cost of less than $50.00
need not b carried into physical
inventory records.
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CLPSS I CAT If ','

EXPLAIAT IC41
of a cost in excess
(0) Purchase of ite"1.s
of $5,000.)0 must be approved in
writing b Y tho Stite prior to purchase.
(C) Items of furniture and en nilment owned
by Contractor and not purchased under
(A), above, tn be charged at a reasonable
rental. When necessary, such charges
will be prorated on the basis of usage.

Taxes:

Taxes for which Contractor is liable and which
are applicable under the program.

Insurance:

Insurance coverane applicable to the program,
consistent with Contractor's other activities.

Other Fixed Expense:

Other items or services expended for and
chargeable to the program but not easily identified in another classification.
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SCIIEDULE II
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE CONTRACT
APPORTIONED CHARGES

CLASSIFICATION

EXPLANATION

Management Personnel Expense:

Prorated in a manner consistent with Contractor's general practice.

Internal Audit:

Based on time devoted.

Personnel Management:

Charge to be based upon ratio of number of
personnel in the program t, total personnel.

Switchboard & Telephone Pools:

Charge to be based upon ratio of number of
phone units in Droqram to total units or ratio
of phone call volume.

Professional Relations:

Charge to be based upon ratio of field calls
made or time expended for the program to
total field calls made or time expended for
all proqran.

General Accountinq:

Same as Manaement Personnel Fxpense.

Electronic Data Processing &
Electronic Machine Accounting:

Charqes to be based upon ratio of the programs
job cost to total job cost. Resulting percentage
applied to actual EDP and EMA costs to arrive
at charge.

Mail Processinq:

Charge to be based on outgoing meter readings
in dollars as it relates to meter readings in
dollars for all programs.

Purchasing:

Same as Management Personnel Expense or
based on periodic time studies.

Building Maintenance:

Charge to be based upon ratio of square feet
utilized for program to total. In cases of
direct rental of space, charges will be based
on actual expense incurred.

General Operations:

Expenses not covore(l by other classifications.
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Testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Health
San Francisco, Calif. May 17, 1971
by the
San Francisco Bay Area Chapter, Medical Committee for Human Rights

The Medical Committee for Human Rights wishes to alert the people of the United
States to the collapse of the American health care system. This collapse is clearly
evident from the testimony of the health consumers who spoke here this morning. And
the tragic experiences of these consumers can be multiplied a million-fold throughout
doctors'

offices, clinics and hospitals of the country.

The problems which have lead to this health care collapse were mentioned this
morning. 1) Fragmentation: patients are shunted from one specialist to another (both
in mainstream medical practice and within prepaid group practices like Kaiser) with
no doctor willing to take responsibility for the health of the whole person. 2) Economic discrimination against the sick and the poor: the sick cannot get insurance, and
thus cannot pay their health care bills; the poor cannot find care even if it is paid
for. Because the poor are frequently black and brown, we call this racism in health
care. 3) Discrimination against women: women receive the majority of medical care, yet
the number of woman doctors is tiny. And male doctors often treat women as neurotic
objects, handling their pregnancies, deliveries, and gynecological problems in a routine, disinterested--rather than in a personal, humanistic--manner. In addition, the
burdens and complications of contraception have been placed upon women rather than
shared with men. 4) Mystification: the medical profession refuses to explain to patients
what is happening to themselves and to their bodies- 5) Uneven quality: numerous examples of poor care were given this morning. These examples will continue until health
care is demystified and people are allowed to enter, in an educated way, into the
medical decisions which deeply affect their lives.
These and other features of the health care system reveal the need for a total
restructuring of American health care. What is the fundamental principle of such a
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restructuring? That people be given power over their own lives in the area of health.
Only in this way will the multibillion dollar institutions of health care begin to
serve those who use these institutions.
Because control of health care institutions should be transferred to the consumer
of health care, the Bay Area Chapter of the Medical Committee for Human Rights cannot
support any of the existing national health insurance proposals. None of these proposals actually shifts power from those who presently control the health care system to
the consumer. Of all the bills, the Health Security Act leaves open a remote possibility for consumer control of hospitals and health centers. However, this uncertain
possibility is not enough. In the battle for control of health care institutions,
medical societies, large corporations and medical schools will almost always beat out
groups of consumers. Thus, health care legislation should state unequivocally that
any money collected by a national financing mechanism be paid only to community-worker
controlled institutions. (We say "communIty-worker control" because all the people
who work in health centers and hospitals should work cooperatively with those who
use these institutions in formulating policy.)
What are the implications of this principle that ordinary people should gain
power over their own lives in the area of health? First, it means that service-rather
than profit-must be the governing force in the provision of health care. Profit-making
should be abolished from health care. This means that doctors should not be paid by
the fee-for-service method. Also, the huge industries with vast control over the
health care system-particularly the drug industry-must take on public, non-profit
ownership. And private insurance companies have no place in the health care system;
their function can be handled by a public system of taxation.
Secondly, ordinary people will never have power over their own lives if a small
group of wealthy people, with unlimited money, can buy hospitals and health centers,
can buy politicians through huge campaign contributions, and can buy people's minds
through media advertising. Thus weal'

; ast be redistributed-from rich toward poor--

by truly progressive taxation in which the rich pay their share.
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In order to begin the work required to place these principles into practice,
the Medical Committee for Human Rights, at its national convention in April, 1971,
decided to develop its own national health proposal. We wish here to state the general features of this proposal:
to Health care will be free for everybody, and comprehensive (including educational, preventive, diagnostic, therapeutic and rehabilitative elements of physical
and mental health).
2. Health care will be financed by a national tax on total income or wealth
which, unlike any existing tax, makes the rich pay their share.
3.

Profit will be eliminated from the health care system; this means an end to

fee-for-service payments, profit-making drug companies and other health related
industries,

and insurance companies.

4. A sufficient number of health workers will be trained at public expense to
meet the needs of all people in

every area of the country.

5. All health care institutions will be run by policy-making bodies democratically elected by those who use ci-potentially use the institution, and by those who
work in the institution.
6.

Health care institutions within factories and other places of work will be

controlled by those employed in that place of work.
7. Health worker schools will insure that each category of health worker has
representation from minority groups, women and poor classes in proportion to their
numbers in the general population. In order to reverse the present over-representation
among doctors of white middle class males, applicants from minorities, women, and
lower economic classes will be given preferential admission until present imbalances
are eliminated.
8.

Health worker education will be flexible such that workers, utilizing courses

and on-the-job training, can move from one job to another.
9.

Community-worker bodies will also be involved in policy formation in the

areas of environmental and industrial health.
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Senator KENNEDY. The subcommittee stands in recess.
(Whereupon, at 11:30 a.m., the subcommittee recessed.)

HEALTH CARE CRISIS IN AMERICA, 1971
TUESDAY, MAY 18, 1971
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCO21fITTEE ON HEALTH OF THE
ComIvtiTTEE ON LABOR ANI) PUBLIC WELFARE,

Los Angeles, Calif.
The Subcommittee on Health met at 12:55 p.m., in the Los Angeles
County-USC Medical Center, Los Angeles, Calif., Senator Edward
M. Kennedy (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senator Kennedy (presiding).
Committee staff members present: LeRoy G. Goldman, professional
staff member to the subcommittee; Jay B. Cutler, minority counsel to
the subcommittee.
Senator KENNEDY. The subcommittee will come to order. I want to
express my very warm appreciation to all of those here at the hospital
who have been kind enough to help the staff arrange this hearing. We
are very much in your debt.
I also want to welcome all of you for joining us here today. Over the
period of the last 11 weeks, the Senate Health Subcommittee has been
holding extensive hearings on the health care crisis in this Nation. We
heard for some 8 weeks from various professional witnesses representing the American Medical Association, the hospital associations, Blue
Cross and Blue Shield, plus many other different groups. After we concluded that part of the hearings, we traveled into New York City to
consider the health crisis in a major urban area. After that, we traveled into Westchester County and Nassau County, two affluent counties, to consider the quality of health care in those areas.
Next, we traveled to West Virginia, which is the second most rural
State in the Nation, to consider the health crisis in rural America. We
traveled into Ohio and into Chicago, and then into Iowa, again to get
some feel for the nature of the health crisis in a rural State.
We went to Nashville, Tenn., and to Denver, which have two of the
great medical complexes in the Nation. Finally, we have been to San
Francisco, now Los Angeles, and we return to Washington this evening.
During that period of time we have tried to visit with different
groups. We have also had sessions such as this, which will be ol)en to
some of the consumers who are touched by the health delivery system.
We have also tried to meet with the deans of medical schools ; we have
tried to meet with residents and interns where we have had an opportunity to do so; we have met with representatives of the insurance
companies. We met with other l)roviders of health care. We have gone
to neighborhood health centers.
(2555)
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Last night we visited the Mexican-American Pediatrics Center in
East Los Angeles. Earlier today we visited the Watts Neighborhood
Health Center', the Martin Luther King Center, and the Los Angeles
County Hospital Outpatient Clinic. Later, having seen the facility
here, we wil go over to UCLA to talk to them about the contrasts
which exist in facilities. We have tried over this period of time to get
as broad an iml)ression as we possibly can. We don't think that from
our visit here alone we are going to understand completely the health
needs of the people in southern California. But we are going to try to
put them in some perspective, based upon our hearings and studies and
try as a result to have an im pact on future health legislation.
I think you can observe just so much in the hearing rooms in Washington. You can have public hearings there, and you can listen to
expert witnesses; but I have found since we have done the field hearings that our most dramatic comments have been from the consumers
themselves. That is who we are here to listen to today.
We have some charts which are to some extent self-explanatory.
On this one you will see what it will cost in 1973 under the present
health system. Those costs, which are out-of-pocket, private health
insurance, public, and others such as Veterans', DOD programs, and
so forth, are diagrammed here. The costs of the administration's program and the Health Security Act are diagramed here. We estimate
the cost of the Health Security Act at $68 billion. HEW values it at
$77 billion. I think our figures are more accurate. Figures at $68 billion, you see, the result is that the American people are going to be
spending $100 billion per year on health care by 1974, according to
HEW. But the real question is how it will be spent. We are not here
today to have hearings on national health insurance; but as the sponsor of the Health Security Act, I am interested in it.
In the next chart, you see a very brief summary of the various components of the health crisis in this country, which includes cost, manpower, quality, the delivery system, and too few consumers involved
in decisionmaking.
You get an indication from this next chart of what has been happening to costs. You see the extraordinary increase in terms of hospital charges as compared to construction costs, and the comparison of
doctor's fees to construction costs. The increase in hospital charges
has been rising at the rate of three times the consumer price index;
doctors' fees have doubled the rate of increase of the consumer price
index over recent years. You see a comparison of the hospital day costs
per patient day in Los Angeles in 1960-$44. In 1970, it was $142. In
the next chart we find the ratio of doctors to population in Los Angeles. This reflects an enormous maldistribution of doctors in this
community.
This exists not only in the urban communities, but just as dramatically in rural America, perhaps ever more so.
In this chart the principal aspects of S. 3 are shown. In this one,
Los Angeles and different counties are diagrammed with respect to
maternal mortality rates. You can get some kind of a view of the areas
we are interested ini from these charts.
We will have seven witnesses who are consumers; they will tell their
stories. Then we will hear from professional witnesses. We will try to
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have 15 or 20 minutes at the end of the hearings for those in the audience who would like to make some comment on the health care crisis.
For any of those who will have been unable to make some presenta..
tion, we hope you will write to me in care of the Senate Health Subcommittee, and we will include those comments in the record. We will
keep the record open for a period of some days.
I would like to indicate at the outside that the professional witnesses will be a panel representing organized labor, and Alex Gerber,
who is a physician. We were to have heard from the Los Angeles
County Medical Association, but they are going to be unable to be with
us this afternoon. This, of course, is a disappointment to us. They have
been following uis quite closely, though, over a period of time. Even
though they have expressed some reservation because they couldn't
make all of their statements in the time allotted to them, I might indicate that the AMA generally hasn't missed out on our various hearings. When we were i Denver just a couple of days ago, they circulated this briefing paper. Representatives from the Colorado Medical
Society, the Denver Medical Society, the surrounding county medical
societies, and dental societies, representing the AHA and the CHA,
were present at a briefing session held on April 30, 1971. In addition,
the AMA had three staff people, a gentleman from Chicago who has
been traveling throughout the country attending the hearings and
taping them, and two AMA field representatives, one from Columbus
and one from Denver, at the briefing session. The field representatives
have been coming to hearings in their own regions, so there is great
continuity among the AMA staff.
We know that the AMA is here in the room. W1Vherever they might
be, we want to extend a warm welcome to them, and if the doctors
wonder where their increased dues are going, they are going toward
sending four or five people around the country covering the hearings.
In any event, we welcome them here. We are delighted that their
representatives are with us.
Our first witness will be Mr. Sumner Cotton. Mr. Cotton, we appreciate your being here.
STATEMENT OF SUMNER COTTON, ATTORNEY
Mr. CO rON. I kind of come here on a triparte mission, in a sense,
because I am concerned, No. 1, as an attorney; I am concerned, No. 2,
about what is going on, being in the insurance business, but not actively engaged 'i the insurance business. And, thirdly, 1)erhal)s a sub,jective portion, if you will, or perhaps an emotional one, if you will,
is the particular medical event which is perhaps the primary reason
that I am here.
In any event, just briefly to detail a personal experience, as I say, I
will try to be as objectives, yet not trying to be totally objective, I
think, is the event which occurred---Senator KENNEDY. You work for an insurance company, is that
right?
Mr. COTTON. I no longer do. I have been in the insurance business
about 12 years. So, I know the insurance industry quite well. At
another time on another occasion we could go into some problems
which I see there in the area of private insurance.
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But, basically, to the medical experience that occurred in 1970,
just last year, my wife felt ill in 1968. She was in and out of the
hospital, five or six times, and had diagnostic studies done. At
that time I did have group insurance, So it was marvelous. But they
could find nothing specifically wrong with her. She kept complaining
of some discomfort, some illness, but they cotildnt come up with any
particular diagnosis. All diagosticians please take note.
Anyway, she obviously had several claims which were submitted to
the private insurance carrier, the group carrier, 1969 went by relatively well. In June of 1970, while she was visiting back East, she was
stricken with an aneurysm in the interior lobe section of tle brain.
When I left employment in the insurance industry as an insurance
executive I tried to convert the group coverage to some meaningful
private coverage, and despite having known a number of good uniierwriters, it was impossible for me to obtain any meaningful coverage
for her. The basis for that was that she had lodged claims five or six
times in the preceding year. They said to ine-now, this is the personal
kind of conversation I had with these gentlemen-"Wait a couple of
years, old friend, and if she has had no further claims and she is in
good health, why, we will get her some health insurance."
Well, that's great, except before that l)eriod when she came down
with the aneurysm and at that point was not only iiuinsurable, she was
not insured. Here was no insurance available on the street, with Blue
Cross, or what-have-you. No one. Obviously, the financial burden that
that event posed was quite substantial.
Senator KENNEDY. As I understand it, you did have some insurance and even worked for an insurance company for 10 to 12 years.
When you took another job you lost your health insurance.
Is that correct?
Mr. COTTON. Well, the group insurance. You can convert a portion
of it, but you can't convert the meaningful portion of it.
Senator
KENNEDY. But you feel it was virtually worthless. Is that
right
2
Svr. COTTON. Well, they were generous, obviously: a little 10, $15-a
day plan, with minimal miscellaneous and minimal everything else.
Senator KENNEDY. But your wife was sick during this time. You
were trying to get some other insurance. You were unable to do so.
Mr. CoTTon. Well, she was sick and she wasn't. They couldn't pinpoint what was wrong with her.
Senator KENNEDY. But they couldn't pinpoint what was really
wrong with her. Is that right?
Mr. COTTON. Insurance companies don't like to buy claims.
Senator KENNEDY. Why not?
Mr. COTTON. It hurts their profit.
Senator KENNEDY. So she was hospitalized and you got a bill. Is
that right?
Mr. CoTToN. Right. A substantial one. Right.

Senator KENNEDY. How much was the bill?
Mr. CoroN. Oh, the total bill was in excess of $13,000.
Senator KENNEDY. $13,000? And how much of that $13,000 was
covered by any insurance that you had?
Mr. COTTON.

Zero.
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Senator IENNEDY. You have got that bill now?

Mr. COTTON. Not with me; no.
Senator KEN NE1)Y. Do you owe $13,000?
Mr. COTTON. I owe a very good portion of the $13,000, yes.
Senator KENNEDY. Are you trying to pay that off now?
Mr. CoTToN. Attempting to.

Senator

KENNEDY.

How long do you think it wvill take to pay that

off ?
Mr. COTTON. Oh, good Lord. I suppose if I were lucky, maybe in
a year; maybe two years.

Senator

KENNEDY.

Have you received any letters about the bill?

Mr. COTTON. I have gotten one communication from-this hospital
was in your neck of the woods-Massachusetts General, and they sent
a nice little note sayig, "Okay, fellow, pay up or else we will take
legal action." Unfortunately, I think, they get people in a rather
strange position, because they make you sign almost a confession of
judgment.
Senator KENNEDY. They what?
Mr. COTTON. They have you sign a form which amounts almost to a
confession of judgment. They can go into court in Boston, for instance,
take judgment without giving you any due notice if you sign that
document.
Senator KENNEDY. When do they usually ask you to sign that?
Mr. COTTON. Oh, right at the time.
Senator KENNEDY. You mean when you go in?
Did they ask you to sign it?
Mr. COTTON. Oh, yes.
Senator KENNEDY. You mean when you brought your wife in for
treatment they asked you to sign this?
Mr. COTTON. Right.
Senator KENNEDY. What is the effect of that document?
Mr. COTTON. The document, of course, makes you liable, which is,
the case whether you sign the document or not. It makes no difference.
What they attempt to do is instill a kind of fright. Being an attorney,
I said, "Forget about that. Let's read this thing."
Senator KENNEDY. You are an attorney?
Mr. COTTON. Yes. So, I just revised the document before I put my
name to it.

Senator

KENNEDY.

that right ?

You are going to try and pay that bill off? Is

Mr. CoTTON. I have no choice.

Senator KENNEDY. What do you think of a health system that provides not only the pain, hardship and suffering which you have experienced, and which your wife has experienced, but also the financial
indebtedness?
Mr. COTTON. Well, unfortunately, I just want to refer basically in
terms of the health system, I think it is kind of a triumvirate. We
have a problem, No. 1, with the soaring hospital costs that you
have outlined here which is obviously true. The second and third problems relate to the private insurance industry. The third problem is relative to the people who they employ to market these products. There
is a great deal of misrepresentation. There is a great deal of half-
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truths, if you will. And "X" buys a policy and "X" thinks he has "Y"

and he doesn't have "Y" at all. He has something less, in most cases.
It is unfortunate that the industry itself, and I say this having
been in the industry, hasn't really taken up the cudgel, taken up the
challenge and really gone forward to the degree that they could. The
industry is not known for its progressive nature, either in marketing
products or in terms of management. techniques.
Senator KENNEDY. They do pretty well in profits, don't they?

Mr. Co'WrON. Well, you have to distinguish between those companies
which are stock companies and those which are not stock companies.
The stock companies have stockholders and have profits. The nonstock
companies are responsible to themselves. It is almost a self-indulgent,
self-sustaining kind of management.
Senator KENNEDY. Are you on the verge of bankruptcy?

Mr. Co'roN. Oh, I suppose if I were pushed into a corner right
now, I would have no choice.
Senator KENNEDY. Thanks very much.

Mr. CorroN. Right.
Senator KENNEDY. Mr. Harry Sternberg.
STATEMENT OF HARRY STERNBERG, RESIDENT OF
LOS ANGELES
Mr. HARRY STERNBERG. I am here, Senator Kennedy, because I re-

cently underwent open heart surgery. When I got my bill I was so
outraged at the ridiculousness of the cost that I decided to contact the
hospital, which was Cedars of Lebanon, and tell them I was not going
to pay the bill until they justified every item that they have.
I have a computer runout here of 14 pages, which is really unimportant, because the important thing is that they have charges in there
that were never incurred by me.
For example, they have a pharmaceutical bill for $1,113.
Senator KENNEDY. How long were you in the hospital?
Mr. SrERNBFO. I was in the hospital for 19 days, 2 days prior to

my operation, and I was in ICU for 9 days and, very candidly, was
not aware of what was going on during those 9 days. But for 8 days I
was given 80 pills, which I am now buying at an average of about
5 cents a pill, which means that in 9 days I was given approximately
$120 worth of drugs for 9 consecutive days. And I defy them to justify
a charge like that.
Then they threw a laboratory charge of $2,382 at me. An inhalation
therapy charge of $1,614. A charge called equipment nonortho for
$200. And when I inquired I was told that I had a heating pad that I
used for 3 hours, and for that incurred a charge of $200.
Now, I was operated on on January 12Senator KENNEDY. Is that on the bill now?
Mr. S RNBERG. I am sorry?
Senator KENNEDY. Is that heating pad on the bill ?
Mr. STERNBERG. It is not called a heating pad. They call it equipment nonortho.
I think perhaps they call it that to confuse the public . When I
checked with the hospitals I was advised that that charge was for the
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heating pad that I used. I think it had some platinum running through
it, or something. But I really am in no position right now to state

that.
They also showed 36 I.V. units of charges incurred at the rate of
from a dollar and a half to $3 each. And when I inquired, I was told
it was either for a new needle or a new tube. When I asked my personal
doctor if they change a needle or a tube whenever they change a
bottle, he said, "Most unlikely."
They charged for 16 X-rays and 16 portable X-rays. Well, as I
stated before, during the time I was in ICU I was not aware of what
was going on. But I know that for the 10 days that I was not in ICU,
I was given 8 X-rays for which I went down to the X-ray room to
have them taken.
Then the other thing that threw me was that when I got this little
bill, which is, incidentally, the bill that anybody gets, and this computer runout bill is something that only one who inquires will receive,
but when I got the original bill from the hospital it showed that the
total that I owed them was $10,209 for the 19 days. Now, they automatically deduct the 80 percent that Blue Cross would pay. But, included in the bill was a little statement which stated that the 80 percent that they showed that Blue Cross would pay was an approximate
amount.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, has Blue Cross paid that?
Mr. STERNBERG. I have here the two notifications from Blue Cross
which amounted to exactly the same amount that the hospital deducted. The point that I am trying to make is
Senator KENNEDY. So, Blue Cross went right ahead and.paid them
without question?
Mr. STERNBERG. Yes, without any question at all.
Senator KENNEDY. Who pays the premiums on those Blue Cross
policies?
Mr. STERNBERG. I do, as an individual.
Senator KENNEDY. A lot of other people, too.
Mr. STERNBERG. Oh, yes. Yes, of course. But I thought you were
referring to my particular-

Senator

KENNEDY. They paid whatever the hospital asked?
STERNBERG. Well, in my particular case they did. And

this was
the second time that I was in the hospital within a 2-month period,
because prior to the open heart surgery they do what is called a heart
catheterization to determine whether open heart surgery is necessary.
And I was there for 2 days and incurred a bill of, $1,600. Again they
automatically deducted the 80 percent that Blue Cross was supposed
to pay, and Blue Cross picked it up without any questions.
And then in that bill they had items that I did not incur. For example, again they charged for portable X-rays, when I took two Xrays that I went down to the X-ray room myself to take.
Senator KENNEDY. Why do you *think Blue Cross just pays these
bills without question?
Mr. STERNBERG. Well, very simply because based upon an article in
Business Week, the majority of the board of directors of Blue Cross
consists of either doctors or members of the boards of other hospitals.
So, why should they complain about the fact that Blue Cross approves
Mr.
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all of these bills, because Blue Cross just turns around and passes
the cost on to the public.
I just received notification from Blue Cross that my next billingSenator KENNEDY. I was just going to ask how much the premiums
have gone up for Blue Cross coverage.
Mr. STERNBERG. Well, my next billing will be an increase of 35 percent over my last billing. And within the last 2 years my Blue Cross
premiums have increased 200 p~rcent. I have an individual policy.
Senator KENNEDY. 200 percent?
Mr. STERNBERG. Yes. And that is without this last 35-percent increase.
Senator KENNEDY. You have given us an example of where the
consumer is just left right out in the cold.
Mr. STERNBERG. Yes. There is no doubt about it.
Senator KENNEDY. Because eventually, if Blue Cross pays that kind
of bill, it is going to mean increased premiums for both yourself and
other people as well.
Mr. STERNBERG. Well, they have to get it someplace.
Senator KENNEDY. And you are going to be required to pay that.
Mr. STERNBERO. Yes. But don't you think it represents a conflict of
interest where the providers of medicine rather than the payers of
medicine are a majority of the board of Blue Cross?
Senator KENNEDY. Well, I do.
Mr. STERNBERG. Certainly I would say that this would be one of the
most important spots to begin with.
When I received this bill, I called the Los Angeles Medical Council
because it was just such an outrageous item. I called to ask if a hospital could arbitrarily charge whatever they wanted to, and they
advised me that all hospitals are required to publicly note an itemized
list of all the charegs that they )ass on to their patients. And when I
mentioned this to Cedars of Lebanon, nobody there knew anything
about it. If that is so, then they cannot charge more than the hospitals in the immediate area.
But the point that I am trying to make isSenator KENNEDY. Well, what do you think was sent to Blue Cross?
Don't they get that fully itemized bill?
Mr. STERNBERG. No.
Senator KENNEDY. They just get the summation?
Mr. STERNBERG. They "just get the summation, yes. They just get
this. That's all they are interested in.
Senator KENNEDY. Then let's see your bill. That's the summation,
and that's the bill?
Mr. STERNBERG. This is the bill. It is a 14-page computer runout.
And, of course, I guess the only justification for this is that every time
a patient gets anything, or has anything, done to them, an individual
ticket is made out for it and these individual tickets, 1 guess, eventually
are run through the computer and you ge, this computer runout.
Senator KENNEDY. Now, when you weie in tl .e hospital were you
required to pay something before they let you out?
Mr. STERNBERG. Oh, yes. They wouldn't let me out unless I gave
them five-well, they wanted the 20 percent that was due between the
difference that Blue*Cross paid and that I owed. I told them I wanted
to review the bill before I paid them anything. They said, that wasn't
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possible. So they accepted a minimum payment of $500 before they
allowed me to leave the hospital.
Senator KENNEDY. You mean you couldn't leave without paying?
Mr. STERNEBERG. No. They wouldn't let me out. You know, in order
to get out of the hospital you have got to have a pass and have somebody take you out, particularly when you are in the condition that I
was in after a serious operation.
The reason that I asked for this computer runout was that after I
had the heart catheterization done it seemed to me that there were
some charges added on to it that were uncalled for. After I paid the
bill I asked for a detailed bill and, sure enough, there were some items
there that I did not incur. And when I realized that, it was then, prior
to my being let out of the hospital after surgery, that I decided that
the first thing I was going to do before paying the bill was to determine whether I incurred all of the charges.
Senator KENINEDY. Have you been over all the items on that bill?
Mr. STERNBERG. Yes. I sent your office a copy of this along with a
letter. I realize that you have a couple of other things to do other than
go through something like this.
Senator KENNEDY. Would you hold that bill up for us?
Mr. STERNBERG. I think there are 14 pages. Itemizing every conceivable item under the sun.
Just to read the first page very quickly, these are each individual
items: "M330, M330," which means the room.
"Telephone, telephone. Lab, lab, lab, lab, lab, lab, lab, lab, lab, lab,
lab, electrocardiogram, X-ray chest, pharmacy, pharmacy, pharmacy,
pharmacy, pharmacy, pharmacy, pharmacy, room, MICU," which
means ICU, "telephone, telephone, operating room, operating room,
lab, lab, lab, lab, lab, lab"Senator KE NNEDY. They spent a lot of time on that.
Mr. STERNBERG. A lot of lab. And all of these figures, as I say, the
biggest ones, lab fees total up to $2,382. And the pharmacy bill was
$1,113.
All I am trying to emphasize here is that there is no doubt in my
mind that so many of these charges are either blown up way out of
proportion accidentally on purpose-and I say accidentally on purpose because included in this bill is a charge for 12 pints of blood at
$23 a pint. Now, prior to my entering the hospital, my B'nai B'rith
group gave the Red Cross 14 pints of blood because thait is what they
estimated they were going to need for my operation. But the charges
are there anyway for the blood, as well as for the administering of
the blood. Now, in my particular case the administering of the blood
involved nothing but dumping blood into a machine that. was taking
over the function of my heart, because in this kind of operation they
disconnect the heart and the lungs and outside machines do the breathing and the pumping of your blood for you. So thev charge you $10 a
pint to just dunip a pint of blood into a machine that is going to circulate it through your body.
If you are getting the idea that I think that Cedars of Lebanon is
a little out of range, you are being very conservative.
Senator KENNEDY. OK; thank you very much, Mr. Sternberg.
Mr.

STERNBERG.

My pleasure to'have been here, and I hope we ac-

complish something worthwhile for the people of America.
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Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Mrs. Birdell Moore. We will provide an opportunity for the hospitals or doctors who are mentioned in these
comments to respond.
Mrs. Moore, we appreciate very much your being here.
STATEMENT OF MRS. BIRDELL MOORE, MULTIPURPOSE
HEALTH SERVICE, WATTS, LOS ANGELES
Mrs. BIRDELL MOORE. I am Birdell Moore from the Multipurpose
Health Service Center in Watts.
This is the thing I read in the newspaper, and I heard on television
from newscasters, that Watts, a little, small culture of Los Angeles
City, has the highest poverty in all Los Angeles, rates among the most
in the Nation, the highest criminal record, crime records, the most
unemployed people and malnutrition.
Yet millions of dollars have been sent to southern California in the
name of Watts.
Everybody, people talk about health. Health serves more than just
taking pill. You have to treat the total person. Comprehensive health
care. This includes whatever the person needs, because we know that
almost 50 percent of a person's medical ailment, physical ailment, is
mental. I had this problem myself. I know. And in coming out to Los
Angeles County Hospital before the Multipurpose Health Center was
established there, most times I did come to the clinic I didn't make it
back home. I was hospitalized because I had asthma or an ulcer attack
from the strain of waiting, from the strain of not getting the answers
to my questions that I wanted. You see one doctor, they tell you one
thing, and then you come back to the hospitpal you want to see that
doctor to find out his findings and a stranger walks in that room and
asks you what you are doinghere.
And if nobody knows what you are doing irn a clinic, how can you
have confidence in them'?
Senator KENNEDY. How long does it take you to get to the County

Hospital?

Mrs. MOORE. Well, it took me about an hour and a half. Sometimes it
would be longer than that. Depends upon whether you catch a bus.
Now, if you get out there in time to catch a bus that was coming, you
could get there in about an hour and a half.If you didn't, it would take
you 2 or 3 hours.
I was in San Francisco this last weekend land they were describing
the President's health plan. I asked many questions about it, 'and I
ended up knowing that there wasn't a damn thing in it for poor people.
Nothing. Because I showed my condition with my legs like this, and
with me having two heart ,attacks, chronic asthmatic condition, and I
asked the planner what was in their insurance for me, and he told me I
was a poor insurance risk.
I said, "Well, now, yet you want the social service money that is 'for
me where I can get my health problems taken care of to use for your
planning to serve the people whoare able to pay."
Well, what will I do, go out and shoot myself?
These are the things that the poor people is interested in. The continuation of the little health service that they have, improving it, get-
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ting moneys that we can hire efficient doctors at the Multipurpose
Health Center instead of having so many half, part-time job doctors,
and have efficient staff to take care of the patients.
We don't mean just people getting pills, because we know comprehensive health care means more than that, beca-ase if a person come in
there hungry, the stomach is cramping together, they don't need ,apill.
They need food. You find a little child with the stomach all swollen
up, tley don't need so much of pills to go along with it. They need
nursing food. It takes social workers, it takes health workers, to'go out
in these homes and search and find these kind of people, encourage
them to come.
You have to pay the staff to do this, because 'the people .-re too poor
to volunteer. I volunteAer my time because I am too damn old to work
and too sick to work. So I volunteer my time to try to make myself feel
a little bit more like a human being.
And I have this. I would like to give it to you, if I may.
Senator KENNEDY. Fine.
Mrs. MOORE. It is a statement from Birdell Moore, and Alma Woods.
And these are the problems, Mr. Kennedy, that are facing us in our
community, with all the moneys that are coming into southern California and none of it ending up in Watts.
Someone told me yesterday that they give so many million dollars to
a new medical school in Watts, and I asked them where it was, that I
never did see it, because I know that it isn't in Watts. But yet Watts
got that money, so they said. So Watts don't need any more, because
we got it all. We havent got anything. Nothing. You can stand on one
end of the streets in Watts, 103d, and count the vacant lots almost to
the other end. And people ask what have been done since the riot. Nothing but tore down the buildings. Moved the people out into poor condition, maybe better houses, but nowheres-no markets, no nothing. And
welfare "people with 12 and 13 children living in a community where
there is no market. Well, now, you don't do very much for people.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much. This is an excellent comment about how some of those people in a community such as Watts
regard the health system. And I think this is an indictment of the
health delivery system. It was pointed out by Mrs. Moore that there
are a variety of features to it. But whether it is in terms of manpower,
or availability of care, or transportation, or the ,ability and the quantity of people and facilities, 'all of these things have to be mentioned.
I want to thank you very much for your comments.
Mr. Gentz. Mr. Dale Gentz.
Mrs. MOORE. Thank you for coming so very much. We are so glad
to have you here, Senator Kennedy.
Senator KENNEDY. Mr. Gentz?
STATEMENT OF DALE GENTZ, MEMBER, ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
OF A TEACHING HOSPITAL IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Mr. DALE GENTZ. Senator, thank you for letting me come. I feel very
fortunate after hearing some of the stories that have been told here
already. Perhaps I should feel unfortunate, because my problems
started with what I would call the credit card.
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I have an insurance card, and insurance coverage. That seems to be
the magic word when you want to seek medical care. My story is about
my wife, Maxine. It began about a year ago last month when she developed a back problem. Low back pain, which apparently is not an
uncommon situation among the population. And she sought medical
treatment from out local M.D. who put her in the hospital and put her
in traction, prescribed therapy,whirlpool therapy, ultrasound therapy,
pain medications, muscle relaxants; the whole gamut of conservative
therapy. He did X-rays; found nothing.
She did not improve, and they sent her home to continue basically
the same things on an outpatient'basis. For the next 5 months she lived
on pain medications and muscle relaxants, neither of which did any
good. He finally became fed up and referred her to an orthopedic
specialist. He felt whatever was wrong was out of his hands.
The orthopedic specialist repeated a lot of what was done previously, and this was at a duplicator cost. Again, the magic word was
that I had an insurance card, and was allowed to come to a private
doctor rather than being sent to the public facilities.
He found very little wrong with her and prescribed an orthopedic
corset which he told her to wear as long as she could tolerate it, which
was about 1 week. This cost us $102.50.
She continued on with more pain medications and more muscle
relaxants for the next 5 months when she was unfortunate enough to
fall and reinjure her back even more. She was admitted to the hospital
at that time and the doctor who admitted her said, "I am aware of
your case an I I think it is about time we tried to find out what is the
problem."
This was 8, 9 months after she first started going to the doctor. She
was seen by another orthopedic specialist, because we were unhappy
with what we received from the first one. And the specialist gave her
a myelogram and found nothing. He kept her in the hospital for 2
weeks and got nowhere.
She was discharged from the hospital at the end of January and
scheduled to see a neurologist for an electromyogram to determine
possible nerve involvement.
In the meantime, we have a 2-year-old son, and one point that I
have left out, I think, is that she was told to spend most of her time,
as much as possible, flat on her back in bed. We don't make a great deal
of money, and we can't afford a babysitter. I don't have the time to
take off work. So she didn't spend very much time in bed. Her progress
was very slow, if any at all.
She saw the neurologist, who didn't do what the specialist requested.
Not only did he not do it, but he didn't get the report out to our doctor.
About a month went by and she was readmitted to the hospital. The
doctor called in another neurologist at a duplicate cost, after never
having received the information from the first one. They repeated-they did the test which had not been done the first time and they found
what they thought was a herniated lumbar disc. At that time they
scheduled her for surgery and sent her home, because surgery couldn't
be scheduled for a couple of days.
She came home for 2 dnys and was readmitted to the hospital and
she had surgery. Fortunately for her now, 10 weeks later, she finally
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had a good day. She felt very well Sunday. This is the first time in
about 14 months.
I think that the comment that was made by her orthopedic doctor the
last time she was seen by him, which was about 11 days ago, 'was particularly ironic because, after fooling around with this problem for 14
months, she was told by the doctor, "If we had found this in time, you

would have been all well by now."
During that time she has incurred almost $8,000 worth of medical
bills. That, I think, is a,part of the problem. I have the good fortune,
I guess, of having hospitalization. However, I have the misfortune of
making just enough money so that I don't qualify for any kind of
assistance for what my insurance doesn't cover.
I 'now owe about $1,200, and :Idon't really have any idea how I am
going to be able to pay this bill.. The bills are distributed over several
different places. One hospital with three bills, 'a total of about $600, and
three doctors, each of whom are demanding immediate payment.
In the past year our total costs which have not been covered by the
insurance have been in the neighborhood of $1,700. I am trying to buy
a home. I 'am in danger of losing it because I am not able to mnke these
payments. I do the best I can, but it is not good enough for the people
who I owe money to.
I also have other obligations, of course. I am also trying to save
money for my son's education when he does get old enough to go to
school. It is becoming very difficult for me.
'The doctors who have seen her have tall tried what, I guess, has been
their best. Most of them apparently didn't know what to look for. It
has had a great deal of effect on our own marriage. We have had a lot
of disputes because we have been told time and time again by the doctor, "It is just something we can t find out. We don't know what is
wrong witl you. You will have to live with it."
Of course, that is now all changed. But it is very frustrating for
someone to become dependent on the pain medications to exist, to not
be 'ble to participate in family activities. A 2-year-old who has spent
about a third of his life with relatives, trying to identify who his family really is. He may see us 6 or 8 hours in a day; perhaps not that much
sometimes. He may not see his mother for weeks at n time when she is
in the hospital. It is a great, great problem. We don't know yet how
much, if ;any, pyschological impairment there has been to his development. And we hope not very much.
But, that is basically my story.
Senator KENNEDY. You 'work in a hospital, do you not?
Mr. GiNTz. Yes, sir; I do. I am on the administrative staff of a major
teaching hospital in southern 'California.
Senator KENNEDY. So you probably have as much familiarity or
understanding of how the system functions and works as anyone.
Mr. GENTz. Yes, sir; I certainly do.
Senator KENNEDY. And still "you have had not only the financial
hardship of an additional $1,200 in bills, but this gets very much at
the whole quality issue.
Mr. GENTZ. Yes, sir; it does.
Senator KENNEDY. You had a policy, and you had some coverage,
but you were just a consumer unable to determine or know whether
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you were getting good advice and good guidance for a period of some
12 months.
Mr. GENTZ. Yes, sir.
Senator KENNEDY. And if you had been able to receive the best kind
of advice in the beginning, you would have saved yourself and your
family the pain, suffering, and hardship which you have endured.
Mr. GENTZ. That's correct; yes, sir. It )ecame fairly clear after
about 3 months that my wife had a problem which was orthopedic. The
doctor who we normally go for treatment is a general practitioner,
which means he has had 1 year of training beyond his medical school.
It apparently was beyond him to find the problem . I don't wish to
condemn him for that. It is just that this is the limitation of his education. There is a place for general practitioners in our community; a
very real place.
However, one can't go to an orthopedic specialist unless one is
referred by one's private doctor. I think I should relate a small act
that may have some bearing on this.
My general practitioner was the assistant on the surgery for my
wife. Now, this is not unusual. This is common practice. It is perhaps
ironic that my orthopedic surgeon has a partner who is also a specialist
in orthopedic surgery, yet the assistant wvas a general practitioner who,
again, has only had 1 year of training beyond medical school.
When I found out. that approximately 45 percent of his fee for
assisting was not covered by the insurance or by the insurance schedule, I tried to find out why, and I was told that, the standard fee for
an assistant is 25 percentt of the surgeon's fee. And when I asked why,
they responded by saving that an assistant must be present because
what would happen if your doctor died on the table while he was
operating?
It seems to me that happens not very often. But when it happens
to you it is most important because it is you or your family. However,
it seems to me that what this really amounted to was, if you wanted a
qualified doctor to be present, the partner jhD orthopedic surgery would
be the appropriate person. And what. I am about to say, I think, is
my own opinion. I don't think it represents at all the place where I
work because, again, it is a public hospital and things are different
there.
We have salaried physicians who don't bill the patients for their
treatment. But, what this 'amounts to is that the doctor has given the
general practitioner a sophisticated form of fee, splittina, and he is
"kicking back" to the doctor a "thank you" for referring him a.patient.
You have no control over that.
This is not my first experience with the assistant's fees in surgery
and involving my wife. And the first time was a. similar situation.
When I confronted the doctor he said, "You can't, prove I wasn't in the
operating room."
I saw him at the hospital that day. However, he was fully clothed
a)out 2 minutes after my wife was brought out of surgery, which
makes it difficult for me to believe. But, as he, said, I can't prove e it. And
he had to be there to close if the doctor died on the table, which didn't
happen.
It is all very frustrating to run into this kind of thing, particularly
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when, allegedly, I know the shortcuts. I should know who the people
are to contact to get what I want, and I can't.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, I want to thank you very much. This really
raises the whole issue of quality and the importance of building quality
control into a health system. It is quite apparent in terms of your own
experience that quality has broken down. I think it reminds all of us
of the importance of quality standards. We can imagine other cases
who have had similar kinds of problems. I want to thank you very
much for being with us today.
Mr. GENTZ. Thank you, Senator.
Senator KENNEDY. 'Our next two witnesses will be Mrs. Aurora
Roda-rte and Mr. Fernando Chavez. We appreciate very much your
coming here to be with us.
STATEMENT OF MRS. AURORA RODARTE, RESIDENT

Mrs. AURORA RODARTE. I am Mrs. Rodarte and, well, my complaint
isabout the general hospital. And I am very nervous.
Senator KENNEDY. Just bring that "mike" up a little closer. That's
fine.
Mrs. RODARTE. About 7 months ago my husband had ,astroke, seizure,
convulsion. I took him to the hospital. Here at 'the General, for observation and treatment to find out what was wrong with him. ""ell,they
kept him 3 days and the doctor told me that they couldn't find anything wrong with him except a lot of pressure. And he was overworked; to go home. And he gave him .alot of painkillers and about
200 nerve pills, which I took, because I needed them.
And so he told me to bring him back in November for a brain scan.
So then about 20 days later he had another seizure about 5 in the
afternoon. I rushed him to the General. The place was empty for
once. It was no traffic,-nothing moving. It was really slow. So the
doctor comes in and looks at him. And then my husband used to wear
glasses, and he asked me if he was blind from one eye, and I told him
no.
So, he looked him over, and went out and then I asked the doctor,
"Well, what is wrong?"
And he told me he had a seizure.
Well maybe I am ignorant, but not not that ignorant. I knew he
had something. So I told him, "WVell, aren't you going to keep him?"
Because they had his records there.
He says, "No, we are going to give him an injection and you take
him home to calm him down."
So my husband couldn't sit because after those seizures he got real
weak. So I put him in a wheelchair. Then he started vomiting. The
nurse gave him the injection. About half an hour later they took his
blood pressure. The doctor disappeared. I was waiting for my brotherin-law to pick mei up. He started vomiting. I couldn't get no help. I
couldn't get anybody to give me any assistance.
So I just did the best I could, and some doctor toward the reception
desk asked me if they had already looked at the patient. I said, "Yes,
but he is vomiting a lot. Can't you 4o something?"
Well, one of them says, "Well, I will give you a prescription to go
and get at the pharmacist."
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I says, "Well, can't you keep him here? Because I am sure something
is wrong with him."
And he says, "Well, if the other doctor says to take him home, take
him home."
Well, I took him home. No sooner than I got him home than my
husband got another seizure. So after that, I wasn't going to bring him
back to the General, since they didn't want to keep him. So that, was
a problem. I called the rescue squad again and the same ambulance
driver went. So I rushed him to the White Memorial then.
I asked them, "How can you treat a patient for something that you
don't know what he has?"
Whatever they gave him, he couldn't come out of that second
seizure. He tried, and he was groggy. He just couldn't. That blindness
in his eyes meant that he was getting paralyzed already on one side.
He was supposed to be one of the top neurologists, imagine what the
interns could do. That is what made me mad.
was just malpractice. I mean, if that's the type of
I told them that it,
care they are going to give in an emergency, and you know that when
something happens in an emergency no doctor will touch you. You have
to rush him to an emergency hospital. So they told me, "You have a
private doctor."
Yes, but in an emergency, what are emergency hospitals for? That is
what I argued about. They did not give me the care free. The insurance
covered it. And I wasn't about to pay the balance either, because not for
the care they gave him, because in his condition they made sure that he
had that insurance. They made him sign papers first. It think it is
wrong.
Senator KENNEDY. What happened to your husband?
Mrs. RODARTE. He died.
Senator KENNEDY. AfterMrs. RODARTE. About 5 hours later.
Senator KENNEDY. Did you get a bill from the hospital?
,Mrs. RODARTE. Yes. I gave it back to them. I wasn't about to pay. I
didn't sign nothing. My husband signed it. He was dead. I wasn't about
to pay, because I don't think in the first place the service they gave him
wasn't 'any service and they were not doing it free. When I put him in
the hospital it was for a complete observation, checkup, and everything. If that is the kind of care they 'are going to give the patient,
what do they expect when you are going to come in on a charity case,
like I am now, without insui ance. Now I have to pay insurance because
I don't have any insurance because my husband died.
Senator KENNEDY. You don't have any insurance?
Mrs. RODARTE. No, I don't. I have to get medical insurance. So I ,wonder what they are going to do; what kind of treatment they are going
to give me.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you. Thank you very much.
STATEMENT OF FERNANDO CHAVEZ, RESIDENT
Mr. FERNANDO CHAVEZ. The reason 'I made my presentation in Spanish is because another one of our gripes, not only with this institution
but other private institutions within East Los Angeles, is a problem
with the language barrier. And I 'would say that 85 percent of the total
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working force in this institution cannot understand nor speak Spanish,
though 'about 45 percent of all the patients that enter this hospital, and

private hospitals within East Los Angeles, lare either Mexican or
Mexican-American. Of the 45 percent, 25 percent cannot speak English
at 01. 'In this institution itself you have approximately, or a little over
8,000 employees. You have less than 6 percent with Spanish surinmes.
Here is a hospital that is situated in a predominantly Mexican
American community, right in the middle of the barrio. withinn a 5mile radius of this hospital you have about 85 percent Mexican Americans. We in the past have been the last to receive any type of treatment
because it takes them a while to find someone to interpret for the patient. It is getting a little better now. They are moving a little slow, but
in 1968 if they didn't have a window washer or a janitor that could
speak Spanish, I mean, that patient was just going to stay on the corner, because nobody was going to bother about him.
And you know, the problem still exists. And this is one of the
problems that we have fought, we have asked Los Angeles Medical Center here to recruit other interpreters or have people in the ward could
understand Spanish, because this is a, problem that we have now. It is
a problem that we have had in the past. It is a problem that we are
going to have a hundred years from now. Not unless you wake up
tomorrow morning and you read the papers and it says that Mexico
was last seen floating down the Pacific and it is going to attach itself
to Australia. But Mexico is there. We are here. We are going to have
a problem of immigration. We have the inflow of immigrants coming
in here by the thousands every day. These people, whether they are
here legally or illegally have the right to medicine. And right now
most of our people do not come in for treatment because the fear of
immigration, whether they are green card carriers or whether they
ar 'here illegally. If they are green card carriers and they have a bill,
an outstanding bill with the Bureau of Resources and Collections, and
they want to go back to visit Mexico, they cannot reenter. They cannot
reenter if they have an outstanding bill. This is one of the problems
that we have with immigration.
We know for a fact that in all county facilities, welfare, hospitals,
that you have immigration officers floating in and out of the hallways
to try to see who is here legally and who is here illegally.
Another problem that we face is the waiting that you have in this
institution. We have seen people wait here anywhere from 4 to 8 hours.
And a little longer, if you cannot speak the'English language.
But the whole problem is not with the fa.'ility itself but with the
department, or the County of Los Angeles, Bureau of Resources and
Collections.
I would like to read you a letter. I will not give the man's name
unless you 'ask for it. We didn't have enough time to contact this
gentleman, or he would be here. But the letter reads:
Dear Sir: Unless payment in full in the amount of $2,597.62 reaches this office
by May 23d, 1969, or satisfactory arrangements to settle this account are made,,
your case will be processed for legal action without further notice to you.

Now, here is a man who takes home less than $90 a week. le has
five children and his wife, and he gets a letter like this. Now, you know,
this could blow anybody's mind.
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Senator KENNEDY. What day did he get it? What date was it mailed?
Mr. CTIAvwz. The letter was sent May 13.
Senator KENNEDY. The letter was sent on May 13 asking for $2,000
in payment by May 23?
Mr. CHAvEZ. Right. Ten days. Maybe 1 or 2 days, by the time lie
received it.
What happens in cases like this is if these people need further treatment, they will not come back because they are already scared of a
legal lawsuit. They don't have the money for an attorney. They don't
even have the money to pay for a medical bill. So, if they have to come
back for further treatment, they refuse to come back. Half of them
are running around in all the communities like I say, in the white, in
the black, in the Mexican-American, where their illnesses are never
cured totally because of the fear of the Bureau of Resources and
Collections.
They have people here in this hopsital that even right after patients
get out of surgery, and they don't even know what is happening, come
in with statement forms making the patients sign and saying, "Well,
why don't you pay $5 a month, because we know this is all you can
afford."
Well, you can imagine paying $5 a month for a bill of $2,500. You
know, the poor guy is going to be paying it for the rest of his natural
life.
And this not only affects the breadwinner, which it was in this case,
but he will not even bring his children in to the hospital if they need
medical attention, because of the tactics of the Bureau of Resources
and Collections.
Senator KENNEDY. OK. Well, I want to thank you very much.
Mrs. RODARTE. Well, thank you.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you for sharing your experiences and

making these comments. Thank you very much.
Mrs. Mapes; Mrs. Eva Mapes.
STATEMENT OF MRS. EVA MArES, RESIDENT
Mrs.

I have been coordinating a coalition of consumers.
You have got some young friends here.
Mrs. MAPES. Yes. These are my troops.
Senator KENNEDY. Do you want to introduce them?
Mrs. 'MAPES. Yes. That is Larry on the end. He is 9 years old.
Maria is next to him. She is seven.
And the big boy is Dav ci. He is 13.
Senator KENNEDY. NVe are very glad that you are here. Are you
MARES.

Senator KENNEDY.

missing some school today? Would you rather be in school or be here?
DAVID MAPES. Here.
Mrs. MAPES. I have been coordinating a consumer group that includes doctors and hopsitals, labor unions and social workers. They
got together 1)ecause of the medical cutbacks. And we have been staying together just to try to keep on top of what the Governor has in
mind about reforming the medical program.
Senator KEN NEDY. Have you figured that out yet?
Mrs. MAPES. No. Daily'I have been trying to keep track of the
changes. It is a full-time' jb. And the reason that I became interested
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in this is because of my own experiences, and I will tell you what
happened to me.
live alone with my three children, and one of them is an asthmatic
child and nearly every year of his life he must be hospitalized for
double lobar pneumonia.
We had been covered by group medical insurance since birth. But
my husband left the company that he was with in order to buy his own
business, so he had an insurance agent writing up the package deal
for all of the insurance that you need when you go into business and
the man, didn't write for the company t.lit had provided the coverage
in the past. So he said, "Well, no problem. I will just wtite you a new
policy."
We didn't really understand thlt our child had asthma. le had had
a cold with a bronchial involvement about a month before, and the
doctor had said to me in passing, "Let's treat him as 'if he had asthma,
because maybe lie -has had too many colds, and if we watch the things
that ie could be allergic to, lie might not have so many colds."
He wrote "acute asthma" in the record, and I didn't know 'it.
A month later we were in the hospital with him with pneumonia, and
I went to a pediatrician who diagnosed him a.s an 'asthmatic child. He
was in the hospital again about '2 weeks after that, and about halfway
through the second hospitalizabion the insurance company notified
us that we were being dropped,'them.
the whole family was being dropped
because we had tried to defraud
Senator KENNEDY. Tried to what?
Mrs. MAPES. Defraud them by denying that lie had a preexisting
condition.
Senator KENNEDY. The company said that?
Mrs. MAPES. Yes. And we threatened to write to the insurance commissioner, and all those things people do. But, you know, we didn't
do too much'about it.
Anid we went back to the doctor and lie said, "Yes, they came and
photographed his records." And, "Well, I didn't tell you that lie had
acute asthma, but, you know, that's the way it goes. I can't lie."
So we were left with several hundred dollars, I think close to about
$1,000 i'n debt.
We had been a middle-class family who believes in yearly checkups
and trips to the dentist, but from that point oin everything just deteriorated. Our economic situation and our level of health care deweriorated. It was, as I said, our first year in business, and we had gone into
debt. We had 'a precarious financial situation. My husband lost the
business. We couldn't pay the taxes on our house, so we had become
renters, and still are. Of course, there were medical, pharmacy and
dental bills for other members 'of the family.
We started a desensitivation program after that first hospitalizationn
for the asthmatic child and that had to be stopped because we got up to
around $400 with the pediatrician 'and le said, "Well, that's tough,
but I have done all I can."
We didn't make appointments for other needs we had because I
couldn't afford payment, and that is definitely a condition for getting
an appointment in some doctors' offices.
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Senator KENNEDY. Now, just to go back a little bit, you were
covered by Blue Cross and you would still have been covered if you
lad been able to continue that policy. is that correct?
MrNIS. MAPES. Yes. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. But then because you got a new policy, and you
were not covered and ran up all of these-your husband changed jobs,
and you weren't covered, and you ran up a good amount of medical
bills. What was the amount, approximately?
Mrs. MAP s. Oh T think $1,500.

Senator KENNEDY. $1,500.
Mrs. MARES. Which has never been paid because since then we had
just a general deterioration of our home life, and now it is all mine
to take care of. I am not with my husband now. And I think a lot of
our problem was psychological, because you sort of lose your dignity
when you lose your money, some way or another.
Now, I-well, the first thing I did when I found myself alone was
to go to the State, because I really didn't know just where to start.
When I finally got into the system and got a medical card, everything has just been fine. We had complete comprehensive care at the
doctor of my choice, and my son has been hospitalized twice and I
have been once. We had a broken leg. I think about, probably, $2,000
worth of medical care has been taken care of for this family by the
State of California. And I don't know how I could have held a good
job that I had and made a stable home that I have and provided the
emotional security that I have for the kids if I hadn't had this boost
up the ladder. It was a very critical point in our lives.
Senator KENNEDY. We have talked a good deal in the Congress and
the Senate about catastrophic costs of illness. Usually, we hear from
the consumers about very significant bills. But I am always reminded
that a thousand dollars can be just as catastrophic to one person as
$5,000 or $10,000 to somebody else. And I think we should be mindful
of this in legislation. I think you have pointed out so well, and as we
have heard before today, that this is an extraordinary bill. A thousand
dollars, $1,500, which is a lot of money, particularly when you have
children, at any time. Ve can just see what your health bill and illness
has done to your family and your children. I think this is an indictment of the system as well.
Mrs. MAPEs. Last December my security began to erode again. The
State instituted many cutbacks in the medical program, and among
the things that were cut out were the kinds of drugs that my child
needs. I-Ie takes very expensive things because he is allergic to all the
things that are in the formula. Further, the hospital that I was employed in was destroyed by the earthquake of February 9. A few days
ago I was notified by the medical program that I am no longer eligible
because I lost my job; because I lost my working mother's allowance.
There are a lot of work expenses, connected expenses, like my car
payment, and my babysitting, and transportation to and from work
that made my income the right level. And I understand that that structrure of medical has been changed anyway, and even if I hadn't lost
my job, I still would lave been given a share to pay for medical care
that I couldn't have handled.
That means that I have no choice except, to go to the county hospital, and it means that every illness, large and small, is a day in the
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waitin- room with the kids and a day off from the job I hope to have
in fairTy short order. And I can't see my own physician, the one who
has taken such good care of my boy.
Another problem I have is that the county hospital fell down, too,
in the earthquake. So I have to come about 25 miles when he is hospitalized, or not be with him at all because I have a job and a family
to take care of at home. So I don't know whether or not they have
enough acute beds in the valley yet. They have quite a load. I guess
they are working on it. I feel angry because I am working to the ]linits
of my capacity to improve my potential so that my kids don't feel like
poor kids. Sometimes it seems like a losing battle, because the odds
are stacked against people unless they have a large reserve of money
or unless they have the right connections. I think most of the billions
of dollars spent on the highly sophisticated technological advances are
not filtering down to the average people. Unless you can go long
distances or unless you have a doctor who puts you'in the university
hospital, you really don't get to take advantage of space-age medicine.
Most people are too busy paying their bills for sore throats and
broken arms.
Before we had medical coverage one of the children fell out of bed
and broke her collar bone. It only means a harness for 6 weeks, really.
There is nothing to do for a. broken collar bone. And it costs $150 because of the X-rays. It took me a long time to pay it. I had more than
one letter from a collection agency. This is just before I went into
Medi-Cal. The insurance policy I had at that time was like two different coverages. So I decided to take my children to the hospital all
at one time just for a routine checkup, even when they are not sick,
and I would get a bill that I would have trouble paying even when
employed. So I only take them when they are sick, and I wait a while
to make sure they are really sick. That's a dangerous game to play. I

know a lot of mothers who do it, though. I think there are times when
my son would have been to the hospital if I had gone in to see the
doctor when lie had a cold.
Senator KENNEDY. We are putting economics ahead of health.
Mrs. MAPEs. Yes. And I know better. I know a, lot about peoples'
bodies just from reading things, and living. I've known about Government subsidies of big corporations and industries as long as I can
remember, and I always thought it was necessary for the purpose of
maintaining a healthy economy. But now I am )-ondering why some
people in the Government believe that there is something morally
wrong with people. wo are in financial trouble. They worry about
Lockheed, but not the people .It seems to me that Goverment subsidies
to keel) people healthy are more important than anything else we are
doing. Even if the Government werec oncerned with economics alone,
taking care of the health of children and those who can't afford care
would be a lot, more economical than what is happening now. thank
you.
Senator KENNEDY. Very good. Well, that was a very eloquent comment. It shows that despite all the efforts you have'made for your

family, the system doesn't allow you to protect yourself.
Just tell me as a matter of interest, have you ever heard from that
insurance company again?
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Mrs. MAPES. No. I wrote them a letter and they just-they never
bothered to answer, that's a fact. I forgot.
Senator KENNEDY. They didn't bother to answer?
Mrs.MAE s.No.
Senator Ki.NNEDY. Is it a local insurance company?
Mrs. MAPES. It is Occidental, I don't mind saying.
Senator KiNNEDY. Is that the one with that brand new building
up there? You know where the premiums go.
Mrs. MAPES. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much, Mrs. Mapes. Thank you,
children, for coming. We appreciate your presence here very much.
Mrs. Shelene Eckerson.
STATEMENT -OF MRS. SHELENE ECKERSON, RESIDENT
Mrs. SHELENE ECKERSON. Senator, I am a. member of medicare.
And I wanted to call to your attention this afternoon that I believe
that the fraud that goes on in this program through doctors billing
for service that hasn't been rendered might be in a great way responsible for the medical troubles that medicare is having.
Now, I find that old people are reluctant to report things of this
sort. They are afraid of some sort of retribution; that they will lose
service o? some kind. And they don't like to say anything about it
when they are charged for X-rays that they never had, and when
their doctor tells them, "Well, I have to charge this much because the
Medical Association wants ine to and I will be in trouble if I don't."
So I would like to cite just one example of my own experience.
My doctor sent in a bill to the insurance company for $270, which
was a charge, she said, for surgery and general anesthetic. I was so
shocked when I got this I just couldn't understand it. And my minister
became interested in it, and he called her and asked her what it
was for.
She said she had removed a, bunion from my right foot. What had
happened, really, was at that visit in her office that day, because my
eyesight is poor and I had an ingrown toenail that I couldn't trim
very well, I couldn't see well enough to do it, I just asked her if she
would trim that. She immediately called her bookkeeper in to make
an X-ray of my toe. That was made. And then I was taken into the
treatment room where she shot some sort of Novocain, or something
of that sort of thing, into the toe. She took her forceps and trimmed
the toenail and that was it.
Now, she told the insurance company when they asked about it,
because my minister had gone to the insurance company, too, to see
what they would do about it, that she had scraped the bone of the
great toe of the left foot. This is an example of what can go on in
medicare. I don't believe it is an isolated case.
The minister called the Medical Association. They sent out an
investigator. He took a statement from me. He examined my feet,
both of them, and found no scars at all; that nothing had been done
to them.
She had given the insurance company a different story. We don't
know what the insurance company is doing about it. We don't know
what is going to happen from these investigations.
Senator KENNEDY. Did you ever inquire of the insurance company?

Mrs. EcKERSON. Yes.
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Senator KENNEDY. And what did they say to you when you brought
this matter to their attention?

M,\Irs. ECiKEIISON. rhat they would investigate 'it. And then they
finally called me. After several weeks they called me and said that she
had said that it was a bone scraping. But that I had had a general
anesthesia. I hadn't had any anesthesia of any kind except
Senator KIENNEDY. So they want ahead andl paid it?
Mrs. ECKERSON. Medicare allowed $240 of it.
Senator i(ENNFDY. So they paid it; on behalff of medicare?
M[rs. ECKESON. Medicare. 'The insurance company paid it, yes.
Senator KTNNEI)Y. The insurance company paid it?
Mrs. ECKERSON. Yes, they paid it.
Senator IENNEEY. The just pass it on?
Mrs. ECKEIRSON. Yes. That's it.
Senator KENNEDY. The increase in charges that they are just passing
back again to the consumer--srs.ECKERSON. Now, this doctor is still practicing, although she
has been denied privileges in two or three hospitals there. But she
continues to practice. A good many of her patients that I have seen
are Mexican, and nany of them do not speak English. Of course, many
of them are old like I am. Tflheir sight isn't too good and you just don't
like to read fine print.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much, Mrs. Eckerson. Thank
you very much.
That concludes the consumer part of the witnesses. Now we will go
to the panel, and then I)r. Gerber. We are beginning to run into a time
difficulty because we have just a little over a half hour remaining.
But we will ask the professional witnesses if they will try to help us
and summarize their testimony. I hope we will have at least 15 minutes
to get some general comments from the audience.
We want to welcome you gentlemen. Mr. Mohn, would you like
to proceed? We have here today Mr. Mohn of the Teamsters, Mr.
Piercy, of the ILWIJ, Mr. Arywitz from the federation, and Paul
Schrade, from UAW.Gentlemen, we welcome you. You can proceed.
I don't know if you prefer any particular order.
STATEMENT OF EINAR MOHN, BROTHERHOOD OF TEAMSTERS

Mr. MoiiN. Senator Kennedy, the sad story of America's health is
already too familiar to you for mo to repeat it. Bu3,t I think you should
know that California's unions have made an unusual effort to deal with
health problems and the lessons we learned from that effort have led us
to uncompromising support of S. 3, the I health Security Act.
A few years ago several of us in labor began to meet regularly to
talk about, what we could do to improve health programs and stabilize
the costs that were just beginning to run away from us. We believe
that we held ;in our hands some considerable power with tihe health
industry. We represented a little less than 2 mill ion members and their
families. We were spending in excess of $750 million annually in
negotiated health benefits and millions more out of our pockets. And
that out of our pockets rel)resented at least 40 percent in excess of the
$750 million.
WTe thought that our purchasing power would give us leverage with
the health industry. We were interested in supporting new forms of
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health organization and expanding such systems as prepaid group
practice and ,hospital-based delivery systems.
monitorWe also wanted the health insurance industry to help us ill
ing costs and quality and giving us information that we could use in
measuring the performance of various kinds of providers. So we

formed the California, Council for Health Plan Alternatives Act as
a research and educational development and policy coordinating body
for tho unions who were seeking the same goals.
We have had excellent help and still do from many outstanding
health professionals, economists, health administrators, universities,
public services, and others.
M"re have had many meetings of the major health provider Organizations telling them of the needs ,and the wants of our group and what
we are willing to do to work cooperatively with them to achieve those
wants.
We try to develop positions and programs that would serve all
Californians. We recognized that we could not just serve our union
members, but that we were going to have to represent all consumers
of health care.
'"c are good bargainers with our employers. We know how to make
the most of our situation when it comes to wages, working conditions,
and those things tha-t are part of the employer-emlployee relationship.
But the health indust r y is something else.
First, we need them. They don't need us.
Second, they have a good thing going the way it is and are not
interested in change.
Third, they know we can't take consumer reprisals against them.
We can't, boycott doctors or stay out of hospitals when we are sick.
in other words, we learned ihe hard way that having millions to
spend and millions of people needing services does not carry much
weight with the health industry.
The providers knew something else:they knew tfhlat medicare and
medicaid were in 'trouble; that the Congress ,and the public generally
were going to call for some major changes in those programs and
the p)roviders wanted to wait and see what happened in the national
and State legislatures.
Because health policy is now too big and too complex for us to handle
in the marketplace because the big purchaser of health e.re is government, as great as it is, now 'at least $1 billion annually, our purchasing
power is both too fragmented and too limited to bring real )ressure
on the health industry. Policy must be made by national and State
legislatures, because that is where the real strength lies. So I and
others became active in the Committee for National Health Insurance,
and the California Council for Health Plan Alternatives is ,actively
working on State legislation.
'"re need all the assistance we can get, and it would appear to us at
this time that there is nothing but legislation on a national level that is
going to in any way materially change either the delivery system, the
quality, or have anything to'do with the availability of health for
the people that need it.
There is a great deal more in our experience that motivates us to
support S. 3. Our bitter experience with private insurance, our lack of
confidence in voluntary quality control methods in the health industry,
our frustration in trying to get better distribution of health manpower
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and resources, all these and many more items of discontent all add up
to the impei-ative that l)rings us here and 1)rings you here.
We need the Health Security Act now without compromise or qualification, and organized labor in California is de\,oting its resources to
working for the passage of that bill in this Congress.
Senator IENNEDY. Very good. Thanks very much.
Mr. Piercy.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM PIERCY, OF THE INTERNATIONAL LONGSHOREMEN AND WAREHOUSEMEN'S UNION, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Mr. WILLIAM PIERCY. Americans are now spending some $70 billion
a. year for health care, miore than double the amount spent 10 years
ago. Over 60 percent of this growth, however, has gone to meet, price
inflation, not for additional services. I)uring this period medical care
costs have gone up twice as fast, as the overall cost of living. Hospital
costs alone have risen more than five times as fast.
The sharper increases in medical care expenditure in recent years
have not improved the quality of care, do not mean that more and more
people have access to care, and are not indicative of a general improvement in health among the population. In fact, just the opposite is true.
For millions of Americans, comprehensive preventive care has become too expensive and thus not available. The general level of health
of the population, when measured in terms of life expectancy and infant mortality, has deteriorated relative to other countries in the
world.
By common census, our present health system is bankrupt and in a
state of crisis. Five major causes of the system's deficiencies can be
readily cited:
1. The prevailing payment system, called "fee -for-service."
whereby practitioners charge a separate fee for each service rendered places a premium on sickness and encourages practitioners
to charge all the market can bear.
2. The most common delivery system, solo practice, is ineffecfive. Doctors practicing alone f cannot deal with the wide range of
ailments they are confronted with without sending their clients
to specialists and away from their offices for laboratory and
X-ray work. In addition, when practicing alone they alone must
meet the high costs of equipment overhead.
3. The geographic distribution of available medical care services in both urban and rural areas is insufficient. In rural areas
doctors and hospitals are often not available for miles around. In
cities medical and dental practices 'are usually found in the high
rent, affluent neighborhoods and are few and far between in
ghettos and working class communities.
4. There is a critical shortage of a variety of medical care
personnel, and there is poor use of existing manpower. Medical
schools axe simply not turning out enough doctors to meet public
needs, and an increasing number of physicians is engaged in
research ratlr than in treatment.
5. Government, both Fedcral and State levels, has failed to
effectively respond to public needs.
What is needed is a national health care system, one which is guided
by two basic principles:
59-661 0-71-pt. 11-3
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1. Everyone should get the care he needs when he needs it for
as long as'he needs it and without regard to his ability to pay.
2. The quality and conhprehensiveness of medical care should
be as excellent as possible.
After years of lobbying and educating by the International Longshoremen's & Warehousemen's Union, and the rest of organized labor,
there is now widespread support, for national health care of one
variety or another.
Progressive forces led by such groups as the organized labor movement, the Committee of One Hundred for National Iealth Insurance,
and the California Council for Health Plan Alternatives, have supported legislative means to reform the entire existing system.
Conservative forces, led bv the AMA. various insurance company
organizations, and backward elements of the two major parties, are
sponsoring programs which will widen the availability of care but
do nothing whatsoever to reform the basic ways in which such care
is provided and paid for.
The President's plan has been attacked by the executive council of
the AFL-CIO as being both )iecemeal and inadequate. The council
notes, and the ILWVU agrees, it places main reliance on discredited
private insurance which has been largely responsible for the high cost,
low quality medical care we have today.
There is no indication that either the private insurance organizations
or the providers of medical care would be subject to effective cost
controls or quality incentives.
In reviewing the competing proposals for national health care, the
International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen 's Union has kept
in mind various factors which have directly contributed to our present
medical care nightmare. Medical, dental, and hospital associations
operating without consumer involvement and direction have consistently failed to take the steps necessary to reform and revitalize the
existing delivery system. The insurance companies, preoccupied with
profitmaking, have merely stood in line for their slice of the action,
failing to take any action whatsoever to protect the purchasing power
of the medical care dollar and insure the quality of medical care
provided.
Programs such as medicare, which have allowed the providers of
care to be compensated according to their usual and customary fees,
have merely fanned the fires of inflation.
There is absolutely no reason to believe that doctors, hospitals, and
insurance companies can be relied on to create, develop , and administer
a national health care system which serves the best. interests of the
American people. Their record in the past suggests dismal prospects
about their ability to deliver in the future. We do not believe that just
because a, particular piece of legislation pretends to create a national
health care system that it deserves our support.
In short, a bad bill which is poorly conceived and fails to come to
grips with what is wrong with our present system would be worse
than no bill at all.
The recently concluded convention of the ILWIT has gone on record
in support of the National Heallth Security Act, S. 3 and T.R. 22. It
is our firm conviction that this particular 1ill offers the most practical
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solution to our present medical care miseries. We joint with the rest
of organized labor in urging its 1)romlpt enactment.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much.

Mr. Arywitz?
STATEMENT OF SIGMUND ARYWITZ, EXECUTIVE SECRETARYTREASURER OF THE LOS ANGELES COUNTY FEDERATION OF
LABOR, AFL-CIO
Mr. ARYWITZ. Senator Kennedy, I am Sigmund Arywitz, executive
secretary-treasurer of the Los Angeles County Federation of Labor.
I have a prepared statement here which, in the interest of time, I will
submit for the record and make a few remarks which, hopefully, won't
take as long as to read my statement.
The Governor of California, in his efforts to drive a wedge between
the rest of society and welfare recipients, has often made the point
that he doesn't think Medi-Cal recipients here should get better care
than working people. The truth is that Medi-Cal recipients aren't
getting adequate care, and working people aren't getting adequate care.
nd if there is any difference, the solution should be to get the best
possible care for working people.
In fact, the truth of the matter is that nobody in America is getting
the kind of health services that this richest nation in the world should
be able to provide.
I would like to tell you a story. Last night the comity federation
had its delegates meeting, and a member took the floor :rnd he asked:
When will it be possiblee for a working man who is not yet 65 years old and
is not eligible for any other kind of care to get the kind of Medicare he needs?

He told the story of a, son-in-law who had been economically wiped
out by catastrophic illness. And it is for this reason that we feel that
there is such a tremendous need for the enactment of S. 3.
We in the labor movement have negotiated plans which go to some
very great lengths in meeting the. medical needs of our members, but
we know that every time we get improvements in our economic package the cost of the care goes up, the amount of care we are able to
purchase is diminished, and we are in a never-ending cycle of paying
more and more for less and less.
We have come to the conclusion that only through a national coml)rehensive health )lan is it possible for everybody, working people,
welfare recipients, and those of the higher middle class who even,
whatever money they have, are not able to meet their medical needs,
can get the kind of attention and care that they need.
This is the reason that George Meany, the president of the AFLCIO, has stated that the enactment of S. 3 is labor's No. I priority
for this year.
And I would like to take the pledge that throughout. this country
everybody in the labor movement is going to work tirelessly and do
everything we can to make the enactment of S. 3 a reality.
Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Arywitz follows :)
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Senator Kennedy:
As you have undoubtedly observed, Los Angeles has a great
variety of people, neighborhoods, and even climates.

There

is no other American community with as much diversity in style
of living and structures as exists in this enormous metropolitan area.
Our health services are equally diverse.

From university

medical centers to store front free clinics; from traditional
community hospitals to health industry entrepreneurs, we have
a little of everything, including two of the nation's oldest
pre-paid group practice plans.
"Diversity" has become one of those magic words to the
AMA and other champions of the status quo.

I recently heard

the. Health Security Act criticised because it would allegedly
stunt the growth of "diverse" health systems and create a
monolothic health plan.
Obviously, the charge that S-3 is monolithic is false
and the AMA knows it.

But if diversity is such a fine thing

to have, why hasn't it helped improve health care in Los Angeles,
where there are almost as many kinds of health plans as there
are automobiles?
I think the answer is that most of our health plans vary
only in the way the doctors and dentists profit from them and
not in the way the patient is treated or the community is
served.

I~
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As consumers, we do not have any real choices between
health plans.

The major pre-paid group practices have limited

enrollment opportunities and in addition, Kaiser's rates in
Los Angeles have risen as much as 33 per cent over the past
two years for some groups (Teamster).

That rate of increase

puts Kaiser beyond the reach of many unions not to mention
other less affluent population groups.
Except in isolated cases--such as OEO programs and some
union owned and operated services.--there are no consumer
sponsored programs.
Much of our variety in health services in uncoordinated.
Specialty services such as centers for eye care and multi-phasic
health testing have spring up with little relationship to other
services.
In fact, diversity in Los Angeles is just another word for
fragmentation.

We are still forced to shop around among service

organizations trying to piece together a comprehensive program
for our families.
It is clear to us that coordination of health services
can be achieved only when coordinated payment mechanisms are
used.

We have supported the capitation payment concept for

some time, not because we want to make all health organizations
just alike in every community, but because we see the capitation
payment method as the key to making the providers of health
care responsible for organizing services.
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-3-Another AMA battle cry heard a lot these days is that
the Health Security Act goes too far too soon, that if everyone has health benefits, the system will be flooded and overburdened.
That argument is not only phoney, it assumes that the
present system is worth continuing, and assumption that those
of us who use the system are not willing to make.
It seems strange to me that the health industry--unlike
any other industry in our society--is afraid of too much
business.
Is it because we have too little manpower?

Maybe, but

we know that the productivity of dentists and physicians can
be greatly increased by the use of auxiliaries and even
further increased by the use of new diagnostic and screening
technology.
Is it because we are short of facilities?

We have too

many hospital beds already, so that isn't the problem.

The

shortage lies in ambulatory care facilities, but we have
learned over the years that those facilities won't be built
until people can afford to pay for them and under present
private insurance structures, we are having enough trouble
keeping up with the cost of hospital care without being able
to expand our ambulatory benefits.
The real reason is a political one.

Some elements of

organized medicine know very well that if everyone in a community
is financially able to pay for care, then everyone will demand it.
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-4And if the health industry does not provide it, there will
be demands mace that the industry get itself organized so that
the care is

available.

That means the industry will be forced

to become respon.sible for the health of our communities and
submit to somne disciplines that do not now exist.
But if

we don't put the pressure on through universal

coverage and uniform benefits,

when does the magic day come

when the doctors and dentists are ready?
us that they can now serve everyone?
conference

in

the year 2000,

now got themselves

maybe,

Will

how will

they tell

they hold a press

and say that they have

all together and are ready for everyone

to receive health care?
The health

industry is

never going to be ready and is

never going to try to get ready until the public demands it.
And the public can't demand it until we can pay for it.
Underlying the argument

that we need to go slow is

pernicious and anti-social attitude.

a

Some wealthy people are

now getting complete health care and can afford it, even with
the present system.

Others are jetting it at great sacrifice.

Still others are facing financial ruin to get care.

Still

others must go through the humilitating welfare system to get
help.

And many others just don't get health care for financial

reasons.
When someone argues that we should not implement a universal
and uniform health benefits package because it will overload
the system, he is really saying that we should keep out all
those people who aren't getting care now until they can get
care without inconveniencing the rest of us.

And since the
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-5people who aren't getting care are those unable to pay-regardless of their medical needs--then the argument boils
down to a statement that health care should be restricted
to tbose able to pay until the health industry thinks it
has room for those who can't.
If it is true that the health industry can't care for
more people, tho only fair thing to do would be to refuse any
services to some percentage of the population each year
regardless of their financial resources.

That way, we could

assure the health industry a predictable and manageable
population.

The rest would do without health care.

Millions

do without health care now, but only because they can't afford
it, not because they don't need it.
Obviously, my solution is absurd.

But so is the argument

that we can't open the doors to health care by removing the
financial barriers.

The lack of money is the least relevant

and yet the dominant factor in preventing adequate health
services.
George Meany has said that the Health Security Act is
the major legislative goal of the AFL-CIO.

The need is clear--

your hearings here and in other cities across the country
demonstrate that.
And the time is now.

We cannot afford more years of

aimless drift in American health policy.
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Senator KENNElY. Thank you very much, 'Mr. Arywitz.

'Mr. Schrade, of the UAIV.
STATEMENT OF PAUL SCHRADE, UNITED AUTO WORKERS UNION,
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Mr. Sc lHRADE. I would like to thank you, Senator Kennedy, and
the committee for sponsoring this legislation 1)ecause it is so vital to
every American.
You are also witnessing here, today what is true natiotially, and
that is those of us who are, privileged to lead labor organ ization s here
in California are united( behind S. 3 and I-.I. 22. And although we
have our (1isarrieelents, there is no (lisagreenhllnt oil the leed for national liealth InsuriI' lice. That, of colirse, mean s a comm itent to work
for S. 3 and II.R. 22 as well as to speai out for it.

We of the ITAW consider Ilese hearings and the National Health
Security Act as a tribute to time late Walter Reuther, because it, was
his (letermi nation and leadership) that put together the Comnlittee for
National liea]lth Insurance, and the movement of many groups to
formulate the ]IIealth Security Act.
Thie president of our union now, Leonard 1Wroodcock, is now the
chairiman of that National Health Insu'ance Committee and has testi-

fied and given the ITAW's position adequately iin terms of the needs
of legislation, in terms of the need for this kind of a program.
I would like to point, out, too, that. health costs are not only expensive in and of themselves, but increasing health care costs helped create
the General Motors strike which ult soiae 400,000 inlebersl of our
union on the b-ricks in order to plrevent the General Motors Corp.
from putting th burden of additional and increasing medical care
costs on the hack of workers. A nd we resiste(1 that effort of General

Motors. We struckl that (or)oration, and we won on that issue.
Yet, it is only a limited victory because collective bargaining more
and more is not doing the job of l)ro'iding adequate and high quality
health care.
And one other thing is happening to us in the aerospace industry.
The cutbacks in defense and space, some of them legitimate, )ut without alternatives in ternins of work for aerospace workers, Ineans that
we are narrowing our base further and further to finance programs
and put health security agreements rider collective-bargaining agreements in great jeopardy, as it does retirement programs as well.
Tn the automoibile. industry, particularly here in southern California,

iml)orts are having a trelnen'dous impact on this industry, which has
forced the, cutback of half of the production of the Chrysler assembly
plant here in Los Angeles.
Imports now have 43 percent of the marlcet in southern California,
as compared to 16 percent nationally, further reducing the number
of workers involved in collective bargaining for health security programs.
InI addition to the impa('t of imports, there is the impact of technology and the slowdown, the deliberate slowdown, of the economy

by the Nixon administration. All of these things pit our collective-bar-

gaining health 1programns in grave jeopardy. And we believe that our

responsibility to all Americans is to support a national health insur-
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ance program for our members as well as other citizens who are not
covered by collective-bargain ing agreements.
Fo these reasons, you have our commitment from the UAW, and
certainly from the entire labor movement, behind your efforts to win
on S. 3 in this session of the Congress. Thank you.
Senator KENNEDY. I want to thank all of you gentlemen for appearing here. I have had a chance to familiarize myself with the various
healthi programs that your unions provide, all they are among tlhe
most comnl)relensive ini'tie country. But they are not, as you point out,
as cotl)rehensiv\e as S.3.
.1 t hinkl
the fact that you are interested insures that millions of
others will get fill ('Vettge is it great t ri!i te to yolur concerns abolt
the working l)eol)le and the older people and the 'younger l)eo)le and
all people'in the country. You could say, "Well, we have a )retty
good program and we will just let other-s shoot fot' themselves."
But, that certainly hasn't been the tradition of any of your organizations, and we appreciate it. Of course, we realize the enormous
contributions that you. groups have made to the development of the
legislation, and helping and assisting us in the Senate and the Congress in the development of it. So we tire enormously appreciative.
Let ic just ask you gentlemen ifyou (lont agree with meion this: I
have dificlity in acc('elting the (onceIpt of tie profit motive in the whole
health system of this Nation. We think of free speech as a matter of
right, free religion as a matter of right. I think Americans like to
believe that quality education is a matter of right. We don't have it
yet, but I think peol) , feel that health as a matter of right is an inherent, part of at least the ideal we shiot i]d se(k.
I feel tlhat health is a natter of right. That is tim underlying concelt of S. 3,the Health Security Act. I wonder if you are troubled,
as I alm, in having a profitt motive in the piroposais thlat have been
made by the administration? We don't include the profit motive in
the education of the young people, and the question I would like to
ask is whether you agree with me that we shouldn't include tie profit
motive in providing quality health.
Mr. Ani 'wrz. Well, Senator, the problem goes beyond the profit
motive. There. is also the problem of the greed motive that some of
these plans enivisage. We agree with you that health care is a right,
and there is certainly no need whateve'e for writing profit into the law.
,Mr. ScimmAi)]mL Yes; I would hope that you woul(1 recentt that front
becoming part of the law, because tle profit niotive is a very dangerous
thing and a demeaning thing in terms of the l)eo)le who are involved
that way.
Certainly we don't want the 1)rofit motive in education or health.
We have it in terms of war. And I think that that is one of the things
that keeps us involved in the kind of war production and the wars
that we are involved in, although it is not the only reason.
So I would hope that the Senate of the Tnited States and the House
would stand up on this question and make health care a human right.
Senator KENNEDY. I want to thank you. Unless you have any further comments, thank you very much for a.p)earing and the strong
support that your organizations have been giving to this program.
It will make a great deal of difference.
Now, Dr. Gerber.
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Doctor, we welcome you here. I know you have some testimony.
Why don't you proceed in your own way? We have a time problem,
but we arc very interested in hearing from you, so why don't you do
the best you can?
STATEMENT OF ALEX GERBER, M.D., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Dr. GnrTI IEI. Thank you very much, Senator, for inviting me to
discuss medical quality.
Of course, I am paifully aware, of the socioeconomic conditions
which have led to some 'of the horror stories 'that I have heard tfis
afternoon. Hut I am going to restrict myself -to siimipljy a discussion
of the medical 'aspects of low quality or poor quality niedical care.
We claim that there, is a crisis of medical care in this count,ry, and
how can this be? This country leads in industrial production and in
the wixa'rdry of our weapons systems, and certainly in ti numl)er of
hospital room TV sets. And still we lag fiar behindd ninny countries of
the world in such 'indices of health care as infant mortality and maternal mortality and life expectancy. So it seems fltat there is an uneven
texture to health care in this country because, unfortunately, World
Health Organizat ion statistics not only take into ac('ount what happens
in San Marino, Calif., and in Searsdlle, N.Y., hut also what happens
in I1arlem, ind
Alppalactlnia, antd on the Navajo In'(lian reservations.
And when it is all homogenized in, we -are found wanting ill the
balance.
So, why isn't the richest ind the most, powerful country in the world
also fhe 'iealthienst? I think I alm most 'intereste(d in trying to improve
the quality of medical ciare )y ehiminating the double standard of
medical. pi-actice.
I think I fimt must, qualify whamt I Imean by qualityy medical care.
I consider 'high (fial'ity medical care,cliefly in the realm 'of the professional competence of- those. rendering this (-are 'and the facilities
which they have 'available. I want to distinguish thtis, I want to make
a distinction between quality medical care and equality of medical
care. I think under any system of health care in this country we are
going to, in itfree economy society, have peoplee ride first class and
economy class on the healthh care, plan.
The impoi'tatnt, tiing is not 'tleaccoimodations of those l)assengers,
h plane for both classes
but the fact that a single qualified pilot flies that
of passengers.
So, 'to me, the amenities of medical care are not nearly as important
as the competency of tiose rendering the care.
As a matter of fact, at this very hospital a. patient 'in a six- or eilitbed room, sharing a common !at.lrvooni, waiting for llaboratory tests,
maybe waiting to get 'on the surgical schedule,, call get fat'higher
quality medical care thain the weathiest patient in ia primate hospital
with ,arl)eted floors, color 'TVsets, electric beds and an intercom
system to the nurse.
The point is, that if thatlprivate patient 'had an incoml)etent doctor.
and 'in my field if that patient had an unnecessary operation or 'an
ineptly performed operation, 'he would 'have had a far lower degree
of quality of medical care than the patient at this hospital who had a
competent doctor operating upon them.
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Now, we are told that the measurement of quality is very elusive;
that it is difficult to discuss competence of doctors. Now, I would agree
that you can't measure the competence of doctors in the same way that
you can measure batting averages out to the third decimal point, or
the percentage of completed passes by a quarterback. But certainly
medicine knows how to distinguish between a superior quality medical
care, excellent quality medical care, good medical care, poor medical
care, and lousy medical care or, as Melvin Glasser would put it, rotten
medical care.
In my p)articular field of surgery, at the present time, there are many
unnecessary and ineptly performed operations by unqualified and untrained me'n. And thes( lead our statistics to go askew. Right here in
California the medically indigent children under the Medi-Cal plan
have their tonsils removed 10 times more frequently than the other
children in the private sector of medicine.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, now, President Nixon said it was only four
times as many.
)r. GmIEwit. That may be the general average, but I happen to be
familiar with the average in California.
Senator KXNNI.D. No, four times ts many in California. When I
told that to the medical society up in San Francisco they said that the
source wasn't right. And then I indicated that it was President Nixon.
Dr. GERBER. I think I know wliei'e that statistic came from, because
a certain bureau in Washington called inc about that statistic. It appea in my book, as a matter of fact.
The exact incidence of tonsillectomies among indigent children on
the 'Medi-Cal program in California, those under the age of 16, is 40
l)er thousand. And I (now. plenty of fee-for-service group l)ractice
clinics where the incidence is only four 1)er thousand. So, that makes
it 10 times higher.
Senator KENNEI)Y. DO we have too many surgeons in California?
Dr. Gilamuit. I don't think so. I think that there probably is a maldistribution of surgeons.
Senator KENrNEDY. Well, I mean, do we have too many tonsillectomies
Dr. Gimumi. Well, I would think so.
Senator KENNxEDY. You would think so?
Dr. Gumoaim. Pardon?
Senator KENNEDY. You would think so?
Dr. Gimn.mi. Yes; because I think Swedish children are just as
healthy as American children and the incidence of tonsillectomies in
Sweden is one-tenth as high as it is in California. And I think these
children who go to private fee-for-service clinics, or to the Kaiser
Permanente Foundation for their health careSenator KENNEDY. Why do you think there are that number of
surgical operations?
Dr. GEEBER. Because we have a double standard of medical care in
this country. Because we have one group of patients who get the very
best that the world has to offer and another group of patients who

get probablyy some of the Worst. And the, reason is that we do not
control the practice of medicine strictly enough in our hospitals.
Now, ostensibly, medical care in hospitals is controlled by the Joint
Commission for the Accreditation of Hospitals. But figuratively and
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literally this is a "paper tiger" organization. They audit the quality of

hospital charts far better than they audit the quality of patient care.
And so we find that doctors who would be barred from operating at
the veterans' hioslital, or at t well-regulated civilian hospital, can
operate with iml)unity at some of the smaller unregulated hospitals
in this country. That is why I say we bave a double standard.
To make it worse, you can't tell the player by his number. It is perfectly possible for atdoctor who has not id ai single day of surgical
trailing in his life beyond his internship to list; his namie in the yellow
pages of the directory its a surgeon, or in any other sl)ecialty, for that
matter. There is no law that says that a doctor can't. call himself a
pediatrician or a gynecologist, or wlhat la ve you, just by selfproclamation.
Evidently our laws are more concerned with bad food and mislabeled
drugs than'they ar with baid medical practice and mislabeled doctors,
Now, how are we going to adequately control the quality of hospital

care?

Senator KENNEDY. Now, if you could try to take about 3 or 4
minutes and summarizeDr. Gimtmjpm All right; all I can say is that we don't have adequate
controls at the present time. The external controls are bad because the
joint commission has not lived up to its resp onsibility.
Internal hospital controls by peer review do not have a very impressive record, or the abuses which I have cited would not have taken
place.
Certainly the insurance carriers, those who handle the purse strings,
have been uninterested. Ihey talk about computerized control of medical care at the present time, but I can assure you that if an untrained,
unqualified surgeon performed an obsolete and umnecessary operation
u)on ityoung girl and the results were disastrouis, which is a eulh emism for you know what, the insurance company's Coputers wouldn't
blink an eye if the fee that the doctor turned in was reasonable.
So, I vili close on ithigher note than the way I started. I just want
to congratulate you, at least, on introducing into your bill some quality
controls, such things as seeing to it that laboratories perform up to a
certain standard, national licensure of physicians, ongoing ant cont inuing education. But, most, inimportantly in Ily field, tie concept
should at; least have the same
talking
lispital
hto
i ,t
that any patient
protection that t passenger has when he steps into an airplane. That
Passenger is not concernedi at all that the pilot is not qualified or trained
to fly that plane, because that pilot is resl)onsil)le for many human
lives.
I can assure you that anyone who is placed on an operating table
also has his life jeopardized So I am most interested in seeing that
surgical procedures are carried out by those who are trained to perform
surgery.
Senator KiNNEFD 1-.Thank you vem'y much, Doctor.
Now, we are supposed to 1(ljouri at 3. We have about 10 minutes.
Gerardo Martinez?
If you could, just take a couple of minutes.
Will you tell us your name and where you live, Gerardo?
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STATEMENT OF GERARDO MARTINEZ, OF SAN FERNANDO VALLEY,
CALIF.
Mr. GERARDO MARTINEZ. Yes. My name is Gerardo Martinez, and I
live in the San Fernando Valley.
Senator Kennedy, I would like to preface my statement by urging
this committee that any future hearings that may be held in the
Southwest, a greater effort shall be made by your staff in trying to
seek the opinion of the Mexican American community as the problems that we have, especially in health, are compounded by unique
variables that are not part of the rest of the national picture in regard
to the prol)lems in health.
The particular experience which I have, negative experience, if I
may say, in regard to medical health is that my daughter, who was
born after 6i months' pregmiaicy, weighed 1 l)otnd and 4 ounces, and
was given only one chance out of 20 to live. She is al adopted dtu ghter.
She was )orn in this hospital. The mother was destitute, and was
presented with a bill of $5,000 after ,3months of being here in this
institution.
We are fortunate enough, my family, in being one of a very few
within the Mexican American community that do have job-related
insurance. We are insured with a group carrier, Kaiser. I have to take
my daughter at the age of 8 months, who is still very much underweight, at noon because she developed clear signs of being very ill;
high temperature, very high, 103, difficulty in breathing, every sign
for it
lay person to notice that the child was very sick.
I have to call first. I call first to find out if they will be able to get
the charts, or whatever, and be ready when we arrived. I was informed
that I could not take the child as it was noon and the doctors had to
take a lunch break and they were only able to take care of emergencies.
This is a lay person that answers th( 1)hones, and this type of service,
and le is not a registered nurse, or anybody else that have any type
of medical treatment, as I was able to find out later, or medical education that would be able to diagnose, even by l)hone, which I am
sure even the best doctor will not attempt, to be able to judge that a
child in that particular case as I explained it would be able to wait
an hour and a half until the doctor will see her.
I decided not to wait for him to call the doctor for him to tell me
his advice whether to take her or not, but to take her immediately.
There again I have to face just the receptionist, no one that has
been trained in any way in the medical field.
I was advised again that if I had called and the doctor had advised
me to bring the child in. I refer again to thle )revious conversation a
few minutes earlier over the, phone, and the people got very upset.
Nevertheless, I was able to force miy way, and I do mean force my way,
in order to get a doctor to see the child.
The baby was found to have what the doctor, after lie knew everything that had been goii g on bet we i me,anl, the receptionist, qualified
as a touch of l)nellulolnia, was put under oxygen and was kept in the
hos )ital.
My question was that after this happened I tried to reach the medical director of the institution because I well know that in that partic-
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ular geographic area many of the people that are insured to them as
they are job related are Mexican American and many do not speak the
language. And if I had not been able to speak the language, I am sure
that I wouldn't, have. beeii able to make that hour and a half and get
my child to be treated immediately.
1,ow, I don't know, doctors on the outside who I have talked to
about it assured me that slider those circumstances it could have beeii
fatal. This 1 (10 not know. But I do know that the child was very sick
and lieeded treatinievit find yet, the treatmlnelt that you, ave getting
through your insura lec, wllich is not frev because wetare paiviig $3.5
per mont1h for this, plus $7 that the (mployer pays for it, we are not
able to get it. Trying to reach thle Iledica] di rector, I was in f'orined
that- he will not receive anybody and that I will have to write a letter
to hlint and explain why d1 I want to nicet witIi hin.
I would like to at this pojilt eillphasize that I was liot violently
seeking a meeting vitl hiiii, 1)ut I was tryi hg to he as polite and as
cal inas ajl body can b!e.
Finally, I have to write a letter asking, with copies to tile insurance
commissioner of the State, and to somepeople that are su)l)osed to be
the larelit coiipailv in Cal iforn ia, ill ()akland, Calif., trying to seek
an appo1ntmeit with the iiiedi(al director in order to find out if this
is a practice in this lace. I was told that I was--as 1 requested that
I he-he would be g'ivinig his own time in order to insure that I be able
to see him, I was told that at 7 oclock in the inoriiing
Senator KE.,EDY. Can I ask you to take,about, one more minute?
Mr. Mmrmixz. I was told thaft medical care should be judged by
1 there were
doctors, not lay I)eople. Aid it was not iny business. Anid
doctors who should sign the iimdical way it should be administered.
, hal)ppen) to dis:give vitlh that when ii is the life of! my own child
that is at stake. 1.Illy] sure evel.vl)odyvwould agree with that.
Senator KENIDY. You could tell 'whenyour child was sick, couldn't
you ?
MrNlV.
MATINEZ. Yes.
Senator KENNi,)EDY. You could understand that very clearly ?
Mr. Lxirir1,,'z. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. And all you were trying to do was to get some
treatment for her?
Mr. I\N['rxuNz. Yes; but the point, Senator, is that many of our
peol)le in the Mexican community cannot bl)yass those barriers that
are being put in. front of us like the one that was )ut in front of me.
I ha ppen to be pusliy, and I can find my way th rough. But they will
not find their way through in more than 60 per('ent of the cases, and
that child could have died if it would be somebody else's child.
Senator KE,,N,EDY. Thank you very iuich.
1)r. Rex Green will be the next, witness. He is a house officer.
STATEMENT OF REX GREEN, M.D., LOS ANGELES
Thank you, Senator Kennedy.
'Ilri.
Dr. G1
Senator KNNEDY. We will ask you to keep within the time limit.
Dr. GREEN. I realize that the )rain can't absorb what the rear end
can't endure.
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My organization has a 2-year history of activism for patient care
issues in this hospital, and I would like to briefly share with you some
of our problems and our aspirations.
Two years ago we became confronted with an untenable situation
here where we felt the number of patient admissions to the medical
service was beyond where we could deliver any decent semblance of
adequate medical care. So through a long series of discussions and
threats, and vhat-have-you, we have finally come this last year to serve
a lawsuit against the administrators of o;ur hospital and the Board
of Supervisors of Los Angeles.
The basis of our lawsuit is l)claulse we (lout have any answers to our
problems. We 'are bitterly t'rustrated by these l)rol)lels. Tely are extremiely conllplex. There is ]to slni)lc solution, though w'e have tried.
But we have discovered in our ellorts in the last '2 years that, we are
not administrators. We (o't
real Iy know low to run a hospital very
well. At best, wve know how to identify our own l)ro!)lenls as l)hysicians
here and we seen to have many Oll)()ortllities to identi fy these from 1
day to the next.
The substance of out suit is, and at least it is imll)ortant to us, we
feel ts physicialls, o1r organization, that it is tinprofessional and unethical to deliver two-standard in(di<al care. We have asked our board
of supervisors to enjoin the hospital administrators to prevent our
delivery of this care in the filtilrie, and at least to prevent the delivery
of )atielts to )eds vhich (lon't exist in this hosl)ital.
I am sure you recall this morning mention that the utilization of
some medical wards is greater than 100 percent in this hospital.
Senator KENNEA>Y. Which means what?

Dr. G.EEN. Which IIeaIIs that patients go on beds in the public hallway with no privaCy, no facilities for their care. ()n that level, the
problem sees simliple. But itis not. We have tried.
Again I say w'e are not administrators and we are not politicians.
We have tried to find answers for '2 years. We wish there were some
forthcoming.
So, rather than dwell on the history of our frustrations, I would
just like to briefly mention a few things we hope to get results in
in the future. 011i' greatest worry is a fear that there is a great deal
of preoccupation and competition only on one aspect of medical care,
and that is the financial aspect. WVe feel there is a tremendous
1)roblemSenator KENNFnY. Finances come before health?
Dr. GZEEN. Yes, always; we feel that there is a tremendous problem in that the structure of medical care has to be changed. When
Dr. Bauer mentioned this morning that if a patient feels he is an
emergency he is an emergency, we feel that is true. There is an absolute need for access to medical care. Patients can't just be left sitting
because a physician or one paramedical person feels that might be an
emergency case.
But, nore importantly, the whole structure of care needs to be
reanalyzed. The anachronisms of having university hospitals which
are tax-supported, but which the taxpayer can't get into, and the
county hospitals, which the taxpayers pay for but can get into sometimes'at their jeopardy, and so forth. The complexities are endless.
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We hope these issues are not lost in the effort just simply to pay for
the cost of medical care.
Senator KENNEDY. That's a good comment. He tells it like it is.
Mike Wood? Is he here? Mike Wood?
STATEMENT OF MIKE WOOD, RESIDENT
i2MIr. W)o,). CanI I llave Iiore than 1 1ilmute
Senator Kl;ENNEDY. The same as Mr. Mairtinez and ])r. Rex Green.
If you can do it in less time, we will appreciate that.
Mr. WooD. I will try to read as fast as I can.
*in 1967, out of the hippie suibculture, a new model of health care
del very wvas derived, basically, free clinics organized by the communities for the communities, the purpose being as stated in one
of the particular bylaws: to serve that portion of the community
whose needs are not adequately met l)y existing facilities.
In southern California the fiee clinic concept has grown from one
free clinic which opened in 1968 to 30 now, treating originally 20,000
people in 1968, 200,000 in 1970, and this year we expect to treat over
300,000 people.
The statistics don't mean a whole lot, except t;he fact that a need
is being fulfilled in the community. We, don't lecture, moralize, judge,
or l)reach. We help. IVe don' t look down our noses or assume someone
a lesser person because -he is )lack, Indian, Chicano, Oriental, ow poor.
We only help. The free clinics are supported l)y donations of staff
and volunteers.
Our average cost per patient is about $2. The clinics try to help
anyone in any way and to t.reait the whole person rather than a
symptom. Tiheservices 'in the clinic range from medical, dental, psychological counseling, legal, job counseling, food, schools, 'as well as many
The increasing emergency situation in health care, one of our county
hospitals is going to have to close their doors to certain cases that are
not being met by the Government.. Medi-Cal cutbacks. TFhe local government doesn't have, the mon(,y to do the job, much less keep up 'ith
it,'and the community can't be expected(to fully support the clinics.
The free clinics are, have been, and will continue to do their best
with what they have, a feeling, which is the most important factor. We
don't think of our job) as being our brother's keeper, but rather his
friend, 'his helper, and his brother. I feel that our priorities in this
country must l)e reevaluated. For example, if the money spent on one
rocket that is sent up and blown u), was taken and spent in the free
clinic thing, 'the free clinics could do a job that, would be unparalleled
in the history of this country as far 'as 'the health care delivery is
concerned.
The Constituition of our country has great rhetoric guaranteeing a
lot of rights.
lhese have beeni lost and nisiterl)reted. Rockets, the
SST, the southeast Asia wiar do not protect or fulfill any of these

rights. Education is considered a richt and is even considered a law.
Health seems to be considered a )rivilege. It is not, a privilege. Health,
in my opinion, is life. And fife is one of those sull)osed rights that we
are guaranteed by 'the Constitution.
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With your bill we are embarking on national health insurance which
will enable the consumer to receive the health ca-re that he deserves and
needs. The free clinics, as providers -of medical services, as well as
social related services, look forward to comprehensive national medical l
health insurance with humanization. I emphasize that again: with
humanization.
During the interim, until it, is implemented, the free clinics of
California need support to continue to help serve the people that we do.
I would like to thank you for the time.
Senateo KENNEDY. Thank you. Qood statement.
(Whereupon the hearing was adjourned at 3:10 p.m.)
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man of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senator Kennedy (presiding).
Committee staff present: LeRoy G. Goldman, professional staff
member to the subcommittee; Jay B. Cutler, minority counsel to the
subcommittee.
Senator KENNEDY. The meeting will come to order. We have an hour,
maybe less; about 5'5 minutes. Perhaps it would be useful if everybody identified themselves, just so we get some kind of feel for who
is here and the various groups that are present. A lot of you may
know each other, but perhaps not.
We want to thank the staff of the school for being kind enough to
permit us to have this extremely fine facility and to make the arrangements. We will just start off by introducing each other.
Mr. McKINNEY. I am Vermont McKinney. Director of the TBA
program in Venice and also with the Venice health Council, trying
to meet the needs of the Venice community.
Dr. MELINKOFF. Sherman Melinkoff, M.D., dean, U7CLA Medical
School.
Dr. TRANQUADA. I an Bob Tranquada, associate dean of the USC
Medical School.
Dr. SPELLMIAN. Mitchell Spellman, dean of the Drew Postgraduate
Medical School.
Mr. BRAYTO.N. Donald Brayton, coordinator of area IV, California
regional medical program.
Mrs. Buscii. Mrs. LTynn Busch, administrator of the Venice Health
Council.
Mr. CANTREAS. David Cantreras, president of the Venice Health
Council.
Mr. DIMkITROFF. Steve Dimitroff, assistant manager, Venice Service
Center.
Dr. BnEs.owv Lester Breslow. l)rofessor, chairman of the Department of Community Medicine, UCLA.
Mr. HARRIS. Jeff Harris, fourth-year medical student from UCLA
with an interest in pediatrics and public health.
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Mr. FERGUSON. Randy Ferguson, community organizer, East Los
Angeles health task force.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Claude Martinez, East Los Angeles Congress of
Mexican-American Unity, a local development corporation.
Mr. COMACIo. Andy Coomacho, East Los Angeles Health Center.
Mrs. GUzMNAN. Carmen Guzman, also of the East Los Angeles
Health Center, but also a community person from East Los Angeles.
OLGOA TAMSKAC. Olga Tamskac, dental patient and also medical
technologist.
Mr. FE1DOUSKY. Stephen Fedousky, fourth-year medical student.
Miss FIELDS. Anastasia Fields, Southeast Community Health
Council.
Mr. SKow. Jim Skow, senior surgical resident, UCLA Medical
Center.
Mr. MCKAY. Bob McKay, resident in psychiatry.
Dr. MELINKOFF. And there is I-Larry Parker.
Senator

KENNEi)Y.

Well, I think one of the things that I would be

interested in, and perhaps some of you might comment on, is the role
of this medical institution in the community and what is expected of
it by the community. How realistic is it to expect that an institution
like this is able to meet these needs? What ought to be done to try to
change it?
Maybe we can start off with this, and then we will move from there.
What is your feeling about the role that this institution should play
in the community?
STATEMENT OF VERMONT McKINNEY, DIRECTOR OF THE TBA
PROGRAM IN VENICE AND THE VENICE HEALTH COUNCIL
Mr. MCKINNEY. Well, maybe I can start. We see this university as
having the resources and being able to get to those resources to help
the nearby private community. We feel that no longer can a hospital
of this nature remain in their own ivory tower, so to speak, and not
particularly relate to minority communities. And I am talking about
poor black and poor Chicanos. At this point we have been knocking at
the doors here to try to point up an acute problem in the poverty areas,
which is drugs, and it is a national issue. We are trying to get the staff
here to relate to us in relation to the overall drug problem. We are concerned that if this institution is getting at the question, thereal questions in the health field, and trying to improve the health care of the
people, and particularly of the people who have done without good
health care, that they have to begin to relate to the community. People
have to begin to come down, there has to be many, many more sitting
down at a table like this with people who really have some real needs.
And we think that there is no question, the community doesn't have
the resources. They don't have the contacts. The way things are set
up, they are almost caught in a vacuum. We think that at this point,
in terms of this being a teaching institution, that the way to learn
about the real needs, that doctors, nurses, everyone concerned is going
to have to get out in the community.
We are talking about trying to develop a concept of street doctors,
and that would mean that doctors have to be close to the people in the
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community that are really having the problems and whose needs aren't
being met. We know that the resources are here, but this means some
official change in direction from the departments of psychiatry, and
from other parts of the hospital, to begin to move in this direction.
We know right now that in terms of inadequate health care in the
communities, there are more people from the Venice area who know
what is happening. This community has been isolated, and we need
support. Some of the people in the community, and also some of the
major providers, such as Dr. Breslow, and some other people in this
area, have gotten together to try to look at what can really be done in
terms of endowment, and the health crisis, and I believe there is a
health crisis in this country.
There is more crisis than just health crisis, so far as that is concerned, but there is definitely a health crisis also. And we have people,
of all kinds and ages suffering. But I think that we have to start sitting down at the table and not just presenting more tokenism to poor
people, but allow poor people to really participate in the decisionmaking process.
This is what I am concerned about. We are raising certain questions about citizen participation, particularly for those that have been
excluded, and that means from the board which may be established
from HEW all the way down. From the top down, we are talking
about citizen participation and involvement of the minority communities in decisionmaking when it comes to the delivery of health
services. And this is important, very important, when it comes to the
people who feel excluded.
I think also that those who are presenting certain kinds of health
plans, such as yourself, must visit those communities, let them know
what kinds of things are being thought about, and how they can
possibly have input to these considerations. What kind of input can
they have? Right now we are trying to form what we call the health
congress for this area to allow the presentations of certain kinds of
bills and other things, to the people so they begin to understand.
This health congress, we are trying to establish in September,
and we would like people like you to come down and present what you
really see, you know, as an answer to the health crisis in this country.
STATEMENT OF MRS. LYNN BUSCH, ADMINISTRATOR OF THE
VENICE HEALTH COUNCIL
Mrs. Buscii. I think there is one more issue that should be brought
up, and I think that there is a dichotomy in health care delivery that
causes a great deal of confusion.
For instance, in our area, which is in such close proximity to UCLA,
the Venice-Santa Monica area, we, on one hand, are hearing about
national health insurance and improved health delivery systems, and
on the other hand the consumers are hearing about budget cuts and
fee increases.
You hear it at places like UCLA, which causes a great deal of
confusion in terms of health care delivery.
Too, there are situations that don't function well. Last summer,
there were some students who were to be studying health problems,
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and in Venice we may have made a mistake. We assumed that a couple
of students would be coming down to study the local health problems
that are within 13 miles of the university. Instead, they were sent
to Alaska and Arizona. And I thinly that this represents a situation that
creates a lot of problems for the people who are in the general area
of these big institutions, that could be helped easily.
STATEMENT OF JEFF HARRIS, FOURTH-YEAR MEDICAL STUDENT
FROM UCLA
Mr. HARRIs. I would like to go on from there. I think the university
has done a few positive things, one of them b(ingDr. MELINKOFF. Thanks, Jeff.
Mr. HARRis (continuing). One of them being working with the
Charles Troost School, and that development. Another being working
with RMP 'and OEO involving the health eare; network in the San
Fernando Valley. But I think they have been very deficient in exposing
medical students 'and house officers to any other situation than the
traditional hospital settings. We 'don't really have any formal outpatient experience as students, as ,a requirement in our curriculum. W'e
really don't get out and wrestle with some of the community needs as
they are in the neighborhoods. And I think Venice is one example
where 'we could be doing more and helping out, perhaps, with the
community, to set up 'a neighborhood health center that would interlock with UCLA.
But I think if we are going to look to solutions 'in the future as far
as health care delivery systems, we have to lhave students and young
professionals getting :involved in that solution process early in their
training.

Senator KENNEDY. Does the community want young interns coming
out to it? Or does it feel that this is just sort of a continuation of the
teaching process iand, "They ,are using us poor people as guinea. pigs" ?
How do they react to tha .t?
Mr. HARRIS. I think there is some-Senator KENNEDY. Well, maybe they have-I don't know, how
do you react to it? Do you want an Outreach program from this
university with some of their topflight students going on out, that does
have some supporting help and assistance from the school? Or would
the community feel that, "Here comes some young studentsand interns
and they are practicing their medicine on poor people"? 'What is your
reaction?
STATEMENT OF ANDY COMACHO, EAST LOS ANGELES
HEALTH CENTER
Mr. COMACTIO. W 1ell,
my response to that, coming from the East Los
Angeles 'area and working closer with the medical center'of the ITniversitky of Southern Califoinia, I don't think we want interns and residents out there practicing medicine. But they can help us do other
things, such as planning, such as program development for the area,
for the community; program development for the health network that
we mentioned, for instance. They would have the inside information
as to what goes into the programs of that nature.
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They could also help recruit minority people, minority students into
the medical schools and the schools of allied health. But I don't think
that the poor people want second-class medicine. I don't think we
want interns and residents practicing on us. I don't really think that
that is what we want.
Senator KENNEDY. What kind of medicine do you think is practiced
here?
Mr. COMAClO. I really don't know. I don't know too much about
UCLA because Venice and Westwood, west Los Angeles and Santa
Monica areas are more closer to the university here, where east Los
Angeles is quite a way off. And I don't know how many people from
east Los Angeles would be coming out this far for medical service, or
psychiatric services.
vfr. MCKINNEY. We think it is primarily research oriented, as far
as the practice of medicine here, and we are saying that it has to include service at the same time. And we have had people coming from
the community saying they have been treated like guinea pigs, or there
is a wall, and other kinds of things that happen here because this is a
strange world to them as compared to down in the community.
And so we recognize it as institutionalized racism. We know this.
The community people want some kind of services, but they know
it goes back to costs again. The cost factor comes up again and the
poor people can't go any place to get services, so that they have to
become research animals'because they can't afford to pay for, the medical services.
Mr. FERGUsON. Senator Kennedy, I think that you will find that
the same problem exists here as in the Los Angeles-JSC Medical
Center, with the medical staff not speaking Spanish and not being
able to communicate with the patients that are Spanish speaking. We
at the health task force do get complaints from Spanish-speaking people in this area that utilize this facility, and they are the same.
They bring their children up, the doctor can'tmake a proper diagnosis or can't dispense the medication properly because of the language
barrier, and this definitely should be corrected in terms of Spanislspeaking representation on the staff of the medical center. Training
for these paraprofessions should be set up so the Mexican Americans
and Spanish-speaking people can be included in the medical profession.
Senator KENNEDY. Why don't we talk just a little bit about the
minorities in the medical schools.
STATEMENT OF MISS ANASTASIA FIELDS, SOUTHEAST COMMUNITY
HEALTH COUNCIL
Miss FIELDS. I am Anastasia Fields, fromi Southeast Community
Health Council. We are in a unique position. UCLA is so far removed
from us, it is something we read about, or see on television. And we
receive very little contact or benefits from the school in our community.

At the same time, USC General Hospital is quite a distance from
us, but that is the place that we are most closely connected with.
A part of our concern is that we have few or no black or Chicano
administrators or doctors. The patients go into the hospital, but the
training that is received is not brought back into the community. We
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have no avenue to bring it back into the community. We have been
trying to determine how many black students graduate from USC,
and how many black students have graduated from UCLA in the
medical, dental, and nursing departments. I can't quote a definite figure, but we do know that it is a very limited number, and with as many
people as there are in Los Angeles and the surrounding area it seems
that we should be able to have more of the minority all the way from
the administration down, rather than to have maybe a far-away assistant. This would help, especially with this language barrier.
Back to our unique position. We have little services in our area. Our
community council has been working on an emergency service, an
interim service. We work very hard on it. But then when the cutbacks
came, we found that we couldn't get any money. So a part of our concern is students. There is a 2-year nursing course in the junior colleges.
We are not objecting to this, but the tuition, and the costs of going to a
4-year college is rather prohibitive for the minority students.
We are wondering if there isn't some adjustment that can be made
wherein these students who are interested in the medical professions
couldn't have some assistance in attending the 4-year school to begin
with.
STATEMENT OF RANDY FERGUSON, COMMUNITY ORGANIZER,
EAST LOS ANGELES HEALTH TASK FORCE
Mr. FERGUSON. Senator Kennedy, I think there is another problem
that may be contributed to here today. There is a problem of representation of community people. I don't believe that there has been
much effort to notify the community people in Los Angeles and in
east Los Angeles that you were going to be here today. And they, you
know, didn't really have the opportunity to come up here.
At the medical center, I was there about 1:30, 2 o'clock, and I found
the community people were being locked out and kept out, and there
were nurses and county employees and professional people allowed to
come in. There was about 500 people there, and I think 75 percent of
them were county employees. And the community people were in the
hallways and could not come in.
I think that this is another problem that we have. The people keep
the community people away from decisionmaking places and from
attending the meetings where, maybe, they could have some effective
input.
Senator KENNEDY. You mean at the last hearing you couldn't get in?
Mr. FERGUSON. That's right. I believe a sergeant at the door told
me that he didn't care where I was from, that he wasn't going to let
me in the door. This is the type of attitude that you run into.
Senator KENNEDY. I think in fairness it was pretty crowded. I think
that they opened it up later on. I did hear that here was a pretty
good flow of people through there. But, obviously, this is important.
We all have these difficulties that we face in terms of notification
and sufficient time, because the Senate is in session at this time. But
I think that we ought to make a better effort at it.
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STATEMENT OF MRS. CARMEN GUZMAN, OF THE EAST LOS ANGELES
HEALTH CENTER
Mrs. GUzMIAN. Senator Kennedy, I don't think that is an excuse,
because I think we are going to have to sacrifice many things. It is
time that we-if you are coming from so far to listen to us-communicate with you.
I do not see Indians here. I do not see Asians here. The Asians, too,
are hulrting by the bilingual communication, or not 'being able to speak
English .And they come and they have their probleinstoo. Ihey are
more conservative and they probably are not coming in on thls yet.
Yesterday I heard a. young man at the end say, "Senator Kennedy,
are you going to do anything about the narcotics or the police
brutality?"
I have brought you some literature from East Los Angeles, and I
hope you read it on your way back, and maybe we can, through the
health task force, continue to send you literature. We have been too
busy with other things that we haven't communicated in this way,
but without having a comprehensive he] p in every area with creative
ideas from people who know what is needed in the community, or with
the people suffering in narcotics, or child guidance, or family planning,
we are never going to get anywhere. And these things have to be included in whatever insurance you have.
It has to 'be pinpointed, which way it can be done better. Only the
people who live there can help you.
No matter what, if you do not arrive here, we would understand.
A lot of poor people cannot get out. That's all I have. Thank you.
STATEMENT OF MISS OLGA TAMSKAC, DENTAL PATIENT AND
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST
Miss TAMsKAC. I think we need a better, well-informed public, and
the communication media is ideal because children of junior high
school age are discussing among themselves programs that have been
on TV, and they are very intelligent, mature. And another thing, the
reaction of former patients of UCLA is nothing but favorable. And
in my own experience with the dental clinic, they are so thorough and
so competent that I have no excuse to complain, nor have I heard
complaints.
Mrs. Buscri. You know, the people in the individual communities
know full well what the major problems are, and each community
has problems that are universal, and at the same time they have problems that are unique to that particular area, a particular ethnic group
population.
I think one of the biggest problems that all of us are faced with
is m-o-n-e-y.
I heard the lady-I am sorry, I forget your name-from the southeast talking about money to help students to get into the health
profession. We need money to implement the drug programs and
family planning programs that Mrs. Lewis was talking about in east
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Los Angeles. In a community like our own, which is a small commnunity compared to southeast, or east Los Angeles, we have on our
own, with creative and innovative ideas coming from the community,
established our own medical center on a very small premise compared
to something like UCLA. Like Mr. Harris was talking about. We
have gained the backup support from UCLA and from two other
major hospitals in the area. We are struggling for survival.
We have managed to open up a clinic under control and supervision of the community that relates to the problems in our own
community, and we have managed to gain the support of the hospitals
in the area. We have seen over 2,000 patients in 8 months. Probably
many of them would not have received any medical care if we had
not been right there in our own community.
And now we are facing doom. And in a short period of time we
may be forced to close our doors because of lack of money. We have
spent, I guess, mayb 50 percent of our time just struggling for funds.
There seems to be. a real problem with filtering money from the top
to the bottom where people are struggling to do things for themselves and where they have managed to get things done, and then
these programs fall 'apart; are crucified, really, by lack of small
amounts of money.
These small neighborhood programs don't cost as much as sustaining a war in Vietnam, or other big projects that this country manages
to keep going.
We are not talking about billions and billions and billions and
billions of dollars to keep small health clinics going in individual
communities or small drug programs going. We are talking about
money in terms of thousands of dollars and hundreds of thousands
of dollars. And it certainly seems to me that there needs to be a change
somewhere in the system for dividing money in this country so that
these programs can be given life instead o? death sentences.
Mr. FERGUSON. Senator, community people look at the medical in-

stitution as a place where their illness is held. Institutions usually look
at what they are doing as teaching, research, and 'heal-ing also. But
what I woufd like to interject is, perhaps, another function of our city,
or of the medical school and -the hospital, land that is an economic
function.
The hospital, both here at this medical center -atUCLA and the USC
Medical Center, purchases goods. They buy quite a lot. Quite a lot of
economic units. But where do they usually buy it? The USC Medical
Center is based, and it is right in east Los Angeles, one of the largest
buyers of goods in that community, and I venture to say that less
than 2 percent of their budget, other than personnel, is spent inside of
that community. I don't want to :add to the indictments that have gone
on here today,'but I would think that it behooves the administrators
of these medical centers that they should encourage economic development in their community.
This would help the problem that the young lady 'here was talking
about for programs. It would help to bring %live a community, and
I 'am speaking of east Los Angeles right now, that is dying. If a hospital's function is to save lives, I submit that a community has 'a life
that has to continue in existence, 'and if the university closes its eyes
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to the surrounding community, then it is not fulfilling its function.
And gain I submit to you that these administrators should begin
to think in terms of bringing to life a community that is dying.
Miss TAAMSKAC. I would like to see more l)aramedi,l, courses introduced into the j unior colleges and into the regular colleges, also. There
seems to be a lack of training in particular colleges, anyway.
STATEMENT OF STEPHEN FEDOUSKY, FOURTH-YEAR MEDICAL
STUDENT, UCLA
Mr. FEDOUSKY. I don't believe that there is a resentment and reaction
to interns and residents going to the community. UCLA dental school
has created the Venice clinic for impoverished people, and the reaction
is nothing but very good. And I think they are getting the same treatment 'as families of much higher income ,are getting here at UCLA.
-I think that it 'is important to recognize, that there is a good reaction
in the community.

STATEMENT OF MISS ANASTASIA FIELDS, SOUTHEAST COMMUNITY
HEALTH COUNCIL
Miss FIELDS. Well, 'in my community I should like to see more
assistance from our University of Southern California. We sit just
outside 'of their boundaries, and health is an overall thing. Homes are
just rundown. It seems that 'the medical department could encourage
the -architectural department to lend some assistance to people in the
community in planning to redevelop our cleanup-not necessarily
cleanup, because the area is old. But we 'need a redevelopment program.
Howe ver, the eople who live in the area are senior citizens, or they
are on welfare. And the people who own the homes -'are'absentee landlords. But those people who do own the homes are senior citizens who
are not willing to pay to rebuild the whole area. But they would repair their homes. And it seems that the improvement of the home
would improve the thinking of the people, or the overall health of the
people who live in the area. It would help to eliminate some of the
rodents and the other problems, that 'we are having.
So, to me, and to some of us in our group, it does seem that this
health thing would sort of trickle down into the other departments
of the school. Transportation is a big problem in our area, even from
the school, from the home to the General Hospital. You know, those
are big problems. It seems that the school could help us work out some
means of transportation that is more convenient than having to ride
about an hour to get out to the hospital.
Senator KENNEDY. What do you think is at least a partial answer to
bringing health into the communities? I mean, do most of you subscribe to the neighborhood health center concept, or do you 'find problems with it? What direction would vou think?
Mrs. BuscIr. If it could be financed in a way that is part of an ongoing and workable health network, then I think, it is the ideal health
program because you are talking about health services within walking
distances of people who iare trapped by things like she was talking
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about, lack of transportation. But it should be a way of filtering people
into the major services. You can't possibly talk bout putting a hospital in every couple of blocks in each little community. But if you talk
about a mininetwork that filters people into the major services, and
then filters them back into the community, a place that is well-equipped
enough to do the necessary followup, and that hlas the backing and the
finances to move the people into these institutions where the costs
usually prohibit their using it 'and then back into the community, I
think it is the ideal answer in the small communities.
Mr. FERGUSON. Senator Kennedy, I would like to ask for your commitmient to look into the plan that the East Los Angeles health fasl(
force has for a comprehensive 'health network. It is a plan to deliver
a first-class medical system, first-class medical care to the community.
It has community input. And I think that if the universities, the Government, that deal in medical services would let the community people
do the work, have the input, have the say-so, that we would be a lot
better off in terms of meeting the needs that do exist in the community.
If we can have your support, after you see the plans that have gone
into this, it would be greatly 'appreciated.
Alcoholism is something that I would like to talk to you about a
little bit. I think there are about 400,000 alcoholics in the county of
Los Angeles. And out of that 400,000, I think 85 is the percentage of
alcoholics in the east Los Angeles area. The work that has been done
in alcoholism is very minute. The problem is so intense, and yet there
hasn't been that miuch input by, again, the universities, the Government facilities, at all. There is the problem again, of language. The
problem of money. The problem of giving quality care to alcoholics,
done by the people that have the expertise, the recovered alcoholics,
the people that know the problem. This is another problem that we
have.
Senator KENNEDY. We have your program. I received it last night
down, there, and I am extremely interested in it.
Mrs. GUZMAN. I wanted to add one more thing, Senator, because I
don't think that you have dealt with Mexican people.
(Mrs. Guzman addresses the subcommittee in the Spanish language.)
Mrs. GuzMAN. Now, the reason I am talking to you that way, Senator, is that many of our parents or mothers do come very recently
from Mexico, and many of the families, the head of the family is the
man, whether he has a lot of money, little money, or no money. He has
a say-so if the wife goes to the clinic to get a Pap test, or to practice
family planning.
We have need to do a great job in education. And like Randy says,
we don't even have any alcoholism treatment. We don't have itWin any
area. And we haven't even touched mental health, and all the areas;
just name them. Nothing has been done.
Now last night you saw that beautiful little child and youth clinic.
But do you remember how you climbed that hill? Did you walk it?
Senator KENNEDY. No.
Mrs. GJZMIAN. Did you see the beautiful lights when you were coming down in your automobile?
Senator IENNEDY. Yes. We got there just at sunset.
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Mrs. GuzMAN. It is a very high hill. Very high. And at one time
there was no transportation. Imagine a woman carrying a. child uip
to 8 or 9 months, close to 9 months, in the rain and i the hot sun.
Not until recently did they start putting a little bus going up there.
Why did they put that thing up there? And imagine two people
who need a job, they don't have the fare for that. Even the three tokens,
we call that the :'LJ bus. Now it is a little higher.
For years and years while this was built, they had to climb that hill.
By the time you got there I don't think you even wanted a job or you
wanted to go to the clinic. Now they have that transportation. I just
wanted to let you know.
But as far as our culture or the culture of the Orientals or the Indian,
we must respect their dignity. We must respect their ideals. We must
respect their ways of living. And we will make a better America because we contribute something beautiful. lWe cannot be a melting pot.
I don't think it is a very attractive thing to have everything look a] ike.
I think it is more beautiful, like in art, where you have a variety.
So, we must look into the culture of the 1)ople and service those
people as they need it, just like Lynn says. She knows in her area how
much they have fought, not only for the English-speaking people,
but they have a wonderful way of even getting translators or having
Spanish-speaking people.
But this we have to really go back to the individual people in their
own culture and their own-like if I went to your area and I forced
you to eat chili beans, which a lot of Anglos try to make me eat chili
beans, because that's all I know how to eat when I work in the home.
They make me a big pot of chili beans.
I say, "What's that for?"
They say, "Well, Carmen, don't you eat chili beans?"
You know, even though we are poor, and everything, I know how
to eat filet mignon, lobster, crab. And now they have TV-I would
like to have a home something like those rich people have. The children see Cadillacs, and television has opened the eyes of the people.
We want a little piece of that. We are never going to get it if we don't
get out of poverty, which is the worst thing, more than anything else.
If we alleviate some of the poverty, I think we are going to have a
little answer to some of our problems.
Mr. McKI-xNEY. How does the plan that you are proposing affect
poor people?
Senator KENNEDY. Well, it is going to provide one standard of quality health care for all people, not just poor people, but for all people.
And that is to be recognized. It will be universal. It will be comprehensive. It will be a matter of right and it will be of one standard.
And that is obviously one thing that we don't have.
Mrs. BUscH. How will it affect the people in this country who are
not employed?
Senator KENNEDY. It will cover them. That's one difference between
our program and the administration's program.
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The administrations' program doesn't include unemployed people
unless they have children. It didn't in their initial recommendation.
But this does. This is universal. It is comprehensive.
Mrs. Buscii. How is it set up to meet the costs for the people who
are of no income or an income that prohibits medical care?
Senator KENNEDY. They have every right to go and utilize the system. There are no deductibles, no coinsurance. It eliminates those features. And they have as a matter of right to fully utilize the system.
Mrs. BRtscIi. Without cost?

Senator KENNEDY. It is based upon funding under two mechanisms.
One is funding through the income tax system, and the other from
employers'-employees' tax, which is 1 percent for employees and 3.5
percent for employers. Self-employed persons pay 2.5 percent. Benefits
are universal and comprehensive. A matter of right.
Mrs. Buscn. Can I ask another question? Excuse me, I want to get
one more thing. I-low do the neighborhood health networks that we
were talking about a little bit earlier fit into that program?
Senator KENNEDY. They will be developed. They will be encouraged.
We will find new ways of creating additional kinds of neighborhood
health services in the community. The importance of preventive care
is emphasized under the Health Security Act.
Mrs. Buscir. Will it provide funding for health, neighborhood
health centers like our own?
Senator

KENNEDY. Yes.

Mrs. Buscii. Before they die?
Senator KENNEDY. Yes, it will.
Mr. MCKINNEY. What will be the makeup of the board?
Senator KENNEDY. Well, it could include consumers. The best examples, I would think, would be the health boards of federally funded
OEO programs. And they are made up of individuals within those
communities.
The purpose is to bring the consumer into the whole health system.
And that is what we are attempting to do.
'NMr. McKINxEY. How would that affect the doctor's role in it?

Senator KENXEDY. Well, in what respect? The doctor would be encouraged to go into prepaid group practice, but he will also be permitted to practice fee-for-service. It would provide front-end budgeting. That ieans you will allocate a certain amount of money that
will be sent for health needs for the country.
You don't have the wide-open situation which you have at the
present time. I think it is the best way of getting costs under control.
Mrs. Buscji. If I may, are you talking about the consumers in direct
planning roles?
Senator KENNEDY. Yes.

Mrs. Buscir. And in decisionmaking roles? Or are you talking about
more "consumer inl)ut"?
Senator KENNIEDn. No; I am talking al)out them in active policy roles,

in the development of this program.
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Mrs. Buscn. Then my other question is, How do we define consumers? Anyone who consumes medical services? Or are you talking
specifically about the poor and near-poor consumers?
Senator KENNEDY. Well, I think it is up to the community. It is a
reflection of those that live in the community and are going to be
utilizing the services. That's the best way that I know how to do it.
Miss TASrsc. lHow will your program affect dentistry, or is it

included?
Senator KENNEDY. It includes children up to 15 years of age, and it
moves inclusion of them in 2-year steps up to 25 years of age. It is the
only program that includes dental care. Let me ask just the medical
school how you feel that the university can help in meeting the kinds
of concerns that have been expressed here by these people.
Dr. MEINIOFi,. Well, Senator, I would like to say that there have
been a number of misconceptions expressed which I don't have time
to explain in detail, as you can understand.
Senator KENNEDY. Yes.
Dr. MELIKiiOFF. Though I would be happy to if we did have time

on some other occasion.
But let ine just say briefly. that no one at this hospital is treated
like an animal or a guinea pig or exl)erimented on. Everybody who
comes here is treated to the best of the abilities of the faculty here, and
staff, and is treated with dignity and all the medical expertise that we
know how to summon.
We are very actively working on programs, for instance, in drug
abuse. Dr. West and Dr. Parker have, just recently launched such a
program. I think some reference was made to some ways we have tried
to help in Venice, and so on. But I would like to say'this: We are in
favor of a plan to make 'it possible for everyone in the United States
to 'have the best possible medical care. I don't think the medical schools
in the country can provide all the medical care that is needed. The
medical school does have an obligation to provide education of the
best quality because no matter how much money people have to ply
for medical care, if ,the doctor who is there to 1)rovide it is 'a fatheac,
whether the health care is prepaid 'or spotpaid, if the doctor is a fathead it is not going to be very good care.
And so we feel that we do 'have ain obligation which we -are fulfilling
to the best of our ability -with the limitations in funds to provide good
doctors. And that, we tl;ink, is'our central objective.
Mr. McKiNxnEY. You know, we have to determine, and I was talking
to Dr. West 'about this yesterday. Yesterday we had a meetingDr. WEST. Seems like last week, but it was just yesterday.
Mr. McKINNEY. Yes. In fact, we were talking about really an official
policy, and this is what we mean in terms of input from the community.
And it is like if this 'hospital is set up primarily for research and
training purposes, then the community, in terms of priority, is third
on the list. Or it may not be on the list at all.

59-861 0 - 71 - pt. 11 - 15
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When we come to official policy, the community gets things by having
to beg if, in fact, they get anything. Either the community has to beg
or take. They either have to come humble ,and beg, or take. Those are
the only two. ways in terms of moving toward official policy changes,
where there is going to be a way for poor people to got community
services, or to become a part of the training and research, and other
such things that are going on.
Then we think that some official policies are going to 'have to be
put on paper 'and put out, and show in writing howv the people are
going to be able to participate and get services and at the same time
participate in some training to answer the questions of the unknown.
We know one of those big unknowns that no one really talks about
too much on the national level is alcoholism.
Senator KENNEDY. It ought to be talked about and something done
about it. I just say that there are people who are trying to respond.
That is what we have to try to do, get those who are representatives of the community interests and try to work these things
out, working together with some of you. That is why we are here. If
we weren't interested, we wouldn't be here. But we are, I think it
is a good comment.
Maybe just a final comment, then we are going to have to run.
Mr. COMACHO. I would just like to revive your question that was
never answered as to what the university is doing for the minorities.
I think we have the dean of the UTCLA 'Medical School and the dean
of the University of Southern California, and also Dr. Spellman,
who is the dean of the Martin Luther King, or the King-Drew postgraduate school, and I would like to have them answer that question.
The question was never answered.
You heard here about lack of education of people of the east Los
Angeles area, and I just want to tell you how many health educators
we have, bilingual health educators, in the county of Los Angeles.
We have about 1.6 million Spanish surnamed Americans in the county
of Los Angeles, and we have two health educators that have graduated from a graduate school in health education. I don't know how
many people are in this school of public health here at UCLA. I don't
know how many people are in the Valley State College School of
Public Health or in the school in Berkeley. But I don't think they are
graduating too many minority students out of the schools, either
the school of public health or the medical students.
I would like to have an answer from the deans here today as to how
many minority students are in their classes and what size classes
they have.
Dr. MELINKOFF. We have 136 freshmen, 135 freshmen at UCLA.
Fourteen are black students, nine are Mexican-American, seven are
Oriental. We don't have any quotas. We take the best students we can
find. We spend a great deal of time searching out qualified students
among minority groups.
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Mr. COMACHO. And what about your selection committee-do you
have minority representation there?
Dr. MELINKOFF. We certainly do. We have many minority people
on our faculty, and many of them are on the admissions committee.

Senator

KENNEDY.

Thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF MITCHELL SPELLMAN, M.D., DEAN OF THE
DREW POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL SCHOOL
Dr. SPELLMAN. Drew postgraduate school doesn't have underIraduate medical students, that is to say it doesn't give medical
(egrees. What it is trying to do in this area, as a matter of fact. is
privately provide scholarships to minority students in the country,
and through this the funds through the whole span of health occupations, not only medicine and dentistry, but nursing and allied health
professions, tuition costs, tutoring, or whatever the needs may be.
The Drew School recently was granted a Federal contract and is
going to assemble a faculty 'of the allied health sciences and assemble
a consortium of institutions ranging from high schools at one end and
universities at the other, and try to develop a system of accrediting so
that one institution accepts the accreditation of another.
We can then increase the pool of minority students and those students aspiring to medicine or dentistry could enter the schools that
can train them in the consortium.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT TRANQUADA, M.D., ASSOCIATE DEAN OF
THE USC MEDICAL SCHOOL

Dr. TRANQUADA. Senator, let me respond in the interests of USC.
The incoming class of '96 in September will have 10 Chicanos and
nine blacks. The representation in this year's freshman class, again
of 96, is approximately that. I think 18 total, about equally divided.
And the numbers above that are smaller. We are making an effort. It
is not enough.
Senator KENNEDY. What about in the nursing school?
Dr. TRANQUADA. The nursing school does not have such a good record. Some special efforts have been made.
Dr. MELINKOFF. I don't have the figures available, Senator. I can
get them for you. It is a separate school.
Senator KENNEDY. Yes, all right, thank you very much for coming.
At this point I order all statements of those who could not attend
and other pertinent material submitted for the record.
(The material referred to follows:)
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Prevalent problems encountered in the American Free Indian Clinic
(1).
(2).

(3).
(4).

Alcoholism.
Psychiatric problems including overt schizophrenia, mild
to severe endogenous and exogenous depressive reactions
and mild to severe anxiety reactions. Much of the stress
is directly related to
(a). Lack of employment.
(b). Loss of or lack of MediCal support.
(n'. Inability to obtain or lack of knowledge of aid
in the form of welfare grants, food stamps, or
job training.
(d). Although I have not had contact with such a case,
the high rate of suicides amoung the indians in
urban areas Is well documented.
Lack of prenatal cre. There is no means presently to
insure that the prenatal patients we see receive any
care before delivery.
Infant immunization and preventive care is not good as
many of the mothers become very discouraged about visiting
Public Health Centers.

Immediate Needs.
(1).
Adequate pharmacological supplies. We should be able to
maintain a large enough stock so that we don't have to
give adults pediatric suspensions, or have to substitute
one drug for another we would rather use, ie tetracycline
may have to be substituted for amphicillin.
(2). Adequate funding to run program as it now stands, no grandiose
amount, assurance of several hundred dollars a month would
make a big difference.
(3).
A continuing recruitment program of indian personnel for
training immediately in clinic skills. More indian aides
are needed to assist the Indian nurses now working in the
clinic.
Future Needs.
(1).
Recruitment of students for training in all of the health
sciences, particularly physicians.
USC School of Medicine is carrying on a minority recruitment
program. I hope to get students exposed this summer to
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possibilities of training in the medical sciences in
cooperation with the Community Medicine department at
Ucp.
(2).

The American Indian Free Clinic should be expanded slowly
to full day operation And addition of more rooms as more
indians are recruited to participate in running the clinic.
Non-indians should not be assigned responsible roles and
should only give suggestion when asked. It will not work
for us to build a big new beautiful clinic and/or hospital
and tell the indians how to run it. They have to do it
themselves. Funds should be made available,without strings
attached, for administration by the indians as they organize
expansion. It cannot be overemphasized that the indians
can and should be given the means to run this clinic without
us telling them what to do.

Some of us try to americanize the indians, some of us
empathize with them, some of us criticize, but we will never
understand them because they do not think as we do. The indian
should be free to continue his heritage of religion, crafts and
tribal life without any interference
on cur part but with our
4
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Thank you,

Lois Boylen, MD
Assistant Professor of Medicine
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SPECIAL EXAMINATIONS
1I. ANGtOGRAMS

12. ARTERIOGRAMS
13. VENOGRAMS
14. AORTOGRAMS
IS. PLANIGRAMS
16. TUBOGRAMS
17. PELVIMETRY
I.
INJECTION OF SINUS TRACT

EXPLANATION OF CODES
X-Rays
SKELETAL
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

35.

HEAD

OTHER
RIBS
SHOULDERS
PELVIS
HIPS
EXTREMITIES

50. OTHER
51. SKULL

S2. SINUSES
53.
FACIAL BONES
54. MASTOIDS
5. ORBIT
56. EYE FOR FOREIGN BODY
57. TEETH
58. ENCEPHALOGRAM
59. VENTRICULOGRAM

SPINE -

GASTRO-INTESTINAL
& ABDOMEN
60. OTHER
61. ESOPHAGUS
62. UPPER G.I. TRACT
63. G.t. SERIES
64. BARIUM ENEMA
65. AIR CONTRAST ENEMA
66. ABDOMEN

X-RAY
RADIUMTHERAPY OR

40. OTHER

THORACIC
20. OTHER
21. CHEST
22. HEART STUDY
23. BRONCHOGRAM
24. FLUOROSCOPY
LAU^KA I UKY
COMPLETE BLOOD COUNT
URINALYSIS-LRINE TESTS
WBC AND DIFFERENTIAL
SEROLOGY
E.K.G.
HOLTER E.K.G.
BLEEDING & CLOTT:NG TIME
. R.B.C. & HEMOGLOBIN
9. SIMPLE SMEAR
10. CEREBRCSPINAL FU JID
11. E.E.G.
12. E.M.G.
13. CULT URE(S) - M :CROSIOLOGY
14. BLOOD C<:'MIISTRy
IS. TYPE & -ROSSkATCH
16. PROTHRC.MBINlIME
17. GLUCOSE TOLERANCE
I8. BIOPSY
19. PATHOLOGY
20. SPECIAL CHEMISTRY
21. SEDIMENTATION RATE
22. HEMATOCRIT
23. HEMANT.GEN
24. VECTOCAR,-OGRAM
25. PLATELET CCUNT
26. SICKLE CELL MOUNT
27. BONE MARROW STUDY
28. LUPUS ERYTHEMATESUS PREP.
29. SKIN TESTS
30. TOXICOLOGY
31. AFTER HOUR CALL
32. OTHER
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.

THORACIC
42.
DORSAL
43. LUMBAR
44. LUMSOSACRAL
45. COCCYX
46. DORSO LUMBAR
47. MYELOGRAM

URINARY TRACT
80. OTHER
81. KUB (KIDNEYS, URETERS
& BLADDER)
82. I.V. PYELOGRAM
83. RETROGRADE PYELOGRAM
84. CYSTOGRAM
85. URETHROGRAM

GALL BLADDER
70.
71.
72.
73.

OTHER
GALL BLADDER
GALL BLADDER WITH OvE
CHOLANGIOGRAM

MEDICAL SUPPLIES & SERVICES
1,
2.
3.
4.

CRESSiNGS & OTHER TRAYS
CA'. ETERS & CATTER TRYS
0=1HCPEOIC SURG. SUPPLIES
INTA ENOuS SOLUTIONS
S. C--UTC AES
6. SPECIAL ECUIPMENT (RENT)
7. TR;ANS;USICN TRAYS

8. OT,'!-.

90. OTHER
91. RADIOACTIVE UPTAKE STUDIES
92. RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE THERAPY

AFTER HOUR CALL
93. T.C.
94. R.C.

PHARMACY
1. INJECTIONS, MISC.
2. INJECTIONS. MULTIPLE
3. INJECTIONS, ANTIBIOTIC. ETC.
4. ORAL MEDICATION(S)
S. SALES TAX
10. OTHER
11. P-ESCRIPTIONS

9. SURGICAL SUPPLIES
10. ANESTHETIC SUPPL-ES
11. Ti,4CTON CR BELT - INITIAL SET-UP CHARGE

MISCELLANEOUS
"APr'i-ICABLE ONLY IF/.iCSP. DCES NOT HAVE
SER%;:E OF INHALA 1N THEqRAY DEPT.

1. TELEVISION RENTAL

2. EXTRA INSURANCE-PAPrqS r.LED

3- TELEPHONE a TELEGRAM.S
4. GUEST TRAYS
S. DOCTOR M55.1 S
S. EXCESSIVE L:NLN
7. BLOOD
8. RED CROSS SERVICE CHARGE
9. EMERGENCY ROOM
10. P;OFESSICNAL FEE
11. SPEECH THERAPY
12. NUCLEAR MEDICINE
13. PYSIO THERAPY-IN & OUT
14. GASTRO LAB
15. OVERNIGHT GUEST BED
16. OTHER
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TESTIMONY OF MRS. JUANITA C. DUDLEY, ASSrSTANT REGIONAL DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE, INC., WESTERN OFFICE
Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to
present to you my concerns and suggestions around health care for all Americans.
As director of Health and Welfare of the National Urban League in the West,
I have shared the frustrations of many health care advocates in analyzing the
eight or more health bills which are now before the Congress. Whitney M. Young,
Jr., our late director, served as a member of the committee of 100 which presented
a health care program to Congress. Our National Health Advisory Committee has
also presented a report "Toward a National Health Program." I will present this
report to your committee with copies of my testimony.
Some of the problems we are anxious to have you made aware of are as
follows:
Problems
1. Peer review of quality medical care. Peer review has been in practice as
long as we've had licensed medicine. That system has proved to be inadequate. If
health is a utility, as described by Gordon Cummings of the American Hospital
Association, such as other public services are; then a commission of non-owned,
non-providing reviewers must be brought into review the quality of care being
given. Medicine and its ancillary health services have been provided under the
mystique that "only the doctor knows what's best" much too long. We have a
highly intelligent, highly informed and highly concerned consumer today! Verification of this concern is consumer participation in Watts Multi-purpose Health
Center, Comprehensive Health Planning Councils and Regional Medical Programs in this state and county.
2. Use of provided owned, low quality hospital and clinic facilities. Pride of
present ownership is not reflected in upgrading and coverage of such facilities i.e.,
doctors are on call-no round-the-clock coverage by a physician.
Dr. Alex Gerber wrote The Gerber Report from the vantage point of his role
as senior attending surgeon at the Los Angeles County USC Hospital-one of
the largest hospitals in America. Dr. Gerber describes the over-utilization of
surgery as a primary cause of the overcrowded hospitals today as evidenced in
privately owned facilities. He also describes the quality of that surgery as less
than the best.
An emphasis on quality care is in no way correlated to high cost of medical
care. All bills presently before the Congress relate to the cost of health care.
This includes most well publicized plans of the AMA, American Hospital Association, Health Insurance Association of America, the Administration Plan, and
others.
One of the major private health insurance companies in America has its
board loaded with physicians and other health care providers. That same con-
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This is
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based on the only differential that may exist in the two practices-the
as many pafootage cost of rent! The ghetto physician then tries to see twice
area colleague.
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games.
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of CalFoundation
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not quality. The
include the consumer. The emphasis is once again on the "cost,"
health care.
major serendipitous factor appears to be emphasis on preventative
the galloping
Will they lower the high infant mortality rate by designn, or close
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We suggest that before HMO's are awarded contracts on behalf
health
that they present a plan for elimination of some of the aforementioned
problems. We further suggest that a marketing survey for cost analysis also
for the
include an epidemiological report on the incidence an( rate of diseases
of
catchient area under negotiation. Only then call a measure of effectiveness
their delivery of health care for that population be determined.
Many health bills state that standards will be determined by state councils or
and
boards. Will all HMO units have the same standards; or as in medicare
medicaid, will the standards vary for the type of class of population served?
into
Will the infamous "grandfather clause" be used to sweep inferior facilities
competition with newly upgraded or newly constructed facilities?
4. Manpower:
The upgrading and use of paraprofessionals in delivering health care is a most
to
important factor, both as a financial stabilizer as well as an opportunity
close the critical manpower shortage. Our concern is that hastily proposed trainIng programs may not be sufficient to prelare sub.professionals to take over the
total role of medical doctors in hospitals, clinics or offices.
We are also concerned that such use of sub-professionals will not be used by
medical professionals as a means of helping minorities out of medical schools.
We've progressed slowly in this area since 1964.
UCLA has a single (one), black senior in its medical school. Their extension
program for training sub-professionals has much better percentage figures.
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JASON I. GREEN, M.D.
9735 WILSHIRE

BOULEVARD

BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA

90212

TELEPHONE 274-0223
GENERAL SURGERY

August 24, 1971

Philip Caper, M.D.
Senate Health Subcommittee
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Doctor Caper:
Thank you very much for your letter of July 29, 1971 which unfortunately I did not receive until two days ago. At your
invitation I will be happy to submit my thoughts regarding Health
Care Delivery in the United States.
Health Care costs must be subdivided into medical (physician)
costs, hospital and others. To group them together only confuses
the issue and places the blame for high costs solely upon doctors,
whereas most of the costs increase has been in hospital bills.
There is no question, however, that methods of health care delivery and financing must change. With regards to delivery I
believe it is advantageous to both physicians and the general
public for doctors to practice in multi-specialty groups. The
difficulties encountered with doctors practicing in individual
offices in terms of patients getting to and from various doctors as well as the high cost to the physician of maintaining
these offices has made them anachronistic. These groups should
be large enough to provide all necessary and commonly used medical services but not so large as to become impersonal, cold, albeit
efficient medical "factories". Many patients here in the Southern California area describe Kaiser Permanente in the latter
terms. There is an intangible but crucial personal relationship between doctor and patient that must be preserved primarily for the welfare of the patient.
As concerns the financing of Health Care Delivery this too must
be modified. No patient should want for good care nor be bankrupted in the process of obtaining it. I believe every human
being has a rght to good medical care. I believe it would be
impossible financially to continue on a fee-for-service basis.
It might be possible on the other hand, for regional fee
schedules to be established which would be a compromise between
what the physicians would feel to be adequate and what the government and/or insurance carriers felt reasonable. The problems we
have experienced in the past have been primarily with the fiscal
intermediaries who have been most arbitrary and delinquent in their
payments. If any sort of fee-for-service (fee schedule) system
is to continue these inequities must be removed.
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To: Philip Caper, M.D.
From: Jason I. Green, M.D.

PAGE TWO

Currently there seems to be a strong momentum developing for
pre-paid programs. There is nothing inherently wrong with them
and they may ultimately prove to be the best solution. I would
only caution that they are as yet untested (except in selected
age and occupational groups) and pose the potential threat of
underutilization with gross patient dissatisfaction and eventual political backlash affecting those who advocated them
initially. I would suggest pilot programs be developed and results
carefully analyzed before embarking on this method as a major
source of health care delivery. I would also emphasize again
that groups of varying size and not just the medical corporate
giants be allowed to participate in these pilot programs.
Finally, I would point out that in a trillion dollar economy
such as this nation enjoys there is no question but that money
is available for health care. The only question is the old one
of ordering of priorities. This is the crucial question that
must be answered by the people themselves through their elected
representatives. Health care is costly. The cost can probably
be reduced. But whether the financing is through private sources,
fiscal intermediaries, or directly through the federal government
I think that Congress must be honest and explicit in stating
very clearly to the general public that the health of this nation
is of paramount importance to all of us and deserves top priority
for expenditures.
Thank you very much for giving me this opportunity to express
my views.

Very truly

Jai(on I. Green, M.D.
JIG/pg
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11 - 16
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Senator KENNEDY. At this point I order printed statements of those

who were unable to be heard or could not attend:
(The information referred to follows:)
TuE

TRUE CRISIS

(By James S. McCaughan, Jr., M.D., Central Ohio Medical Clinic, Columbus, Ohio)
At a time when the very foundations of medicine are being threatened, I think
the voice of the people who are "on the firing line giving health care" should be
heard, and not just those of politicians, union leaders, professors of medical economics, group health association presidents, etc. Therefore, the following is the
testimony I would have made had I been able to testify in person.
I am James McCaughan, M.D., and I practice general and thoracic surgery
in Columbus, Ohio where I am on the staffs of several hospitals, one of which is
located in the ghetto. I am also the Chief of Surgery at the Columbus State
School for the mentally retarded. In the course of my medical career I was
trained in a university and had training and experience in community hospitals,
state-owned mental hospitals, city-owned general hospitals and military hospitals. I have been on the teaching staff of three medical schools, have had Amercan Cancer Association and National Heart Association fellowships and several
grants for research. Being actively engaged in taking care of ill people I do not
have the time nor the huge monies nor facilities to prepare masses of data; however as a person actively participating in medicine and doing the work and not
just accumulating data, and as a person who will have to continue in the system, I think I have some observations which cannot be made by any other group
of people.
The rise in the cost of medical care is being called exorbitant, and the private
physician is being charged as one of the main culprits. The same chart is repeatedly brought out showing physicians' fees rose 50% during the past decade
while the Consumer Price Index rose only 20%. These speakers do not point out
that the Bureau of Labor Statistics shows that the prices of all services are up
50% since 1957-59 compared to 20% for commodities. Medical care is a service,
not a commodity. U.S. News, December 8, 1969, using U.S. Dept. of Labor statistics reported that while medical care had risen 12.9% since 1967, insurance
and finance costs had risen 21.4%, public transportation 13%, meals at restaurants 12.7%, shoes 12.7%, meats, poultry and fish 13.6%, and owning a
home 18.2%.
The cost of the U.S. Congress has risen 156%, federal employee wages rose
105%, and non-professional hopital workers wages rose over 200% during the
last decade.
While the Consumer Price Index rose only 5.5% and physicians' fees rose
8.1% in the past year, the U.S. News and World Report of February 15, 1971
showed last year's average increase of pay of union workers including wages
and fringes were: bricklayers 15%, building laborers 15%, carpenters 13%, electricians 12%, painters 12%, plasterers 12%, plumbers 14%, and in the construction industry wage increases are being sought of over 100% over the next three
years. Remember, physicians have no fringe benefits, no paid vacations, no paid
retirement plans, no paid health plans. Malpractice insurance costs have risen
over 300% in the last five years.
The quality of medicine in this country is claimed inferior because of a supposedly higher infant mortality, the United States being thirteenth in selected
countries. However, no cognizance is given to the fact that in some of these
countries that have a supposedly low infant mortality, such as Sweden which
is No. 1, a birth does not have to be reported for five years and a death might
never be reported. In some of these countries the father, not the physician.
voluntarily reports births; the criteria for live births are not the same in all
countries. The Demographic Year Book of the United Nations, from which this
information is taken, spends five pages pointing out why statistics of different
countries are not necessarily comparable. "Answers to these questions will not
be found through comparison of disconnected studies with varying study designs. Although few comparisons may be possible, fortuitously, they lack the
assurance which is to be derived from a well designed study planned to give
answers to specific questions".
In The Netherlands, which ranks No. 2, only 60% of infants are delivered by
physicians.
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The life expectancy at birth for males in the United States is eighteenth, with
66.8 years in 1965 compared to Sweden with 71.6 years. Does this mean that
more men in the United States smoke and die of cancer of the lungs, that we
have a greater incidence of coronary artery disease, or that we have more automobile accidents involving men? I don't think it can mean it is due to inferior
medical care because the same United Nations Demographic Year Book of 1968
shows in Sweden the deaths per 100,000 population due to pulmonary tuberculosis are 25% greater, suicide 95% greater, benign peptic ulcers 78% greater,
pneumonia 84% greater, influenza 186% greater, benign prostatic hypertrophy
116% greater, neplasm 25.5% greater, stroke 13.7% greater, diabetes 5% greater
than in the United States.
Poor quality medical care or unavailability of medical care is blamed as the
major if not only factor for a greater incidence of disease among the poor in
this country by those promoting national health insurance. United Auto Workers'
president, Leonard Woodcock, states: "In almost every category the rate of
serious illness among the poor is two or three times higher than the population as a whole".
"The United States is seventh in maternal mortality".
"Among the poor in this country, infant mortality rates are five times greater
than among the affluent".
Every other socio-economic pressure or influence or cause is completely disregarded, and inferior medical care is blamed for these sad statistics. I would
like to present a case history to show you some of the real problems and let you
try to fix the cause. I received a call at 3 o'clock one morning to come to an emergency room in the ghetto area. A nineteen year old black girl was brought in
by the rescue squad after being stabbed in the chest during a fight with another
girl in a bar. When I arrived there about twenty minutes later I observed that
the veins in the girl's arms were sclerosed and she stated this was from shooting heroin. When I asked her how she got the money for this she stated by prostituting. On further examination of her I found she was about five months
pregnant. She also had a seven month old child at home. She presently was receiving Aid For Dependent Children. After I treated this girl, about 4 o'clock in
the morning, an elderly black woman came to the door of the emergency room
with a little four or five year old neatly dressed black girl. They wanted to
know if the little girl could see "Auntie", who was lying on the litter in the
emergency room.
Many of the problems of the ghetto and the poor are summed up in this one case.
If this nineteen year old girl or her unborn child died during or after birth it
would only be statistics, and accordingly her death will be attributed to poor medical care. If this black girl dies of an overdose of heroin, alcoholism, or tuberculosis, or syphillis or stab wound at an age earlier than expected for the non-poor,
statistics will show it attributable to poor or inadequate medical care.
When there are problems, the least we can expect is the whole truth.
Although this nineteen year old girl presents a tragic problem, far more significant is the problem of the four or five year old child, because left in this environment chances of her winding up on a slab ten or fifteen years from now would
seem to be almost one hundred percent. Besides that, she probably will have a
couple of children of her own, and the children of the nineteen year old girl presented will be out on the street.
You can put one of President Nixon's Health Maintenance Organizations or
even a private physician next to this child and you will never appreciably improve
the quality or quantity of her life until you change the soclo-economic environment she lives in or remove her from it.
Senator Dominick on April 15, 1971 stated, "In truth, infant mortality for the
most part is a social rather than a medical problem. Factors such as poverty,
malnutrition, poor housing, poor education and racial or ethnic differences are
much more highly correlated with infant mortality than such factors as the number of physicians or hospitals."
"Somewhere out of such a free debate, a national concensus must develop, concensus that rests on facts and solid theory, not on the whims of doing something
to improve the situation or on notions of reaping political credit for the final
product."
In Philadelphia during an influenza epidemic I walked the Puerto Rican and
black ghetto streets at 1:00 A.M. seeing patients, and as I would leave one anartment building somebody would call from across the street to go see them. These
people were being ravaged by this epidemic. They live in tenements with two
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or three children sleeping in each bed, four to six adults in a 12 x 12 room, roaches
running over the beds and kitchen table. About this time a television program
showed the squalid living conditions of South American natives. I could have
filmed that program right in the center of Philadelphia.
On another occasion, in the middle of the night, under police protection I delivered an unregistered black woman in a third-floor apartment where there was
no electricity--only kerosene lamps. However, only six blocks away the best
maternity care was available, free, at the Jefferson Medical College.
These people do not have inferior medical care, they have inferior everything.
The spread of disease is dependent upon sanitation, nutrition, education, living
habits, etc. More people die and are injured by stabbings and gunshot wounds
in the ghetto areas than in the rest of the population. Why are these deaths not
blamed on poor medical care?
Senator Yarborough stated in Senate hearings in 1970 that there are "thousands of small towns and countless urban slum areas where our citizens go years
without seeing a doctor .
All of this is because it is economically more attractive to work in Austin rather than Three Rivers, Texas".
If financial rewards were the only reason for practicing medicine, most physicians would leave the big cities and go to these small communities where there
is a demand for them. However, as with every other human being and profession
there are many factors that enter into a physician's choice for a region to practice. It is true, there are not many physicians in certain areas of the country;
however, there are not many lawyers or other professional people there either.
Some physicians choose certain climates; others are influenced by wanting to
move away from their home; others want to remain close to their home; the
availability of cultural and educational facilities are a strong influence on many
people; the physical safety of working in certain areas is a factor. Many physicians and nurses will not make night calls to the hospital in the ghetto area that
I attend because they have to drive through the ghetto area to get to it. I have
a friend who is a surgeon in Cincinnati and every time he makes an emergency
call at night in a certain section of the city, he carries a loaded 38 revolver on the
seat beside him.
Thus merely providing financial incentives to practice in these areas will not
have much of an attraction. This is especially true in light of the harrassment
and discreditation that honest physicians and dentists have received when they
went into these areas and worked there day and night at reduced fees and still
made large sums of money because of the prodigious amount of work they were
doing. They were immediately suspect and denounced as being greedy over-utilizers, and investigated by the government.
The public is being told that they will receive the same or better care under a
national health program than they now receive from private physicians and it
won't cost them any more money. The Department of Health, Education and
Welfare itself has estimated the Health Security Act will cost over $77 billion
annually by 1974 or over $1000 per worker annually whether ill or not.
What evidence do we have from past experience with government Intervention
in medicine that this new government medicine will be better? John Gilligan,
Governor of Ohio, had motion pictures taken of conditions at the State Hospital
for the mentally insane to be distributed around Ohio to show the horrible conditions that exist in a state-owned hospital. As a private physician as well as the
chief of surgery at the state school for the mentally retarded in Columbus, I
can state, conditions exist at the School which would not be tolerated for one day
in a private hospital. The Division of Mental Hygiene notified Ohio's twenty-six
State Hospitals in March 1971 that doctors not licensed in Ohio could be barred
from practicing in state facilities. In the past, limited licenses were issued for
doctors who had not passed state medical board examinations so they could work
In state facilities. This is still prevalent.
The Veterans Administration Hospital system with 166 separate institutions
and a 1.9 billion dollar annual budget is one of the largest socialized medical
systems in the world. This is a "true system" compared to the private medical
system that Mr. Leonard Woodcock called "uncoordinated, wusteful, overspecialized . . absolutely incapable of meeting the real health needs of the
public". The physicians and all personnel are paid by the federal government. All
equipment and facilities are owned by the federal government. Patients receive
free care unlimited.
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On June 1, 1970 Senator Edward Kennedy made a speech in Cqngress asking
unanimous consent that Senator Allen Cranston's testimony about the inadequacy
of the VA Hospital system be accepted into the Congressional Record. He introduced the statement, "it is disgracefully understaffed, with standards for below
those of the average community hospital. Many wards remain closed for want of
personnel, the rest are strained with overcrowding. Facilities for long-term
treatment and rehabilitation, indispensable for the kind of paralytic injuries
especially common in this war of landmines and boobytraps, are generally
inferior".
Reports of the VA's own Chief of Services were entered into the Congressional
Record such as: "tight budget policies have imposed serious fiscal constraints on
our abilities to employ adequate personnel and provide necessary facilities";
". . insufficient equipment, insufficient personnel and grossly inadequate support in the crucial areas of pathology, radiology and clinical laboratory and
physical medicine"; ". . . radiology equipment is obsolete in the worst sense of
the word, broken down in the very true sense of the word".
Mark J. Musser, M.D., Chief Medical Director of the Veterans Administration
stated in the A.M.A. News of March 8, 1971 in response to a question on the
future of the VA Hospital system if some form of national health plan arrived:
"We set out to do two things, first to determine how the VA as a health care
and delivery system might better relate and hopefully cooperate with the private
sector. Second, to determine how we can modify the resources of the VA so it has
an expanding capability and is more responsive to the needs of a wide variety
of patients-who some day might not be solely veterans".
This system of socialized medicine, the VA Hospital system that Senator
Kennedy and the Veterans Affairs Sub-Committee have denounced as "holding
back on giving first-class treatment when they are brought home in wheelchairs
and stretchers", will be expanded to the private sector,
The Journal of the American Hospital Association of August 1970 shows the
average stay in a private community short-term general hospital was 8.3 days
in 1969. The average stay in a government hospital of the same type was 19.9
days. A major factor in this is certainly the fact that the appropriations for
the VA Hospitals are strongly dependent upon the number of patient days of
the year before, and since the hospitals are not one hundred percent utilized
patients are kept in the hospital longer for the same operation or illness than in
a private hospital. When the length of stay is multiplied by the cost per day
and compared for identical operations or disease, the cost for a particular operation in a government hospital far exceeds that in a private community hospital.
A special committee on municipal hospital services appointed by Mayor James
Tate to study the future of Philadelphia General Hospital (a city-owned service
which received $30,961,946 for fiscal 1970) reported on April 20, 1970: "The
present PGH is obsolete and beyond economic renovation. This manner of allocating money deals with health problems too late, costs the most, and does little
to prevent illness. Administrative and management inefficiencies, were found
in present operations of city personnel health programs". Per-diem charges in
the Philadelphia General Hospital on June 17, 1970 were: in-patients $68.00,
clinic visits $25.00, receiving ward visit $20.00. The average private physician
office visit charge is less than $10.00.
Joseph T. English, M.D., president of the New York City Health and Hospitals
Corporation warned Mayor John Lindsay In a letter in April 1971 that as many
as eight of New York's municipal hospitals may have to be closed in wake of financial difficulties.
Jersey City's Margaret Hague Maternity Hospital, a 250 bed county facility
may have to be closed on July 1, 1971 since it had a three million dollar deficit
in 1970.
Similar reports can be made for Massachusetts General, Cook County General
and other city and county-owned hospitals.
While stationed at Portsmouth Naval Hospital as a general surgeon, I frequently was assigned to the walk-in clinic to see the ambulatory ill. These people might have colds, gastroenteritis, allergies, etc. When they would return for
their next visit they usually saw another physician who was a specialist in another field such as urology or psychiatry, and on a subsequent visit they probably saw a third physician.
The U.S. Public Health Service is another completely socialized system with
physicians and all personnel being paid by the government, all facilities owned
by the government, and patients receiving free care. HEW Secretary L. A. Rich-
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ardson testified before Merchant Marine & Fisheries Committee that eight U.S.
Public Health Service Hospitals and thirty Clinics may have to be closed because
through
of "our inability to continue to provide medical care of high quality
an increasingly inefficient and outmoded system".
Thus, in the government systems we have already experienced we have found
no panacea for the health problem but actually a type of care which is Inferior to
that provided by the private sector.
Let us be quite candid, as Senator Kennedy stated In his speech on January 25,
1971 in the Senate: "Financial, professional and other incentives are built Into
the program to move the health care system toward organized arrangements for
,patient care". This will consist mainly of having a Board set fees for private
physicians and allocating the amount of money for this type of practice as the
residual of money not used for capitation payments. Let there be no mistake,
most of these plans presented are either directly or Indirectly aimed at eliminating the private physician fee-for-service practice of medicine and establishing a
per-capita pre-paid system similar to the Kaiser-Permanente type. What will this
mean? Dr. Sidney R. Garfield, the founder of the Kaiser-Permanente system, has
stated: "In our experience a removal of the fee-for-service overloads the system
and, since the well and the worried-well people are a considerable portion of our
entry mix, the usurping of available doctors' time by healthy people actually
interferes with the care of the sick." While non-medical people are espousing
the great advantages of the pre-paid capita system. Dr. Clifford H. Keene, president and chief administrative officer of the Kaiser Health Plan Hospitals, who
should be in a position to know better than anyone else the effect of this plan,
when asked what effect pre-paid clinics had on the quality of care to patients
stated: "I do not know".
Statements are made that more surgery is done on a fee-for-service basis than
in pre-paid per-capita systems, with allegations that this is for financial reasonsthat the surgeries are unnecessary. However, In the pre-paid per-capita system
it is to the doctor's advantage not to operate. In other words, he is being paid much
like welfare recipients, I.e. for not doing something. Who can say whether you
need to have your hernia fixed this month or next year, or you need to have your
veins stripped this month or next year, when there is an incentive financially
not to do It. If you are willing to accept the premise that there are surgeons who
will operate unnecessarily for fees, you must then accept tile premise that there
would be surgeons who would not operate In order to have a greater profit.
Similarly, it is not to the advantage of the Kaiser system physicians to have less
than 100% hospital occupancy. In an extensive study of the Kaiser system,
Greer Williams, in Modern Hospital, Feb. 1971, states that in 1970 certain Kaiser
hosiptals in the Los Angeles and San Diego areas reported occupancy rates between 100-110%. "This conies about by the patient being scheduled for major
surgery without an available empty bed. He is prepared as an ambulatory patient,
goes to the recovery room after surgery, and waits there for a hospital bed assignment. If a bed does not become available the administrative and. nursing
staff review the patient list to see who can be sent home, to another hospital, or to
an extended care facility. If the backup is too large, the staff reviews the elective
surgery schedule and postpones operations that 'will keep'."
When schedules become crowded they exercise their own priority system,
based not on "health care as a human right", "a meaningful doctor/patient relationship", or "first come first serve", but on "sickest first".
To have more beds available for the sick would mean building more hospitals
and decreasing the profit.
A fundamental principle of the Kaiser Health Plan has been "to insist that
all subscribers shall have, upon joining or upon periodic renewal of contract,
the opportunity to choose from two or more alternative health plans. This policy
not only insures that enrollment will be voluntary within the employee group,
but introduces open-market competition into a quasimonopolistic tradition of
partially insured doctor and hospital bills paid through a plan imposed on the
group by an employer arrangement with a single carrier supporting a fee-forservice system". This has been felt absolutely necessary to maintain the quality
of the closed panel system.
Senator Kennedy has said "patients everywhere face a bewildering array of
health personnel who know more and more about one disease or organ, but less
and less about the whole patient". Yet these plans propose to eliminate the private physician/patient relationship and promote systems in which the patient/
doctor relationship Is further destroyed. Patients for these plans are told they
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will receive the same or better quality care and attention than they would
receive from a private physician.
However, a surgeon in Los Angeles told me when he was a resident in surgery,
not Board-eligible, not Board-certified, in a Kaiser Hospital, he did twelve
appendectomies one night himself. He also stated that if there was a major case
to be done, the staff man would come in and help him. However, the staff men
usually did not like to come in during the night (it should be noted there is no
financial incentive for them to do so). If a patient had a bowel obstruction
the staff man frequently would Instruct the resident to put down a Levine tube,
give IV fluids and get the patient in shape to be operated on in the morning.
When I asked this surgeon if this was the way he wanted to be treated, he said
"no". When I asked him if that was the way he practiced now that he is In private
practice, he said "no".
James V. Maloney, M.D., In the presidential address at the 31st annual meeting of the Society of University Surgeons, gave a "Report on the Role of Economic Motivation in the Performance of Medical School Faculty". He compared "the effect of Intellectual motivation and economic motivation on patient
care and teaching and on the extent to which individual faculty members In
Institutions were meeting the needs of society in the field of medical education".
After an extensive survey he concluded, "without economic incentive, clinical
faculty of medical schools will not accept personal involvement In the care of
the sick If they have any reasonable alternative which permits them to maintain
their self respect".
Rashi Fein, Professor of Economics of Medicine at Harvard School of Medicine and a member of the faculty of the John Fitzgerald Kennedy School of
Government and a vociferous proponent of national health insurance stated in
Technology Review of April 1970, "A right to quality of care? A right to what
amenities that accompany care? A right to how short a waiting period in a
physician's office? Available how close to a person's residence? Available in what
quantity?".
In the Kaiser-Permanente system waiting times for appointments commonly
run from "three to six weeks", and in one large Kaiser-Permanente group, as
high as fifty-five days. Each group has its cut-off point, beyond which appointments are not made. Dr. Cecil Cutting, executive director of the Permanente
Medical Group in North Carolina states, "one of our big problems is developing
an appointment system that will screen members so the sick can get In for
service and yet the well and the worried-well can appropriately be taken care of
without swamping our physicians".
Since 1966 the Kaiser plan rates have increased an average of 11-14%. Prior
to that they had increased an average of 6-8% annually. Private physician fees
only rose 8.1% last year, yet the private physician is still blamed for the rising
cost of medical care although the Social Security Administration's own data
showed that only 15% of the total cost of medical care of those over 65 was due
to the physician's fees. Stated another way, if the physician had worked for
nothing there would only have been a 15% savings in the cost of Medicare for
1969.
What other catastrophic events are we witnessing since the advent of Medicare-Medicaid Intervention into medicine in 1966? MEDI-CAL is in serious
financial difficulties. Thomas Bryant, M.D., Medical Affairs Director of the
O.E.O. declared that Medicaid is an "unmitigated disaster". These pieces of legislation were passed when the medical profession warned that they would be
disasters.
Above and beyond these problems, however, the loss of the fee-for-service,
private physician/patient relationship will strike at the very core of the foundations of medicine, and here lies the true medical crisis and the true disaster
that lies ahead.
Again I turn to Mr. Rashi Fein, one of the main proponents for national health
insurance on a pre-paid per-capita basis. In his testimony September 24, 1970
before the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare of the U.S. Senate, he said:
"One of the deficiencies in the production of health services Is that the individual providers, institutions and people, do not really see themselves-or
function as if they were-part of a larger system. They are concerned with those
patients that come through their doors but often seem less aware of the large
number of people who do not find their way of entry into the system". In his
testimony before the Sub-Committee on Health of the U.S. Labor and Public
Welfare Committee February 23, 1971 he stated: "A traditional financing ap-
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proach will maintain the traditional delivery system organization-and we need
change".
Hippocrates Oath has guided and maintained the ethics of the medical
profession for centuries. It states: "I will use that regimen which, according to
my ability and judgement, shall be for the welfare of the sick, and I will refrain
from that which shall be baneful and injurious. If any shall ask of me a drug
to produce death, I will not give it. Nor will I suggest such counsel. In like
manner I will not give a woman a destructive pessary".
When a private physician has a patient, his only concern is, and must be,
the welfare of that patient. When you are ill and go to a physician you do not
want him to be concerned about the overall welfare of the masses or whether the
money spent to keep an old patient alive would be better utilized elsewhere. I treat
mentally retarded children, and we operate on them and treat them medically
with the same zeal, care and attention that we would treat you, although we
know that even if they get well from their acute illness they will be wards of the
state, still will have to be maintained in institutions, still will have to be fed
and looked after, and still will be a drain on the financial resources of society.
If we let this overwhelming obligation to the patient be destroyed we will be
destroying one of the few remaining fundamental moral principles left in this
country.
What indication do we have that this can be destroyed by government intervention? Already another fundamental principle in medicine is being destroyed.
Again from Hippocrates, "What in the life of men I shall see or hear, in my
practice or without my practice, which should not be made public, this will I
hold in silence, believing that such things should not be spoken".
It has always been considered a necessity and a right that the patient who
has tried to commit suicide, the girl who has had an illigitimate pregnancy, a
woman who has had cancer, a man who has had syphilis, know that what transpires between him and his physican is absolutely confidential. Right now, today,
under Medicare and Blue Cross this privacy is being invaded without the patient
or physician knowing it. When the patient enters a hospital he is required to
sign an authorization for release of information. Following his discharge, Blue
Cross or Medicare carriers merely write to the Medical Records Section of the
hospital for a complete copy of progress notes or the complete chart of that
patient, and it is being forwarded. The patient knows nothing of this, the physician knows nothing of this. Thus, even though the Medicare guide states that
the history and physical and other information are not to be solicited, it is being
done. Therefore, anyone who enters the hospital can have his personal history
and physical examination reviewed by persons unknown.
In Louisiana a hospital refused to violate the patient's trust and refused to
comply with these requests for complete chart copies, and had its Medicare and
Medicaid funds cut off summarily. Why is it now necessary, when it never has
been necessary before, for third party insurance firms to have complete copies
of charts? Why should the patient's personal history become the property of
the government? Why should the government be able to use economic force to
invade the privacy of its citizens? Most patients do not realize when they accept Medicare and Blue Cross of Central Ohio that they automatically waive
these rights.
Thus we already have government invasion of the individual's privacy, and the
idea is being promoted that the physician must consider the welfare of society
in general above the welfare of the individual.
In 1910 the Flexner Report maintained that we had too many "fly-by-night"
medical schools and too many people practicing medicine who are unqualified.
The answer to this problem was the creation of higher standards and more stringent requirements to be a practitioner of medicine.
Hippocrates Oath states: ". . . and to teach his art if they shall wish to learn
it, without fear or stipulation; to impart a knowledge by precept, by lecture, and
by every other mode of nsruction to my sons, to the sons of my teacher, and to
puois who are bemd by stipulatten and oath, accordlg to the law of madkeIA,
but to no other."
Ioday we are comtng 180" around from 1146. We are told the q*ai1ty of medic**
is poor, aad we must improve this by developing a vast body of lay pera-medleal
personnel. There are radiologists proposing that x-rays be surveyed by trained
technicians; proctologists suggesting routine sigmoidoscopies be performed by
para-medical technicians; corpsmen being trained to make housecalls to the
extent that the patient "waves goodbye and says 'so-long Doc'."; the nursing
profession has abandoned the scrub-nurse to the operating room technician.
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Here Is the True Medical Crisis: the loss of the private physician-patient
relationship, where the physician reaches his responsible decision not by considering the economics, nor by considering the influence an action might have on
the rest of society, but on the basis of what is best for this individual patient; the
destruction of the private physician-patient confidentiality; the move from quality
medical care to homogeneous mediocrity.

Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much. The hearing for today is
closed.
(Thereupon, the hearing was 'adjourned subject to the call of the

Chair.)
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